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ABSTRACT
I N T E G R A L D E F E R R E D C O R R E C T I O N M E T H O D S FOR
SCIENTIFIC C O M P U T I N G
By
Maureen Marilla Morton
Since high order numerical methods frequently can attain accurate solutions more
efficiently than low order methods, we develop and analyze new high order numerical
integrators for the time discretization of ordinary and partial differential equations.
Our novel methods address some of the issues surrounding high order numerical time
integration, such as the difficulty of many popular methods' construction and handling the effects of disparate behaviors produce by different terms in the equations
to be solved.
We are motivated by the simplicity of how Deferred Correction (DC) methods
achieve high order accuracy [72, 27]. DC methods are numerical time integrators
that, rather than calculating tedious coefficients for order conditions, instead construct high order accurate solutions by iteratively improving a low order preliminary
numerical solution. With each iteration, an error equation is solved, the error decreases, and the order of accuracy increases. Later, DC methods were adjusted to
include an integral formulation of the residual, which stabilizes the method. These
Spectral Deferred Correction (SDC) methods [25] motivated Integral Deferred Corrections (IDC) methods. Typically, SDC methods are limited to increasing the order
of accuracy by one with each iteration due to smoothness properties imposed by the
gridspacing. However, under mild assumptions, explicit IDC methods allow for any
explicit rth order Runge-Kutta (RK) method to be used within each iteration, and
then an order of accuracy increase of r is attained after each iteration [18]. We
extend these results to the construction of implicit IDC methods that use implicit
RK methods, and we prove analogous results for order of convergence.

One means of solving equations with disparate parts is by semi-implicit integrators, handling a "fast" part implicitly and a "slow" part explicitly. We incorporate
additive RK (ARK) integrators into the iterations of IDC methods in order to
construct new arbitrary order semi-implicit methods, which we denote IDC-ARK
methods. Under mild assumptions, we rigorously establish the order of accuracy,
finding that using any rth order ARK method within each iteration gives an order of
accuracy increase of r after each iteration [15]. We apply IDC-ARK methods to several numerical examples and present preliminary results for adaptive timestepping
with IDC-ARK methods.
Another means of solving equations with disparate parts is by operator splitting
methods. We construct high order splitting methods by employing low order splitting methods within each IDC iteration. We analyze the efficiency of our split IDC
methods as compared to high order split methods in [77] and also note that our
construction is less tedious. Conservation of mass is proved for split IDC methods
with semi-Lagrangian WENO reconstruction applied to the Vlasov-Poisson system.
We include numerical results for the application of split IDC methods to constant
advection, rotating, and classic plasma physics problems.
This is a preliminary, yet significant, step in the development of simple, high
order numerical integrators that are designed for solving differential equations that
display disparate behaviors. Our results could extend naturally to an asymptotic
preserving setting or to other operator splittings.
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Introduction
Throughout scientific history, experiments, physical and mathematical models, and,
more recently, scientific computing have been partners in generating new knowledge.
Although all are vital components of discovery, we focus on the role that scientific
computing plays. In many cases, experiments may not be feasible due to expense
or physical constraints, and models may be too complex to find analytic solutions.
In these situations, further insight may be found through computationally approximating solutions to models, such as those models given by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), partial differential equations (PDEs), differential algebraic equations (DAEs), or others. The daily changes in technology and scientific discoveries
means that the need for innovative numerical methods always exists. In particular,
it is desirable to obtain accurate solutions at a low computational cost and in real
time. Frequently, higher order numerical methods can attain such accuracy more efficiently than lower order methods, although care must be taken to maintain certain
properties; e.g., for some physical problems, one must be careful that a numerical
method conserves mass when the physical theory asserts that mass is preserved.
In this dissertation, we focus on higher order numerical integrators for the time
discretization of ODEs and PDEs.
Some of the issues surrounding high order numerical time integration include:
difficulty of the method's construction (for example, the order conditions for constructing higher order Runge-Kutta methods and the number of coefficients one
1

must find for some general high order splitting methods increase exponentially with
the order of the method [37, 77]); the equations exhibit multi-scale behaviors and/or
different operators and terms in the equations produce disparate but coupled (frequently nonlinear) behaviors, leading to severe timestep restrictions or difficulties
in numerical implementation; and treatment of boundary conditions at high order.
In this dissertation, we contribute to the work that tackles some of these issues by
further developing Integral Deferred Correction (IDC) methods, described below.

One way to overcome the first issue of a complicated construction of high order
methods was introduced and later expanded upon in articles such as [78, 65, 28,
27, 72]. This class of methods, called Deferred Correction (DC) methods (or Defect
Correction), involves taking a prediction step to form an approximate solution using
a numerical method of choice, then iteratively forming an error equation, solving
for the error using any numerical method of choice, and updating the approximate
solution. The main principle is that, at each iteration, the order of accuracy of the
DC method increases by the order of the numerical method used at each iteration.
The prediction step can be considered one iteration, and each step that solves the
error equation (also called the correction step) can be considered one additional
iteration.

The beauty of DC methods is their simplicity in constructing higher

order methods. One only needs to use low order integrators within the prediction
and correction steps, and the iterative process attains arbitrary high order without
needing to consider complicated order conditions. A key component of DC methods
is the treatment of the residual within the error equation. For simplicity, suppose
we are solving an initial value problem (IVP)

y(t) = f(t,y),

2/(0) = j/o2

(1)

The "differential form" of the residual, r, is

r(t) =

r,'(t)-f(t,r,(t)),

where 77 is a provisional numerical solution to (1). Approximating the derivative,
?/(£), within the DC correction step is numerically unstable (see, e.g., [32]). More
recently, Greengard and Rokhlin introduced a variant of DC methods, called Spectral Deferred Correction (SDC) methods, by incorporating the integral formulation
of the residual,

f r{r)dr = V(t) - T?(0) - /
JO
70

f(r,r,(r))dr,

to stabilize the correction step [25]. This development sparked renewed interest in
DC methods. Several methods influenced by SDC methods include Krylov Deferred
Correction methods, applied to ODEs and DAEs [41, 42]; semi-implicit and multiimplicit SDC methods (SISDC and MISDC, respectively) applied to ODEs whose
right hand sides include stiff terms (i.e., terms with disparate sizes) [60, 47, 9]; and
Integral Deferred Correction (IDC) methods, applied to ODEs and PDEs, with a
special choice of nodes and integrators used at each step [18, 17], including adjustments to allow parallel in time implementation of IDC methods [16].

Typically, SDC methods are limited to increasing the order of accuracy by one
after each correction step due to certain smoothness properties that are imposed by
the gridspacing. Some works that adjusted SDC methods to incorporate integrators
other than Euler methods in the prediction and correction loops include [48, 47,
18, 17]. In particular, [18, 17] present IDC methods that allow for any explicit RK
methods of arbitrary order to be used within the prediction and correction loops, and
that allow for an order of accuracy increase greater than one after each correction
3

loop. They rigorously established under certain assumptions on the gridspacing and
the smoothness of the exact solution that, when an rth order explicit RK method
is used to predict and correct the numerical solution, the order of accuracy of the
IDC method increases by r for each prediction and correction loop. Thus fewer
correction loops are required to attain a certain order of accuracy, when compared
to SDC methods. They also found that such high order IDC methods' stability and
efficiency compared favorably to RK methods alone. In this dissertation, we extend
the construction and theory of IDC methods using explicit RK integrators to the
construction of arbitrary order IDC methods that use implicit RK integrators and
a rigorous presentation of analogous results to the order of convergence theory.
The second issue of high order numerical integrators, that of handling equations
with distinct parts, multi-scale, and/or nonlinear behaviors, is quite broad. We focus
on methods that handle different terms in the equations via separate means. First
consider semi-implicit, or implicit-explicit, integrators. Typically, a semi-implicit
integrator is intended to solve an equation of the form

y'(t) = F(t,y) + G(t,y),

(2)

with appropriate initial or boundary conditions. For simplicity of presentation, we
suppress any non-time dependence that may be in F and G, which could be functions
or operators. Suppose F contains only nonstiff (not particularly large) terms and
G contains any stiff (could be large) terms. Semi-implicit integrators can be used
to solve the stiff part implicitly and the nonstiff part explicitly, thereby gaining the
benefit of the implicit method for the stiffness but potentially saving computational
effort by handling some terms explicitly. Popular integrators include additive RungeKutta (ARK) methods and integrators constructed from linear multi-step methods,
such as Adams or BDF methods. [60, 47] introduce semi-implicit SDC methods that
4

may attain orders of accuracy higher than ARK or BDF methods, but in [60], the
increase in accuracy at each correction loop is limited to 1st order, while [47] only
presents specific examples of a 2nd order ARK and a 2nd order BDF method that
may be successfully used in the correction loops. In this dissertation, we expand the
results in [47, 18], and our IDC with implicit RK methods to construct a general
formulation that clearly presents the ability to incorporate any order ARK scheme
into the IDC framework. We denote the new construction as IDC-ARK methods.
We rigorously establish under certain assumptions that, when an rth order ARK
method is used to predict and correct the numerical solution, the order of accuracy
of the IDC method increases by r for each prediction and correction loop. We also
include numerical examples of IDC-ARK methods applied to IVPs that substantiate
the theory and to an advection-diffusion equation, verifying that the semi-implicit
structure allows for an improved CFL condition.

To further handle multi-scale

situations, especially equations whose solutions contain initial, inner, or boundary
layers, we also present preliminary results for adaptive implementation of IDC-ARK
methods. Since IDC methods form an approximation to the error at each time step,
they fit naturally into an adaptive setting, where the size of the time step is adjusted
as necessary according to some estimation of the size of the error at that step.
Equations of the form (2) may also be solved via operator splitting methods.
Splitting methods may be useful when, for example, y depends on more than one
spatial variable, say on (xi,x2),

in addition to time, t, but F depends only on

xi and G depends only on x^- In this case, we may approximate the solution by
successively solving the following two subproblems,

dtV = F,

dty = G,

which now are simple one-dimensional problems rather than a more complicated
5

two-dimensional problem. Sometimes also an operator splitting may be chosen such
that the subproblems are linear although the original problem (2) is nonlinear.
Many high order splitting methods are costly both to construct and to implement
[77], although some reasonable methods have been developed in [49, 50], including
high order splitting methods constructed via DC methods and applied to VlasovMaxwell systems. We wished to seek an improved high order splitting method by
using the IDC framework instead. We present these novel split IDC methods in
this dissertation. They incorporate simple first order splitting methods and second
order Strang splitting methods within the prediction and correction loops to obtain
arbitrary order splitting methods. The construction is specified for application to
the Vlasov-Poisson equations, which are frequently used to describe the behavior of
particles in some plasma physics settings. We show that a new formulation of the
error equation in the correction step is required for proper application to the VlasovPoisson system. As required by the physical theory, we also prove that split IDC
methods for Vlasov equations conserve mass when conservative semi-Lagrangian
WENO reconstruction is employed in conjunction with the IDC splitting method.
The third issue that causes difficulties in numerical time integration, treating
boundary conditions (BCs) in a way that maintains the high order of the numerical
method, will not be discussed in this dissertation. However, this area is essential
if the discussed methods are to be applied to realistic problems. In particular, this
field is mainly unexplored for deferred correction methods. The application of split
DC methods to the Vlasov-Maxwell system in [49, 50] only utilizes periodic BCs.
Essentially, in this dissertation, we also only apply IDC methods to differential equations with periodic BCs. Motivated by the high order treatment of BCs presented
by LeVeque in [52, 53], we expect that equivalent or alternative means of handling
BCs could be designed to take advantage of IDC's unique framework of extending
low order methods to high order methods. This design may circumvent the extensive
6

approximations of higher order derivatives that are necessary in LeVeque's work.
Chapter 1 briefly introduces several equations that describe certain physical processes that motivate some of the numerical issues we wish to address via IDC methods. Chapter 2 presents a history and literature review of DC methods and more
recent developments. It also includes a description of our new arbitrary order IDC
methods that incorporate implicit RK methods in their construction and a rigorous
proof of the theoretical order results for such IDC methods. Chapter 3 lays out the
construction of our new semi-implicit IDC-ARK methods, order of accuracy theoretical results, how the semi-implicit proof differs from the implicit proof in Chapter 2,
and application to numerical examples such as Van der Pol's oscillator, an initial
layer problem, and an advection-diffusion equation. Chapter 4 is a short study on
the implementation of IDC methods in an adaptive setting, with some preliminary
results for adaptive IDC-ARK methods. Chapter 5 shows the construction of new
high order split IDC methods, an analysis of efficiency as compared to high order
splitting methods in [77], a proof of conservation of mass, and numerical results
for its application to constant advection, rotating, and Vlasov-Poisson equations.
Chapter 6 suggests directions for future research, such as extending asymptotic
preserving methods to the IDC framework.
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Chapter 1
Physical Motivation
Many physical problems involve both fast and slow events, or can be modeled by
equations that have operators whose numerical solutions can be simplified by operator splitting. Modeling these situations may result in equations that contain
widely separated time scales or equations whose parts may be computed separately. These equations include but are not limited to: chemical rate equations,
convection-diffusion equations, Vlasov-Poisson equations, and hyperbolic conservation laws with stiff relaxation. We present some of these problems as motivation for
studying semi-implicit numerical integrators that handle two different time scales
and splitting methods that allow for simpler numerical computations, although we
have not necessarily tested all the problems described below.

1.1

Chemical Rate Equations

Chemical reactions are often modeled by rate equations that are formed by using the
mass action law. An example of a system of rate equations is given by the ROBER
8

problem, which describes an autocatalytic reaction [59]. The system is
d_
VI
dt

-0.042/! + 104y2y3>

(1-1)

dt V2 =

0.04yi-104y2i73-3-107^,

(1.2)

dt V3

3 • 107yl

(1.3)

Vl(0) = 1,

y2(0) = 0,

2/3(0) = 0,

(1.4)

where the y^ represent the concentrations of the chemical species involved, and the
coefficients on the right hand sides are the rate constants, which describe the rate
of certain component reactions. The widely disparate rate constants contribute to
the stiff nature of this problem, and the solution to this system changes quickly
initially (although it varies smoothly as time progresses). Typically, there are far
more species involved in a chemical reaction, thus rendering the system of rate
equations much larger than the ROBER problem; e.g., the chemical Akzo Nobel
problem or the pollution problem, both also in [59]. However, the ROBER problem
sufficiently demonstrates that widely separated time scales may arise in chemical
rate equations.

1.2

Convection-Diffusion-React ion Equations

Multiscale effects also play a role in the solution of convection-diffusion-reaction
equations. Typically, the diffusion term dominates the other terms due to the discretization of the spatial derivatives, and the reaction term is significantly smaller
9

than the other terms. An example of such an equation is given in [45], in the form

p

a
at

pu

d
dx

e

P0

pu
o
pu* + p

(1.5)

(peg + p)u
puY{

+

4yUd2 u
4u,
"3;

+

^s+mr tei^f
d

0
0

+

0

2

pD,

d Yj
dx2
(1.6)

This system is a one-dimensional version of the simplified, gas-phase, multicomponent, compressible NavierStokes equations with chemical reaction. (p,X,pD^)

are

the transport coefficients, where p is molecular viscosity, A is thermal conductivity,
p is fluid density, and D^ is the effective Fickian diffusion coefficient. The species is
designated by i = 1 , . . . , ncs, where ncs is the number of chemical species, the fluid
velocity is represented by u, T is temperature, Yj are the species mass fraction, p
is pressure, eg is total specific internal energy, h is the partial specific enthalpy of
species i, LU^ is the reaction rate of species i. The first term on the right hand side is
the convection term, the second term is the diffusion term, and the last term is the
reaction term. In addition to the differences in sizes of the terms that could arise
based on the spatial derivatives, there are also potential separations of time scales
based on the sizes of the transport coefficients and the reaction rates.
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1.3

Vlasov—Poisson Equations

Many natural and industrial processes, such as solar weather and integrated circuits
manufacturing, involve plasmas. A plasma is sometimes called the fourth state of
matter, since adding sufficient energy to a solid produces a liquid, adding energy to
a liquid leads to a gas, and increasing the energy yet again results in a plasma. A
plasma can also be defined as an electrically neutral collection of charged particles.
The sizes, speeds of, and forces acting on or by these charged particles may vary by
several orders of magnitude. Hence it is of interest to consider computational issues
in models of plasmas. As a special case, the electron motion in a one-dimensional
cold plasma with a stationary ion background may be modeled by the following
Vlasov-Poisson equations, where the physical constants have been normalized to
one.

dtf + vdxf-Edvf

-$h

= 0,

(1.7)

E = -dx<\>,

(1.8)

=A

(1-9)

where f(x, v, t) is the electron probability density function, x is space, v is the
velocity, t is time, E is the electric field, <>
/ is the potential, and p is the charge
density [54]. If we choose to rewrite (1.7) in a Lagrangian framework, from the
point of view of an electron within the flow (as opposed to an Eulerian framework,
which has a fixed spatial grid), and discretize the problem in (x, v)-phase space, we
obtain N ODE systems with varying stiffnesses:

x'i(t) = vi(t),

(1.10)

v'i(t) = E(t,xi),'

t = l,...,TV,
11

(1.11)

where the electric field on the right hand side of (1.11) contains contributions from
the electrons, ions, and free space [14]. The velocities and forces may vary significantly in magnitude between different values of i and among the terms on the
right hand side of (1.11) for each i. Alternatively, one may use a semi-Lagrangian
framework to solve (1.7) for the distribution, in which case splitting methods can
be applied. Further details are presented in Chapter 5.

1.4

Hyperbolic Conservation Laws

The Vlasov equation is one type of a class of problems known as hyperbolic conservation laws. Much of the following information about such problems is compiled
from [66, 51, 70]. For simplicity of explanation, we explain hyperbolic conservation
laws via the general scalar one-dimensional case, solving

ut + f(u)x

= 0,

(1.12)

where f(u) is the flux. Corresponding to the physics involved, such an equation
satisfies conservation of mass. Consider the case where u(x, t) = p(x, t), the density,
with flux f(p(x,t)),
right:

over the interval Ij = [x. \,x.
l
~1
f(p{x,t))

p(x,t)

]_], where the flow is to the
2

l+1

f(p(x,t))

(1.13)
X

I

X

h
12

-\

The integral form of conservation of mass over the interval 1^ is:

mass at tn+1

= f p(x,tn+1)dx

(1.14)

f
ftU+1
n
= / p(x,t )dx +
f(p(x.
1,t))-f(p(x1,t))dt
Jli
Jtn
*~2
2+2
= mass at tn + flow in — flow out.

(1.15)
(1-16)

We sketch how the integral form (1.14) leads to the differential form of the conservation law. Looking at a small piece in space 5x and in time 5t, we have

(p(x,tn+1)-p(x,tn))Sx

= ~(f(P(xl,t))-f(p(x._l,t)))st,

(1.17)

which, upon rearranging, gives
p(x,tn+1)

- p(x,tn)
6t

1
f(p(x
i,t))-f(p(x.
dx \
i+-k

1,t))\.

i—ij

(1.18)

From this equation, we deduce the differential form of the conservation law

Pt + f(p)x = 0,

(1.19)

which in a more general case is given by (1.12). In a physical setting, the integral
form (1.14) is more natural and meaningful.
An understanding of some basic analytic properties is needed for considering a
numerical solution. We describe the solutions of two types of equations in terms
of characteristics, the lines along which solutions are constant. First we consider a
linear problem, such as the linear advection-diffusion equation,

ut + ux = 0,

u(x, 0) = UQ(X).
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(1-20)

The solution is u(x,t)

= UQ(X — t). This solution is constant along characteristics

described by T T = 1, since
du

*

,d

=(

dx d .

+

s *ai

,d

),, = (

d .

+

) =0

,

n

(L21)

» &" -

In this situation, the characteristics will not cross. For a nonlinear problem, the situation is much more complicated, and characteristics may cross after a certain time,
resulting in a discontinuity of the solution. As an example, we consider Burger's
equation

^ + ( y ]

=0,

u{x,0)=u0{x).

The solution is constant (u = UQ) along characteristics described by ^

(1.22)

= u, but

since the slope of the characteristics is determined by ^ , then in many cases, the
characteristics will cross after a certain time; e.g., when UQ(X) = sinx.

Where

the characteristics come together, a shock forms. This discontinuity means the
differential form of the conservation law does not work, so the integral form is
needed. Only a classical strong solution works for the differential equation, but the
integral equation can be solved by a weak solution. A weak solution is not unique,
but a weak solution satisfying a property called entropy is called the entropy solution,
which is unique. For example, in the Riemann problem, the initial conditions are
given by
u0{x)

X*

Ul,
1

X <

ur,

x > x*

,

(1-23)

where u^ and ur are constant functions. If the entropy condition is satisfied, then
u^ > ur means the solution will form a shock, and u^ < ur means the solution will
form a rarefaction.
14

The numerical solution of hyperbolic conservation laws is described in Section 5.3, with an emphasis on a numerical method called WENO, which is designed
to solve problems with piecewise smooth solutions that contain discontinuities.
Sometimes hyperbolic conservation laws have a stiff relaxation term TZ(u), such
as diffusion, on the right hand side:

dtu + dxf(u)=K(u),

(1.24)

where lZ(u) is quite large, thus contributing to the multiscale nature of the problem.
This type of term shows up in models such as shallow water, granular gas, and traffic
flow equations [64].
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Chapter 2
Deferred Correction Methods
2.1

Defect Correction Methods

Deferred Correction (DC) methods were developed in the 1960s and 1970s. They
can be considered methods to solve a system of ODEs (that may arise within an
algorithm solving certain PDEs), or in the more general sense, to solve an equation
of the form Fy = 0. Our current interest lies in the ODE and PDE application.

2.1.1

DC Algorithm for an I V P

In particular, suppose we are solving the IVP

y'(t)

= f{t,y),

2/(0)

= I/O-

te[o,T],
(2.1)

DC (sometimes called Iterated Defect Correction) involves taking a prediction step
to form an approximate solution via an arbitrary numerical method (e.g. RK), then
iteratively forming an error equation, solving for the error, and updating the approximate solution. It is of interest to note that the approximate solution approaches
16

the collocation solution to the IVP as the error is improved at each step [28].
We solve the IVP (2.1) on a grid

0 = t0 < tx < t2 <•••<

tn <••• <tN = T,

(2.2)

where H = tn_l[_i — tn- Each subinterval [^n,^n-|-i] is discretized again into M
subintervals

l

n = tnp < tn0 <•••<

tn,m <•••<

tn^M = tn+1,

M is fixed. We consider the DC method on one subinterval [tn, tn+l\

(2.3)

anc

^ drop the

subscript n. Without loss of generality, we look at the first subinterval, [0, H\.
The DC algorithm is as follows [28]:
1. Prediction step: compute an approximate solution to (2.1) over the grid
points (2.3),

,i°i=40,40,.-^£l

•$>.

(")

which is an approximation to the exact solution

y = (yo,yi,---,ym,---,yM)-

(2-5)

For example, applying a first order Backward Euler method to (2.1) gives

.il=^]+^(Wl>il)-

(2-6)

2. Correction step: Then interpolate 771. ' by the Mth degree polynomial satisfying
r^\tm)

= Vm[0],
17

m = 0,l,...,M.

(2.7)

Form the residual (originally called the "defect" in this context).

= (r,W)'(t)-f(t,r](0\t))

d(°\t)

Add the residual

te[0,H].

(2.8)

to the RHS of the original IVP (2.1) to obtain a new

IVP whose exact solution is 77(0)(i).

y'{t)

= f(t,y)

+ d(°)(t),

te[o,T],
(2.9)

2/(0)

= 2/0-

Solving the new IVP (2.9) by the same method as for (2.1), we obtain the
numerical solution 7rl-UJ = irk , . . . , 7 r » i . Then we use the known exact discretization errors, TT!^ — r]\ )(tm),
errors rfyrf - y(tm)

of (2.9) as an estimate for the unknown

of (2.1).

Then the identity

y(tm) = r$$ - (vS

~ y(tm))

m = 0,l,...,M

(2.10)

m = 0,1,...,M.

(2.11)

is approximated by

JM-rf-»«%„))

Wm

The process is then iterated so that we have

V[m+1]=V[m]-(v[m]-V{k)(tm))

m = 0 , 1 , . . . , M;

/c = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,
(2.12)

where rj\k' interpolates 77IAJ = (rjl', rji ',...
18

, 7 7 ^ , . . . , 77 U ) .

Note that the error estimation method was suggested by Zadunaisky in [78],
where he also references earlier papers where he tried this method, but the iterative
procedure was due to others, e.g. Pereyra, Frank and Ueberhuber, Stetter [65, 28,
27, 72].

2.1.2

DC Algorithm for a General Setting

In a more general setting ([27], [72]), suppose we are solving

Fy = 0

(2.13)

for the solution y, and F is an operator described below. Then the common structural principle of DC methods is error estimatation of a discretization method plus
iterative improvement of the error estimate, the advantage being that DC proceeds
on the original grid from the first discretization. Stetter first describes a DC method
on general normed linear spaces then proceeds to project the problem onto discrete
spaces and other spaces, e.g. of polynomial interpolants, so that we see the above
case of an ODE on a discrete grid is exactly an example of the general case of DC
methods.
For the basic principle of DC methods, one considers a nonlinear bijective operator F such that 0 belongs to the range of F. The goal is to find an approximation
to the unique solution y* of (2.13):
1. Use the approximate inverse G (or the exact inverse of or the solution operator
of the approximate problem Fy = 0, F « F) to form an initial approximation
y0 = GO.
2. Form the residual/defect CLQ = FJ/Q.
3. Compute an approximate solution of Fy = d,Q (the "neighboring problem"),
19

which is yg == Gdg.
The exact solution to the neighbor problem is known to be yg, SO the exact error of
the neighbor problem is known: yg — yg. However, the exact error of the original
problem is unknown: yg — y*. The error of the neighbor problem is used to estimate
the error of the original problem, and thus y* m yg — (yg — yg) gives an improved
approximation y^ to y*:
yi = vo-(yQ-yo)-

(2-14)

The process may be repeated, for i = 0,1, 2 , . . . :

dt = Fyv
y% = GFyt

(2.15)
= Gd%

(2.16)

Vi+1 =Vi~ (Vi+1 - V0) = ( J - GF)yi

+ yQ = y i - Gd% + yg.

(2.17)

Note that y* is the solution of (2.13) and a fixed point of (2.17). Thus convergence
occurs if 7 — GF is a contraction.
When limited to a numerical method on a discrete grid, this general form of a DC
method changes somewhat. A DC method on the discrete space results in an iterate
fj that approaches a fixed point £*. In turn, the fixed point £* should be reasonably
close to the fixed point y* of (2.17) on the original space (of course, appropriate
conditions are required). Typically £* is some collocation solution which in fact
should be close to the projection of y* onto the discrete space.

2.1.3

Differential Formulation of the DC Algorithm

The differential formulation of a DC method is a rewriting of the special case of
application to a system of ODEs [25, 18], or of the time portion of certain PDEs.
As above, consider the IVP (2.1) on the interval [0,/f], subdivided as in (2.3).
20

1. Prediction step: compute an approximate solution to (2.1) over the grid
points (2.3),

^=<40,401..•.*•••.>>$).

(*•*)

which is an TQ order approximation to the exact solution

( 2 - 19 )

y = (yo,yh---,ym,---,yM)-

For example, applying a first order Backward Euler method to (2.1) gives

4=JH/(Wl.il)'

(2-2°)

2. Correction step: use the error function to improve the accuracy of the
approximate solution at each iteration.
For k = 1 to Ki0Op, where K^QQV is the number of correction steps:
(a) Denote the exact error function from the previous step as

e(k-1)(t) = y(t)-V(k-1)(t),

where y(t) is the exact solution and rj{
nomial interpolating 77L

(2.21)

)(t) is an M

degree poly-

J. Notice that the error function e\

>(t) is

not a polynomial in general.
(b) Compute the numerical error vector,

>fi\n>• • • 1 ^JlJ)'
an (r^)

usm

order numerical method to compute the solution of the error

equation,
(e(k-1^\t)

= f(t,r1(k~1\t) + e(k-1)(t))-(V(k-1h,(t)e(k~1\0)

= 0,
(2.22)
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§

where

are approximated by the Mth degree

polynomial interpolant and its derivative, respectively. 8W is an (r^)
order approximation to

«[*- 1 l=(4*- 1 ',...,^- 1 '....,«i£- 1 '),
where e ^

= e^

(2-23)

>{tm) is the value of the exact error function at

(c) Update the numerical solution
v[k] = v[k-l] + s[kl

2.1.4

Order Theorems for DC Methods

T h e o r e m 2.1.1. Consider a DC method as in Section 2.1.1 with a global [28] or
TT

local [5] connection strategy, equidistant grids hm — h = -JJ for all m, fixed degree
M o'fthe interpolating polynomials, and H —> 0. If an arbitrary (explicit or implicit)
RK scheme of order p (p < M) is used, and if f satisfies suitable

differentiability

conditions, then the approximate solution after the kth correction satisfies
V[m] - y(tm) = 0{hmm^k+l)'M))

for h - 0,

(2.24)

where y is the exact solution.
[27] has a similar version of Theorem 2.1.1, with variant assumptions:
T h e o r e m 2.1.2. / / the discretization method is of order q, if the approximation
^[K—i-l from

the previous DC step(s) gives an 0(hr)

error, and if certain smoothness

requirements are met, then the result 771- J of a DC step satisfie
les
77M - Uhy = 0{hmi<r+(l)>J))
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for h - 0,

(2.25)

where Tluy is the projection of the exact solution y onto the grid, provided that the
maximum attainable order J is larger than p and q. Moreover, further DC steps are
possible if J > r + q.
In essence, Theorem 2.1.2 tells us that Theorem 2.1.1 holds when p is different
at each DC iteration, i.e. when the discretization method has a different order at
each iteration. Note the importance of equidistant gridspacing. The same results
do not generally hold for nonequidistant grids.

2.1.5

DC Methods and Collocation

As aforementioned, the result of the DC solution approaches a collocation solution,
or rather the fixed point of the DC method is a collocation solution to the problem
(2.13). This collocation solution is determined by the choice of interpolating polynomial, for example, and also determines the maximum attainable order of accuracy of
the DC method. The following theorem from [28], where the discretization method
used at each DC step is backward Euler, illustrates one such claim.
Theorem 2.1.3. On [0,H], n* = ( y g , ^ ? , . . . ,v\/r) i>s afixedpoint

of the DC method

with base scheme of backward Euler if and only if

d*(tm)

= 0,

m= 0,l,...,M

(2.26)

d*(t)±(T,W)\t)-f{t,7,(*)(t)),

(2.27)

where

and rj{*)(t) interpolates n* (i.e. rp'{t)
cation scheme).

is the solution of the corresponding collo-

This theorem holds for all nodes (2.3), not necessarily equispaced;

however, equidistant nodes seem to converge to rj* more readily.
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2.1.6

Continuing Developments in DC Methods

In [6], Stetter is quoted: "The scheme [DC] is simple; the essential point is the definition of the defect [residual]." The treatment of the residual does in fact appear to be
the major factor in successful adaptations of DC methods. In the years immediately
following D C s conception, some difficulties became apparent. One of these troubles was a lower than expected order of accuracy with nonequidistant nodes (recall
that Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 required equispacing). However, a benefit of some
nonequidistant nodes is a higher order collocation solution with fewer gridpoints (e.g.
Gaussian quadrature). In 2004, Auzinger et al [5] rewrote the residual in several
different ways to obtain similar order of accuracy results for nonequispaced nodes.
For one modified DC method, the residual and the embedded discretization scheme
are both approximated at the unequally spaced gridpoints. For another method,
the residual was interpolated at the unequally spaced nodes while the discretization
method at each iteration was carried out at equidistant gridpoints. Auzinger et
al also provided some numerical examples where their modified DC methods were
successfully (and unsuccessfully) applied to stiff IVPs [6].
Another difficulty of early DC methods is the possible instability of the method
even when the lower order base scheme is stable, which may be due to the discretization used for forming the residual [40, 35]. The next section suggests how the
discretization of the residual could affect the stability and discusses a more stable
formulation introduced in 2000.

2.2

Spectral Deferred Correction Methods

Recall in Section 2.1.3, the formation of the residual involved the derivative of a
polynomial interpolant. This derivative is typically approximated by what is known
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as spectral differentiation.

A spectral

differentiation

matrix

VM

is a linear map

f(xm)

f'(xm)

(2.28)

where X>^ can be found by representing / by a polynomial interpolant of degree
M (or any truncated series expansion), and differentiating the interpolant, so that
the ijth entry of T^y[ is:

V

*J =

(2.29)

JtC3{t) t=tv

where
M

';(')= II

k=o,\^j^

t-t k

(2.30)

tk

The problem is that VJ^J is increasingly ill-conditioned as M increases [32]. Spectral
integration, on the other hand, appears to be inherently more stable.

A spectral

integration

X

M

where 2^

'•

matrix

is a linear map

JXm f{x)dx

f{xm)

(2.31)

also can be found by representing / by a truncated series expansion. For

example, representing / by its Lagrange polynomial interpolant of degree M, the
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ijth entry of X^r is:
X%, = f l Cj(t)dt,
Jt0

(2.32)

where cAt) is as denned in (2.30) above.
Perceiving spectral integration's benefit, Greengard introduced spectral integration to replace spectral differentiation within spectral methods [32]. He proposed
recasting the differential equation as an integral equation, where the solution can be
stably recovered by integration. For example, he found that for the differentiation
matrix T>j^, the process of differentiation via Chebyshev series can amplify errors
by a factor proportional to M , whereas for the integration matrix IJ^J , the process
of integration amplifies errors by a factor of less than 2.4.
In 2000 [25], spectral integration rather than differentiation was applied to the
residual in DC, and the new method was designated as Spectral Deferred Correction
(SDC). Apparently SDC does not have the instability issues which plague classical
DC [60], [40], [35], [32], and it may even cause improved stability in some cases
where explicit RK methods are used as the base discretization schemes [18], [17].

2.2.1

Formulation of SDC Methods

SDC methods are deferred correction methods which use spectral integration to
approximate the residual and (in the original formulation) Euler timestepping to
update the prediction and correction steps [25]. The details of the algorithm may
be seen by applying an SDC method to the scalar IVP (2.1). The time interval,
[0, T], is discretized into subintervals

tn = tx < t2 < • • • < tn < • • • < tN = T,
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(2.33)

where H = in_|_i — tn-

Each subinterval [in 1*71+1] *s discretized again into M

subintervals

*n = <n,0 < *n,0 <

< *n,«i <

(2'34)

< *n,M = V l - 1 '

M is fixed. We consider the SDC method on one subinterval [ i n , i n + l ]

an

d drop

the subscript n.
1. Prediction step: compute an approximate solution to (2.1) over the grid
points (2.34),

,l°] = 4 0| ,4 01

41-,^),

(2.36)

which is an 7Q order approximation to the exact solution

y = (yo,yi,---,ym,---,yM)-

(2-36)

For example, applying a first order backward Euler method to (2.1) gives

& i = ^1+*/(wi>4?+i)-

( 2 - 37 )

2. Correction step: use the error function to improve the accuracy of the
approximate solution at each iteration.
For k = 1 to KiQ

, where K^

is the number of correction steps:

(a) Denote the exact error function from the previous step as

e(k-l){t)

= y{t)_v(k-l){tl
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(2.38)

)(t) is an Mt'1 degree poly-

where y(t) is the exact solution and rj^
nomial interpolating

Notice that the error function

is

not a polynomial in general.

(b) Compute the residual function,

£(*-l)(t)

= (v^-^'it)

- f(t,V{k~l)(t)).

(2.39)

(c) Compute the numerical error vector, 5\- J = (5k ,..., 5^ , . . . , 5\J), using
an (rfc)

order numerical method to discretize the integral form of the

error equation,

(e ( *- 1 } )'(t) = ffrft-Vw+eV*-1)®)

- ffrvV*-1)®)

- eV*-1)®
(2.40)

= F(t,e(k-l\t)) - e^-^it),

where F(t,e(t))

= f{t,n{t)

+ e(t)) - f(t,rj(t)).

(2.41)

Denote # ] as an

(rk)th

order approximation to

where e ^

= e\

> (tm)

is the value of the exact error function at

tm- For example, applying a first order backward Euler method to (2.41)
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gives

(2.43)
-/Wle(fc-1)(t)A.

(2.44)

Note the integral J i m + 1 e( f c _ 1 )(i)di is evaluated with (M + l)th order
(or higher if Gaussian quadrature nodes are used) accuracy via spectral
integration as in (2.32).
(d) Update the numerical solution

2.2.2

Order Theorems for SDC W i t h Euler Base Schemes

In the original SDC paper [25], the gridpoints (2.34) could be arbitrary and the
following theorem is satisfied for SDC with either forward or backward Euler as the
base discretization scheme:

Theorem 2.2.1. [25] For any sufficiently smooth function / : K x C ^ C and any
natural numbers M, K^Q

, SDC with either Euler method as the base discretization

scheme with M + l submeshpoints (on the interval [0, H]) and K^Q

correction steps

converges to the exact solution y = (J/Q, y\,. .., ym,. .., yj^) with order of accuracy
0ymin(M+l,Kloop+l)

Xia, Xu, and Shu [76] also prove a similar theorem. The use of Gauss-Lobatto
quadrature nodes in the submeshpoints results in an improved order of accuracy
when SDC is combined with one of the Euler methods. With M + l Gauss-Lobatto
nodes, the order is c ? ( / l m i n ( 2 M ' A ' / o o P + 1 ) ) [ 41 ].
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2.2.3

Stability for SDC Methods W i t h Euler Base Schemes

Stability regions for SDC methods can be calculated in the traditional sense.
Definition 2.2.2. Region of absolute stability. When solving the Dahlquist problem

y'

= \ y for t G [0,1] and A G C

y(0) = 1,

the amplification factor Am(\)

(2.45)
(2.46)

(or the stability function R(z) for z = Xh G C, h is

one timestep) is defined by

Am(X) = R(z) = nh

(2.47)

where ni is the numerical solution at time t = 1 (or t = h). The region of absolute
stability S is

S{Xh) = S(z) = {A € C s.t. \Am(X)\ < 1} = {z € C s.t. \R(z)\ < 1}.

(2.48)

SDC with a base scheme of forward Euler has an interesting property that the
size of the stability region increases as the order of the method increases [25]. All of
the SDC methods with a base scheme of backward Euler are yl(a)-stable. They are
not L-stable, but the limit lim\ \ \_^

Am(X) is less than k. Unfortunately, some of

the imaginary axis appears to be lost as the order increases [25].

2.2.4

Further Developments for SDC Methods

Several variants of SDC methods have been developed recently. Huang, Jia, and
Minion developed an accelerated version of SDC methods for ODE initial value problems and for differential algebraic equation systems using Newton-Krylov methods
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[41, 42]. In these so-called Krylov Deferred Correction methods, the original SDC
method acts as a preconditioner for the system. An iteration of SDC preconditions
the equation, a solution for the error is computed by a Newton-Krylov method, and
then the process is repeated, thus accelerating SDC's convergence to the collocation
solution. Also, Minion developed semi-implicit SDC methods which treat the stiff
and nonstiff parts of a stiff ODE separately via an implicit and explicit method,
respectively [60]. Christlieb, Qiu, and Ong experimented with higher order explicit
RK methods as the base scheme in Integral Deferred Correction methods (IDC),
which are motivated by SDC methods [18, 17] (see also Section 2.3.1). Also, higher
order splitting methods for PDEs were constructed by using ADI methods within
the differential DC framework, including applications to Vlasov-Maxwell systems
with periodic boundary conditions [46, 49, 50].

2.2.5

Semi-implicit SDC Methods Constructed with Euler
Methods

When a stiff ODE can be split into a nonstiff part and a stiff part, it is advantageous
to treat the nonstiff term explicitly and the stiff term implicitly in order to save
computational cost but still handle the stiffness effectively.

See the introduction

to Chapter 3 for more details on semi-implicit methods. Consider the initial value
problem

y'it)

= f{t,y) = fs(t,y)

2/(0)

= VQ-

+ fN{t,y),

t E [0,T\,

The stiff terms are contained in fg(t, y), and fj\j(t, y) contains only nonstiff terms.
Minion [60] developed semi-implicit SDC (SISDC) methods to handle an IVP
of the form (2.49). In each predicition and correction step of an SDC method,
backward Euler was applied to the stiff term while forward Euler was applied to the
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nonstiff term. I.e.,
1. Prediction step: compute an approximate solution to (2.49) over the grid
points (2.86),

S-($,$,...,$,...,$),

(2.50)

which is a first order approximation to the exact solution

( 2 - 51 )

y = (.yo,yi,---,ym,---,yM)when we apply forward and backward Euler as follows:

ifi-1 = £ +hfs(tm+l>Vm+l) + hfN(tm, A

(2.52)

2. Correction step: use the error function to improve the accuracy of the
approximate solution at each iteration.
For k = 1 to KiOOJ), where Kioov

is the number of correction steps:

(a) Denote the exact error function from the previous step as

e(^-l)(i)

= ^(i) _ ^ ( ^ - ! ) ( i ) ,

where y(t) is the exact solution and n(k-l){t)
nomial interpolating

(2.53)

is an Mth degree poly-

Notice that the error function e(k~l){t)

not a polynomial in general.
(b) Compute the residual function,

^k-l\t)=

(^-^'(O-Zfti/*- 1 ^))
=

(^k-l))'{t) - fs{t^k-l){t))
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-

fN(t,^k-l\t)).

is

(c) Compute the numerical error vector, 8^

= (8k , . . . , 8^,...,

8\J), dis-

cretizing the integral form of the error equation,

( e ( * - l ) ) ' W = fs(t^k~l)(t)

+e^

+ fN(t,r]{k-1)(t)

1

^ ) ) - fsit^-1^))

(2.54)

e(k~l)(t))-fN(t,r1(k-1)(t))

+

(2.55)
-e^-1)^)

(2.56)

= Fs(t,e(k-l)(t))

FN(t,e(k-1\t))-e(k-1\t),

+

(2.57)
where Fs(t,e(t))
fs(t,

= fS(t,v(t)

77(f) + e(t)) - fN(t,

+ e(t)) - fS(t,v(t))

and FN(t,e(t))

=

v(t))- Then # 1 is a first order approximation

to

eNl=(|-'l
where e ^

I"'

«N),

(2.58)

= e ( * - l ) ( f e , ) is the value of the exact error function at

tm, when we apply a first order backward Euler method to (2.57) gives:

*m+l = *m + ^ ( W l - f i + ^ll(O) - / 5 ( W b ^ ; i } )
(2.59)

+ /jv(*m, i ^ _ 1 ) + 4P(*)) - fN(im, ^ _ 1 ) ) )
W i

(jt_i)
e( fc-1 )(i)<ft,

(2-60)
(2.61)

m
where the integral of the residual is approximated via some quadrature
method, e.g., using (2.31).

(d) Update the numerical solution ^ ] =
33

7,^-1]

+#].

Order of Accuracy of SISDC W i t h Euler Base Schemes
SISDC with forward and backward Euler has the same order of accuracy rules as
for SDC with forward Euler alone or with backward Euler alone.
Theorem 2.2.3. [25] For any sufficiently smooth function f = fg + /jy : R x
C —> C and any natural numbers M, Kioov,

SISDC with backward and forward

Euler methods applied to fg and fj\j respectively with M + 1 submeshpoints (on
the interval [0, H\) and K^om) correction steps converges to the exact solution y =
{yQ,vi> • • •,ym, • • • , V M ) with

order

accumc

°f

v

0(h

'

loop

)•

Uniform stepsizes may not be necessary, for example, Gauss-Lobatto nodes appear to work as well [60]. Numerical work suggests that when neither fg nor /jy
are stiff, then SISDC with forward and backward Euler over Gauss-Lobatto nodes is
mm(2M, K\00X) + 1) order accurate. However, when applied to Van der Pol's equation as given in Section 5 of [60], SISDC shows order reduction for both uniform
and Gauss-Lobatto nodes when fg is stiff.

Stability of SISDC W i t h Euler Base Schemes
Semi-implicit methods designed to solve equations of the form (2.49) require a nonstandard definition of stability. One definition of stability used in [60] considers,
rather than the Dahlquist equation (2.45), a test problem of the form

y (t)
=
W

diy + ay

3/(0)

1

=

(2.62)

where a and (3 are real and correspond to the stiff and nonstiff situations, respectively. I.e., f3iy is treated explicitly and ay is treated implicitly when calculating
the stability region for a semi-implicit method. This definition seems lacking, e.g.,
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when (2.62) is employed as a test equation, the case of stiff imaginary values is
excluded, but is reasonable for considering stability of the method when applied
to advection-diffusion equations. The results of using (2.62) indicate that SISDC
with forward and backward Euler have increasing stability as the order increases.
Although stability regions scaled by the number of function evaluations suggest a
different story, accuracy may in fact confirm the indication of the unsealed regions.
See Section 4 of [60] for further details.

2.3
2.3.1

Integral Deferred Correction Methods
Explicit IDC-RK Methods

In [18], higher order explicit Runge-Kutta (RK) integrators as the base discretization
schemes in SDC methods was investigated. It was shown that the order of the SDC
method improves by the order of the RK method for each correction step of SDC
whenever the gridpoints (2.3) are equally spaced, but numerical results show that
the same order increase does not occur with a nonequidistant grid, e.g. GaussLobatto nodes. Since equidistant gridpoints are used for these methods constructed
with RK integrators, and since incorporating RK methods requires a rewriting of
the integral formulation given in the construction of SDC methods (see Section 2.3.2
for details on the new formulation), these new constructions are desinated Integral
Deferred Correction (IDC) methods. In particular, IDC methods constructed with
RK integrators are designated IDC-RK methods.
The following order result was rigorously derived for explicit IDC-RK methods.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let y(t) be the solution to the IVP (2.1) and y(t) has at least S
(S > M + 2) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense.

Consider one time

interval of an SDC method with t G [0, H] and uniformly distributed quadrature
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points (2.3). Suppose an r^th order explicit RK method is used in the prediction step
and (r^,T2,... ,rj(

)th order explicit RK methods are used in K\OQV correction

steps. Let s^ = S —n r 7' tf sKi
S

order 0(h

K,loo

P

+1

< M + 1, then the local truncation error is of

).

Stability regions for fourth, 6th, 8th, and 12th order explicit IDC-RK methods
are plotted in [18]. For 4th order methods, stability regions of SDC with four steps
of forward Euler, of IDC-RK with two steps of 2nd order RK, and of 4th order RK
alone are plotted. Similar combinations are plotted for the 6th, 8th, and 12th order
IDC-RK methods. Rth order IDC-RK stability regions are all larger than the region
for the i?th order explicit RK method. Also, as the order of the base RK scheme
increases, the stability region increases [18, 17]. SDC and IDC methods appear to
have stability-preserving or -enhancing properties, for certain orders, which may be
investigated further in [30, 31, 57].
Accuracy regions were also calculated for IDC-RK methods. A comparison between IDC-RK and RK methods to show the attainable accuracy for a fixed number
of function evaluations is also given [18, 17].
Definition 2.3.2. An accuracy region for a numerical method is found first by
solving (2.45) with a fixed number of function evaluations. Then the accuracy region
is given by a contour plot of the error at T = 1 for that fixed number of function
evaluations over A G C
As with the stability regions, the size of the accuracy region increases as the
order of the base scheme increases. However, the accuracy region of an Rth order
IDC-RK method is not always larger than the accuracy region of an Rth order RK
method. Fourth and sixth order IDC-RK methods have smaller accuracy regions
than the same order RK methods, but an 8th order IDC-RK method (with base
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scheme of RK4) and an 8th order RK method have similar accuracy regions. Also,
12th order IDC-RK methods appear to have accuracy regions comparable to that
of RK12 (and possibly larger than, in some cases).
Efficiency, which quantifies how much computational work is necessary to obtain
a desired error tolerance, is another way to compare various numerical methods.
Since efficiency (as well as stability and accuracy plots) is easier to specify for an
RK method, first consider that IDC methods with Euler or explicit RK methods as
base schemes can be reformulated as a single higher stage RK method [17].

Proposition 2.3.3. [17] An IDC method, constructed using (M + 1) quadrature
nodes and (^ioov^~ ^-) prediction plus correction iterations of an explicit s-stage RK
method, can be reformulated as a ({K\oov + 1) • s • M)-stage RK method.

Using the RK reformulation of such IDC methods, we can consider their efficiency. The local truncation error (LTE) of a pth order RK method used to solve
(2.1) can be written as
co

\

LTE= J2 ft&aijDij),
i=p+l

(2.63)

.7=1

where h = -fj, a^j are the truncation error coefficients, D^j are the elementary
differentials, and A^ is the number of elementary differentials of order 0(hl).

Then,

if h is sufficiently small, we can bound the LTE by:

LTE < hp+1 • Xp+i

• \\ap+ij\\^

• H^p+ijUoo = chP+1 • ( A p + i | | Z ) p + l j | | o o ) (2.64)
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For two pth order RK methods, the LTE are

LTE1 = ClhP+1

• (\p+1\\Dp+lj\\oc)

and LTE2 = c2hP+1

•

(Xp+iWDp^Joc).
(2.65)

If the same tolerance e bounds both LTEy and LTE2,

then the largest stepsizes

that will allow this tolerance for both methods are

k, = ( £ ) and h2 = ( ^ ) ,

(2.66)

respectively, where /? = A„_|_]J|.Dp_|_i J|oo- Since the cost per iteration is Sj, where
the first RK method is computed in s^ stages and the other in s2 stages, and -ris the number of iterations required, then the total amount of work done by each
S '

method is -r2-. Taking a ratio of the total amount of work done gives the (relative)
efficiency of method 2 as compared with the first method.
efficiency = ^2/^2

/2-67)

sl/hl
An efficiency close to 1 means that methods 1 and 2 require similar work to achieve
the same error tolerance. An efficiency of 1.5, e.g., means that method 2 requires
50% more work than method 1 to reach the same error tolerance. The results
of IDC-RK efficiency calculations corroborate the results of the accuracy plots for
the 4th, 6th, and 8th order IDC-RK compared with the same order RK methods
(machine precision restrictions prevented the calculation of the efficiency of the 12th
order methods) [17].
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2.3.2

Implicit IDC-RK Methods

In this section, we present a description of implicit RK methods and their formulation within the framework of IDC methods. We provide a general formulation that
allows the construction of an arbitrary order implicit IDC method based upon the
number of correction loops or the order of the (arbitrary) implicit RK subscheme.
The order of accuracy results for implicit IDC-RK methods are analogous to the
results for explicit IDC-RK methods, with some changes in the proof; therefore we
provide a rigorous analysis of the local truncation error of such implicit IDC-RK
methods.

Implicit Runge-Kutta Methods
An implicit Runge-Kutta numerical integrator can be defined as follows:
Definition 2.3.4. [37] Let p denote the number of stages and a n , c t i 2 ; • • • i a l w
a

21>a22'-••>a2p;---;

a

p l ' a p2> • • • ' app'i ^1> ^2> • • •' bp> c l i c 2i • • • > cp be real coefficients.

Then the method

P
k

i

t

ch

= f( O + i >yO

+h J

' l2aijkj)fori
.7=1

= 1 2

'' T--iP

(2-68)

P
h

"ni = vo + Yl bjkj

( 2 - 69 )

J=I
is called a p-stage implicit RK method for solving the IVP (2.1). A RK method has
order r if for a sufficiently smooth IVP (2.1),

\\y(t0 + h)-n1\\<Khr+1,

(2.70)

i.e., the Taylor series for the exact solution y(ig + h) and TJI coincide up to and
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including the term hr.

General Formulation of IDC with implicit RK

Applying the formulation from [18] for IDC with higher order explicit Runge-Kutta,
we obtain a general formulation for IDC with implicit RK methods. Consider the
initial value problem (2.1). The time interval, [0,T], is discretized into intervals

tn = h < t2 < • • • < tn < • • • < tN = T,

(2.71)

where H = tn_^i —tn. Each interval [tn, ^n+ll *s discretized again into subintervals

l

n = tn,0 < *n,l < • • • < tn,m <

M is fixed. Uniform subintervals h = tn

rnjr\

< tn^M

— tn,m

= tn+1,

(2.72)

are assumed, based on the

results of [18]. The IDC method is applied on each time interval [tn,tn+i\-

We

drop the subscript n since the method is the same for each time interval. In each
prediction and correction loop of IDC, we apply an implicit RK method as in Definition 2.3.4.

Prediction loop: Use an rgth order numerical method to obtain a numerical
solution

^=(40|401.-^.-.^).

("3>

which is an rgth order approximation to

y = (yo,yi,---,ym,---,yM)>
40

( 2 - 74 )

where ym = y(tm) is the exact solution at tm- We apply a an implicit pg-stage
rgth order RK scheme (2.68) as follows:

hi =

^+1

=

f{tm

+ CJ/I, Vm +h

^2 aijkj) for i = 1,2,... ,pQ, (2.75)

r ^ + ^ j S ^ ,

(2.76)

Correction loop: Use the error function to improve the accuracy of the
numerical solution at each iteration.
For k = 1 to Ki0

i^loov

ls

^ n e number of correction loops):

1. Denote the error function from the previous step as

c(*-l)(t)

= l/(t)-^-1)(*)>
is an Mthde

where y(t) is the exact solution and

gree polyno-

mial interpolating r)i.K~L\. Note that the error function

is not

a polynomial in general.
2. Compute the residual function,

e(k-1)(t)=

fa^tyW-W*-1^))-

In fact, the residual is not computed directly, but an integral of the
residual is computed, as described below.
3. Compute the numerical error vector, <5L J = (5k ,..., S^ ,..., 8\J), which
is an r^th order approximation to

J*-»l = (4*-ll,...,4J-ll,..., e j*-U),
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p.77)

where ^

= ^Xun)

* the value of the exact error function at

b

m-

To do this, first use an r^th order numerical method to discretize the
integral form of the error equation,

(Q(k-V)'{t)

= F{t,Q(k~l){t)

- E^-1)®)

G(t,Q(k-l){t)),

=

Q(fc-1)(0) = 0,
(2.78)
where

Q^-1)^) = e^-^it) + E^-^it),
F(t, e(t)) = f(t,r)(t) + e(t)) - f(t, V(t)),

(2.80)

f Sk-l)(T)dr.
Jt0

(2.81)

E(k-l)(t)=

The ruth order numerical approximation to Q ^
il

"m

(2.79)

= Q\

'{tm) is

•

Then compute the numerical error vector as

#1 = #] _ ,#-!],
where ^

_ 1 ]

(2.82)

= £ ( f c - 1 ) ( i(-mj
r

We apply a p^-stage r^th order implicit RK method to (2.78), giving,
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for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,pfc and m = 0 , 1 , . . ., M — 1:
[k_-il
i-^.
fcj = F ( t m + q/i, eK J + /i Y. aijkJ

ftm+Cih
~ /

iu

ei

i\

j

(r)dr)'

PA;

In fact, we use

<
^ i l1
"m

=

n ^m + 1, - y!tm+l
t

e

e^-l)(r)dr
^Tjar

V

J=O

where we have approximated the integral by interpolatory quadrature
formulas, as in [25], and multiplied rj
[*-l]
by an interpolation matrix to
obtain its value at intermediate stage times tm + c~h, Cj 7^ 0,1 [18].
4. Update the numerical solution
Truncation Error for IDC-BE
An understanding of the proof of the order of accuracy of implicit IDC-RK methods
is aided by walking through the case of backward Euler (BE) before the case of
higher order implicit RK as the IDC base scheme. The goal is to show that, under
certain conditions, IDC with a first order BE method used in the prediction and
correction steps (IDC-BE) has a local truncation error of 0(h

^°°P

). To show

this, we need some definitions and propositions about the degree of smoothness
and differentiation of functions and of discrete data. Some of these definitions and
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properties are given below in Section 2.3.2, but also see [18] for further details. The
following notation will be used: jsr = partial derivative and -% = total derivative,
e.g.

Several analytical and numerical preliminaries are needed to analyze IDC methods. The smoothness of discrete data sets will be established, analog to the smoothness of functions; this idea of smoothness is used to analyze the error vectors. Let
ip(t) be a function for t G [0, T], and without loss of generality, consider the first
interval, [0, H], of the grid (2.71). Denote the corresponding discrete data set,

(t, VO = {{t0, ^o), • • •, (tM,1>M)}

,

(2.85)

where tm are the uniform quadrature nodes given by (2.72).
Definition 2.3.5. (smoothness of a function): A function ip(t), t G [0,T], possesses
£iS
01,

a degrees of smoothness if Hd^Hoo :=
where IMIoo :=

max

jifs'tp
^s bounded for s = 0,1, 2,
dts'
oo

£e[o,T] 1^(01-

Definition 2.3.6. (discrete differentiation):
defined in (2.85), and denote L

Consider the discrete data set, (t,ip),

as the usual the Lagrange interpolant, an Mth

degree polynomial that interpolates (t,ip).

An sth degree discrete differentiation is

a linear mapping that maps TJJ = (V>o> V'IJ • • • ^M)
-§TgL

(i, ip)\t=f

Hon aQ = Ds-j,

*n^° dsip, where (dsip)m

. This linear mapping can be represented by a matrix multiplicawhere Ds G

ft(M+l)x(M+l)

and

(£s)mn

=

jj^cn{t)\t=tm,

m, n = 0,.. . , M.
Given a distribution of quadrature nodes on [0,1], the differentiation matrices,
Ds'

, s = 1,..., M have constant entries. If this distribution of quadrature nodes
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=

is rescaled from [0,1] to [0, i/], then the corresponding differentiation matrices are

Definition 2.3.7. The (S, oo) Sobolev norm of the discrete data set (t,ip) is defined
as
a

i> 5,oo

ds4>
s=0

00

00

s=0

where dsil> = Id • tp is the identity matrix operating on ip.
Definition 2.3.8. (smoothness of a discrete date set): A discrete data set, (2.85),
possesses a (a < M) degrees of smoothness if \\ip\\ A

is bounded as h —> 0.

We emphasize that smoothness is a property of discrete data sets in the limit
as h —> 0. We also impose a < M, because do-ip = 0, for a > M. See [18] for a
detailed discussion.
Example 2.3.9. (A discrete data set with only one degree of smoothness):
the discrete data set

3
(i»H(o,o),[f,f).(f,f),( f,f).(«.»)
The first derivative

d\ip

4 10
'3'T'

_ 1 0 4N
'~~3~'3 ' '

is bounded independent of H, while the second derivative

d

2V-

- i^Il _i!L _H? _ i l
{

,
,
ZH>-M ~3H ~3H'3H
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^

"

Consider

is unbounded as H —•> 0. Therefore, (£, iji) has one, and only one degree of smoothness
in the discrete sense.
For further details, definitions, and properties of smoothness in the discrete and
continuous sense, we refer the reader to [18].
Now consider the local truncation error of SDC methods with a first order backward Euler method in the prediction and correction steps. Analagous to Theorem
4.1 in [18], we have the following theorem:
T h e o r e m 2.3.10. Let y(t) be the solution to the IVP (2.1) and y(t) has at least
S (S > M + 2) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense. Consider one time
interval of an IDC method with t € [0, H] and uniformly distributed quadrature
points
0 = t0 < tx < • • • < tm < • • • < tM = H,

(2.86)

equispaced with h = -TJ .
If a first order BE method is used in the prediction and K\oov
(Kioov

< M+l),

correction steps

then the local truncation error of the IDC method is 0{h

K

'00P

4-9

)

To prove the theorem, two lemmas (below) are required: one for the prediction
step and one for the correction step. Together the lemmas prove Theorem 2.3.10
by mathematical induction on k, the number of correction steps. Lemma 2.3.11,
analogous to Lemma 4.2 in [18], is the initial case. Lemma 2.3.12, analogous to
Lemma 4.3 in [18], is the induction step.
L e m m a 2.3.11. (Prediction step). Let y(t) be the solution to the IVP (2.1) and
y(t) has at least S (S > M + 2) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense.
Consider one time interval of an IDC-BE method with t G [0, H] and uniformly
distributed quadrature points (2.86). Let ??'UJ = (nk , n\ , . . . , n\y{,..., ryA) be the
numerical solution on the quadrature points (2.86) at the prediction step. Then:
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1. The error vector eL J = y — rjW satisfies

| | e [ ° ] | | o o ~ 0 ( / i 2 ) as t - f 0.

2. The reseated error vector m

= ie[o]

(2.87)

has M degrees of smoothness in the

discrete sense.

Proof. For convenience, drop the superscript 1 J. Apply a backward Euler update
to obtain an approximate solution ?7m_|_;[ = r\m + h f(tm+i,i]m+i).
solution y(t), Taylor expand y(tm)

Vm+1 = ym + hf(tm+i,ym+i)

For the exact

= ym about t = £m_|_i- Then

+ Rm+1

(2.88)

(2.89)
gives

+ 0(fc S ) = r m + 1 + C ( / i 5 )

*m+l = £ ^ T — ^ m + l
i=2
Clearly r m ^_^ ~ 0(h

(2.90)

) (since y has 5 degrees of smoothness).

Now consider the error:

e

(2-91)

m + l = Vm+1 ~ Vm+1
= ym-Vm

+ h (f(tm+i,ym+i)

- f{tm+hVm+l))

+ rm+l + ^

)
(2.92)

= em + h um+1

+ rm+1

+ 0{hS)
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(2.93)

Taylor expanding about y m -|_i gives

u

m+l

= fiPm+hym+l)
= (/(Wl'%+l)
L

= E

( 2 - 94 )

~ /(Wb^m+l)
-

/ ( * m + l . J/m+1 - e m + l ) )

( 2 - 95 )

^ - ( e m + l ) ^ / ( * m + l . ? / m + l ) + ^((^+l)'S"1)

(2-96)

1=1

1. Now prove part 1. of Lemma 2.3.11 by induction on m, the index of gridpoints
on [Q,H].
0{h2).

• When m = 0, e 0 = 0 -

• Assume em ~ 0(h^), and show &rnJr\ ~
Then e m + 1 = e m + hum+i

em+1-/ium+1

+ rm+1

o

+ 0(hJ),

0{h,).
or:

=

em + rm+1

+ 0(h

)

(2.97)

=

C(/i 2 ) + C(/ 1 2 ) + 0(/i ,S, ) = 0 ( / l 2 ) .

(2.98)

Note that

e

u

m+l - ^ m + l

=e

*?ZL2 r _ n * + l
m+l ~ ^(X,
71 (em+l)1 T~J f^m+h
i = l

'•

J/m+l)

^

+ 0((em+1)5-1)).

Letting e = e m i j , we have an equation of the form:

0(h2)

= e + ha1e + ha2e2

+ --- + hag_2eS

2

+ 0(heS~1),

(2.99)

where the a,j are bounded and do not depend on h, since y has S degrees of
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smoothness. Now we will show by way of contradiction that e must be 0(/i ).
Suppose e ~ 0{hP) for some p < 2. Then

0(h2)

= a0 hP+ai hP+1+a2

h2P+1+-

• .+as_2

h^-2)P+l+0{h

{S-l)p+l)t
(2.100)

where the CLA are bounded and do not depend on h, which implies that the 0
term must cancel with some later term(s). It is impossible for the 0

term

to cancel with more than one term since the coefficients do not depend on h.
Thus we must have

.3.
a0

= hp-lp-l

for

some

jaeger I > 2.

(2.101)

Since — ^ - does not depend on h, the only possibility is p = TZTT- Noting that
vp + 1 = 1 — j^pr < 1 for all v > 1, we conclude that the right hand side is
larger than 0(h), a contradiction.

Hence em_\_i ~ 0(h

), and therefore (2.87) holds.

2. The proof of part 2 of Lemma 2.3.11 is nearly identical to that in Lemma 4.2
of [18]. For completeness, we include the proof here. We again use an inductive
approach, but this time, with respect to s, the degree of smoothness. First,
note that a divided difference approximation to the derivative of the rescaled
error vector gives
/ . -s
(aie)m

e

m+le'm

=

_ ~
, rm+l
= um+i+
2
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, ,nluS-2-^
+U(h
J,

(t) i n o x

(2.102)

where
S-2

um+1 = ^fl

=

£ hl-lIyl{tm+^ym+l){em+lf

+ 0{h2S-^),

i=l
s i n c e u m + 1 = Y^=i
0(h).

fyi{tm+hym+l)i.em+l)%+°^em+l)S~l)

and

Halloo

We are now ready to prove that e"has M degrees of smoothness by in-

duction. Again, since ||e||oo ~ 0(h), if has at least zero degrees of smoothness
in the discrete sense. Assume that e" has s < M — 1 degrees of smoothness.

We will show that (die) has s degrees of smoothness, from which

we can conclude that e has (s + 1) degrees of smoothness.

Since / j has

(S — i — 1) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense, the vector form
f i = [f i(tQ, 3/0)> • • •. f i(lMi VM)\ has (5 - z - 1) degrees of smoothness
%
in the discrete sense. Consequently, hJ—1
j { (vector) has (5 — 2) degrees of

'r

smoothness, which implies that u has min (S — 2, s) degrees of smoothness.
Similarly, -TT has (S — 2) degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense. Hence
(die) has s degrees of smoothness, which implies that e"has (s + 1) degrees of
smoothness. Since this argument holds for S > M + 2, we can conclude that
e has M degrees of smoothness.

•
Lemma 2.3.12. (Correction steps). Let y(t) be the solution to the IVP (2.1) and
y(t) has at least S (S > M + 2) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense.
Consider one time interval of an IDC-BE method with t G [0, H] and uniformly
distributed quadrature points (2.86). Suppose in the (k — l)th (k < M) correction
step, e^
0(h))

J ~ 0(h

~*" ) and the rescaled error vector et

J = -^r-elhK

has M — k + 1 degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.

another correction step:
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J (now

Then, after

1. The updated error vector e^J satisfies

We^WoQ^ 0{hk+2).

(2.103)

2. The reseated error vector
#-1]

=

1

e[k-l]

K

h

has (M — k) degrees of smooth-

ness in the discrete sense.

Proof. We integrate (e ( / c - 1 ) ) / ( t ) and use that result and

to obtain an equation

for eL J. Then we prove 1. and 2.
Recall the error equation (2.78) at the end of the (k — 1)
integrate it over

correction step, and

[tm,trn+l\-

t+1 = 4ir1] + / m+1 Fit^-'Xm - / m+1 <<*-%)*
= Jt1]+ftm+1F(t,e(k-1\t))dt-

I F(t,e(k-V{t))dt

J

Jtm

Jim

= 4J- 1 ] + / m + 1 F(t,e(*-l)(0)A
_ fjtm+l
+

p{t e(k-l)mt

+ {_1)hF{tm+1

^[fc-1])

(- 1 ) 2 ^l F (wi.«K 1 ) +

+(-1)

F^
M+i ^ M + 1 ^ M
(M

+
. rfc-i]
^p w.«)^r
i

-ltm+\^){t)dt
Jtrrt
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M+2N

-/

W l
£

(

f c

-1)(t)A

(2-104)

Using <5L J = (O~Q , . . . , <^rn >• • • > " / u ) *° denote the numerical error vector obtained
from the backward Euler scheme at the k

correction step gives:

$+i = $ + h (/(Wi-t! 1 + &111) - /(Wi.fc! 1 ))
- ( 7

W l

£(*-l)(t)dt

+ <?(/>M+2)) ,

(2.105)

where the last term is due to the spectral integration used to numerically integrate
e(k-l)^

at

M + 1 gridpoints.

\k]
Now subtract equation (2.105) from equation (2.104) in order to obtain eL J. ••.

e

[k]
m +, 1i

= e

[k-l] [k]
1
m +, 11 —m0 +, 1

i,

1

,+i

,

=er + E (-i) |^(wi.ti ) + o(*

M+2

)

-[tm+1£(k-l){t)dt_s[

- ^(/(wi.tJ+t!1) - /(wi.t!1))
+

([tm+1e(k-l)m

+

0{hM+2)l

Jtm

^ + 1 = 42 + KHtm+1,r&-\] + e^J1) - / ( W l . f i + & 1 ))
+ E(-Di(^)i|nWl.«K1)+0(^+»),
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(2.106)

em
%

- 45 + hu^+1 + r^;|l + 0 ( A " + * ) ,

(2.107)

where

•1^+1 = / ( W l ^ m + l ) - / ( W l > W l + <Wl >
=

/(Wl'^m+l)-/(Wl^m+l
g

~ 2 (_i)i+l di

_e

[A;]

m+l)

[k]

i

[k]

)S-U

and where

~ 2 ^ ^ (i + i ) ! d t r ^ m + b e m + i i -

W l

Note

F(t, e ^ " 1 ) (0) = /(*, y(t)) - f{t, y(t) - e ^ - 1 ) (i))

JTj

•?' dy3

Since
#-1]
has (M - k + 1) degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense, then
j^k~lXt)

~ ^ V 1 ) b y Proposition 3.19 from [18]. Then

^ ( t , e (*-i) W ) = s fftU£ii ( |j / ( J „ W ) ( 5 (*- 1 ) W ) ,- f t *i
jf=l

+

|? / < t ' 9 ( i ) ) s < 5 < *" 1 ) ( t ) ) J ' ! * J ) + < : ' ( s ( # " 1 ) ( i » s " 1 ' , * ( s _ , )

1. Now prove part 1. of Lemma 2.3.12 by induction on rn, the index of gridpoints
on [0,H].
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0(hk+2).

• When m = 0, e j ^ = 0 ~
~ 0(hk+2),

• Assume J§

and show e j j j + 1 ~

0(hk+2).

Then recall

•CVi = E i =ir-^i/(wi, ! / m + i)(C l + i) ! + 0«ei;1+i)
and

e ^ J + l = e™

+ hu

m+l

+ rm+l + °(/l

)"

l[k]
Note r^ , J only includes eL , i ~ C(/i^+1) but never em+1'
J
x
m+1
m+1
'
Also, rtl1)
= O(hF) = 0{h±F)
=
0(hk+2).
i
m+1 ~ ~ v
>-~v dt

Thus

v

J

m

< rn+1

m+1

m+1'

which, just as in the proof of part 1. of Lemma 2.3.11, can be written as

0(hk+2)

= aQhP + ax hP+1 + a2 h2P+l + ••• + ag_2
+

fc(S-2)jH-l

o(h(s-^p+1),

where e ^ + 1 ~ 0{tiP).

Then the proof is the same as in Lemma 2.3.11, except we assume by way of
contradiction that p < k + 2, rather than p < 2.

2. The proof of the second part is nearly identical to that of Lemma 4.3 in [18],
but we include it here for completeness. Again, we use an inductive argument
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based on s, the degree of smoothness of

First, the rescaled error vector,

, has at least 0 degrees of smoothness since ||ei^J||oo ~ O(h) is bounded.
Assume that

has s < M — k degrees of smoothness. We will prove that

has s degrees of smoothness, from which we can conclude that
has (s + 1) degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense. The divided difference
approximation to the derivative of the rescaled error vector can be expressed
as

(<il

#l)m

=

J[k] _ 4k]
Wi^L
_ 5W+1

+

%$

+

0{hM-k)

where
[k]
4k]
_ Um+1
U
m+1
hk+l

_ £ #+i)(«-i)/ aWi.wiK^Ut' + o p - ^ H ' )
1=1

has s degrees of smoothness, and

r

4k~l]
r
m+l

m+l
- hk+2

i=l

_ y > h*-1 J1'1 (I d
- 2 ^ ( i + i ) ! d t i - l \hkdt
i=l

[ m + h

{k_x)

\
Vm+V)J

j=l

>)^w») ^

+

^V^/,

has at least min(S' — (j + 1) + k(j — 1) — 1, M — k) > s degrees of smoothness.
Since

has s degrees of smoothness, we can conclude that

(M + 1 — k) degrees of smoothness.
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has

•
Proof, (of Theorem 2.3.10). Use induction with respect to k, the index of correction
steps in the SDC method.
• By Lemma 2.3.11, Theorem 2.3.10 is valid for k = 0 and the rescaled error
vector

has M degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.

• Assume Theorem 2.3.10 is valid for (k — 1) correction loops and the rescaled
error vector
#-1]
has (M — k + 1) degrees of smoothness. Then by Lemma
2.3.12, Theorem 2.3.10 is also valid for k correction loops and the rescaled
error vector

has (M — k) degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.

•
Truncation Error for Implicit IDC-RK
Here we provide the local truncation error estimates for IDC methods which use
high order implicit RK methods in the prediction and correction steps.
Theorem 2.3.13. Let y(t) be the solution to the IVP (2.1) and y(t) has at least
S (S > M + 2) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense. Consider one time
interval of an IDC method with t 6 [0, H] and uniformly distributed quadrature points
(2.86). Suppose an r^th order implicit RK method is used in the prediction step and
(rj_, r 2 , . . . , rj(
Let Sfc = Ylj=()rjS

0(h

K,l

°°P

)th order implicit RK methods are used in i Q 0 0 „ correction steps.
VsKi

— M + 1; then the local truncation error is of order

+1
).

The proof of Theorem 2.3.13 follows from Lemmas 2.3.14 and 2.3.17, below, for
the prediction and correction steps, respectively.
The following lemma discusses the local truncation error and smoothness of the
error for the prediction loop of implicit IDC-RK methods.
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Lemma 2.3.14. (Prediction step): Let y{t) be the solution to the IVP (2.1) and
y(t) has at least S (S > M + 2) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense. Consider one time interval of an IDC method with t G [0, H] and uniformly distributed
quadrature points (2.86). Let 77L J = (rjk ,m , . . . , n \ n ,...,ryA)

be the numerical

solution on the quadrature points (2.86), obtained using an r^th order implicit RK
method (see Definition 2.3.4) at the prediction step. Then:
1. The error vector e

les

[0] = y - V[0]

satisfie
[0]

; ||oo - O(/i 7 '0+ 1 )

(2.108)

and
2. The rescaled error vector el 1 = 7777e"-^ has min(S—rQ, M) degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.
First consider some useful facts, in the exact solution space and the numerical
solution space, needed to prove the lemma.
Proposition 2.3.15. The exact solution of the IVP (2.1), with S degrees of smoothness, satisfies
s-i hJ
Vm+l =Vm+J2 —y^ttm) + °(hS)

(2-109)

The term yv) in (2.109) can be expressed as
n

i

yW(t) = E3(t,y{t)) = Yl
4+4<j-i

"TrX'rH
%qt qy qt
'"

I I (/ ai A )WifWf (2-110)

l=1

ttyV

d(qt+qy) f
wi-wn-wt
where f ;t ^ =
*-, the a 1 1 nr. Jn. are constant coefficients, and w^,
1= f,
q qq q lq l
qq
q q
tqtyqy
y
y yt- y t
dtQqtd
y t "~
m
tdy
y y
an n are
ft Qf> Qti d i
nonnegative integers.
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Equation (2.110) is called 'elementary differentiation' in any standard numerical
ODE book, e.g. [37], and is more easily understood by computing the first few
derivatives of y:

2/(1)(0 = / ;

y{2)(t) = ft + fyf;

y(3)(t) = ftt+2ftyf+fyyf2

+ fyftf$f;

...

(2.111)

The equation can be easily proved by induction on j .
Proposition 2.3.16. Assume that y(t) in IVP (2.1) has S >r degrees of smoothness. Suppose that an r

order RK method is used to solve (2.1). If h is the size

of each sub-interval [tm,tm+l\>

Vrn+l = Vm + hE1(tm,r]m)
where the function Er(t,y)

w

^hin [0, H], then

hr
+ - • • + ^Er(tm,Vm)

+ Rr(tm,rlm)

q
+ 0{h:>), (2.112)

is defined in (2.110), and the remainder term

5-1

Mt,v)= Yl

hj

( 2 - 113 )

j=r+l
(

\
£

" l l

i , <H I f (/ „i „i mtm.vm)/

wyuirijW

has constant coefficients (3 -. .

n.

f(tm,mn)

j
n.

determined by the formulation

of the RK

method.
Proof. The right hand side of (2.112) comes from Taylor expanding the numerical
solution of an r

order RK method.

Note that the first r + 1 terms coincide

with the Taylor expansion of the exact solution (2.109). (2.113) can be proved by
induction.

•
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Proof, (of Lemma 2.3.14). The proof is identical to that given in [18], but we repeat
it here for completeness. The superscript LUJ is dropped since there is no ambiguity.
1. First, we prove part 1. of the lemma. From equations (2.109) and (2.112),
we see that a Taylor expansion of the error, em_|_i = ym-\-i

— Vm+1> a bout

t = tm gives
c

where

2=1
s-i

y

j=i
hi

i=r0+l
r

h
2^
2_,
^ 1 1 n% \
r
qyqt qy
Qt
J= 0+1
'"
q\+qy<J-l
n
i
U(fni
r)WHtm,Vm)fWf(tm,Vm)q q
i=i
t ty y

2,m =

Now we bound ||el- J ||oo by induction. By definition, eg = 0, so obviously eg ~
(hr0+1).

Assume that em ~ (hr0+1).

Since um ~ (hr0+2),

rXm

~ (/ir0+1),

and T2 m ~ ( / i r 0 + ), then we have em_|_i ~ (/i7^-1- ), which completes the inductive proof.
2. Now we prove part 2. of the lemma, the smoothness of the rescaled error
vector. We again use an inductive approach, but with respect to s, the degree
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of smoothness. Note that a divided difference approximation to the derivative
of the rescaled error vector gives

(dl5)m =

e m +

\

^

+ h,m + r2,m + O ^ ^ O " 1 )

=um

where

Um

hr0+1

= E^j

E

—

Jy

—f(tm,ym)(emy

+ o(hs-ro-1),
r

n,m
l,m = r 1
h 0+

h^O-1

^

E

'^-y^itml

i=rQ+l
S-r0-2

rr2,m
0

=

^HL,rn+i ~
h0

Y
Z^

hnJ

J=o

V
Z^

4+fa-i

p

B1Wl1'"W^niWf ni

W~*y\x

n

i
J\U
i=i

i
t%qy

W

l)

Ktm,r]m)rf{tm,r1m).

Now we prove that ehas min(5 — rg, M) degrees of smoothness by induction.
Since ||e]|oo ~ (h) is bounded, e'has at least zero degrees of smoothness in the
discrete sense. Assume that e has s < min(5' — rg, M) degrees of smoothness
in the discrete sense. We will prove that (die) has s degrees of smoothness,
from which we can conclude that ~e has (s + 1) degrees of smoothness in the
discrete sense. From a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3.11, u
has s degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense. Assuming that y(t) has
5 degrees of smoothness, r\ has (S — rg — 1) degrees of smoothness. Since
~e has s degrees of smoothness, e has min(s + rg, M) degrees of smoothness,
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and w = y — e has min(s + TQ,M) degrees of smoothness.

Thus, f^ has

min(s + TQ, S — TQ — 1, M), at least s, degrees of smoothness in the discrete
sense. Therefore, e has (s + 1) degrees of smoothness, and we can conclude
that e~has min(5 — TQ, M) degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.

•
The following lemma discusses the local truncation error and smoothness of the
error for the correction loop of implicit IDC-RK methods.
Lemma 2.3.17. (Correction step): Let y{t) be the solution to the IVP (2.1) and
y{i) has at least S (S > M + 2) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense.
Consider one time interval of an IDC method with t £ [0, H] and uniformly distributed quadrature points (2.86). Suppose eL

J ~ 0(h k—1

) and the rescaled

error vector
#-l]

=

- ^ — e ^ " 1 ) has M + 1 — Sfc_-^ degrees of smoothness in the

discrete sense. Then, after the k

correction step, provided an r^th order implicit

RK method is used and k < Kioov,
1. The error vector e\- J satisfies
\\eW \\oo ~ 0(hsk+1)

(2.114)

and
2. The rescaled error vector el J = -nh:e

^as M+l — Sfc degrees of smoothness

in the discrete sense.
Further, recall the error equation (2.78)

( e (^-l)/(i)

= f{ttrfk-l){t)
= F{t,e^k-l){t))

+ e (*-l)(t)) _ f(t,V(k-l)(t))
-

Sk~l\t).
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-

Sk~l){t)

It can be written as

(Q( f c - 1 ty(*) = F(t, Q( f c _ 1 )(t) - E( f c _ 1 )(4)) = G ^ - 1 ) ^ , Q ^ - 1 ) ^ ) ) ,

(2.115)

where g ^ - 1 ) ^ ) = e ^ - 1 ) ^ ) + E ^ " 1 ) ^ ) and £ ( f c - % ) = JQ* e ^ " 1 ) ^ ) ^ . The
analysis for the correction steps in this section will rely on this form of the error
equation (2.115).
Define the rescaled quantities as

o(*_1)(«) = Pibo ( *- 1 ) w.
G

fc'fc-lQf*-1^*)),

(t-l)(t] Q(*-1)(()) = _ L ^ ( * - l ) ( t ,

(2.116)

and thus (2.78) becomes

(g(fc_1ty(t) = G ^ - ^ g ^ -

1

)^)).

In the correction steps of the IDC method, a p-stage, r

(2.117)

order implicit RK method

(2.68) applied to (2.117) gives

ki = G^k~1\t0

P
^aijkj)

+ cih,Q^~1^+h

iori = l,2,...,p,

(2.118)

J=l

QW = g|f ~1] +h^2

b

jkj

(2-119)

where the Greek letter Q denotes the rescaled solution in the numerical space. In
the actual implementation, we discretize (2.78) as mentioned above in (2.83).
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Proposition 2.3.18. / / e ^ - 1 ] ~ 0(hsk-l+1),

Q^k-l\t)

~ 0(hsk-l+1)

and G ^

Proposition 2.3.19. Suppose el
#-1]

= "^M

- 1

)^*

then

- 1

^))

J ~ 0(/i k—1

~ 0{hsk-l+1).

(2.120)

) arj<f £/je rescaled error vector

/ias M + 1 — S£_i degrees of smoothness in the discrete

sense. Then Q C * - 1 ) ^ ) =

Q ^ " 1 ) ^ ) sate/ies

Sj*

- ^ y Q ^ - 1 ^ * ) ~ C / i ( l ) */i < M + l - s A . _ 1 ,

/oraiHe[0,//].

(2.121)

Proposition 2.3.20. Q ^ - 1 ) ^ ) in ^ . i i 7 j satisfies
M-sk_l
z!
2= 1

or equivalently,
M s

~ k-l

e

m+l
'm+1

e

m••-

+n,K

i

2^ ^^
i=l

7z iT G z - l

y-^Qm

fm+\{k-l){T)dT

) + 0{h

)
(2122)

where
-tf — 1

dt

qyqt-qy

~Oh(l),

As before, 7

n- nqyqt-qy qt%
1 1

%

WT •••W'n -W r

Qt

1

i=1

^I-QQ

fori<M-sk_v

are

constant coefficients and w^, w 1, qi, ql~, and nj are
Q
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nonnegative integers.
The proofs of Propostions 2.3.18, 2.3.19, and 2.3.20 are exactly as given in [18].
The proof of the following proposition is the essential difference between the
proofs of the truncation error of the explicit and the implicit cases of an RK method
used in the prediction and correction loops of IDC.
Proposition 2.3.21. The Taylor series for e^k~l)(t$

+ h) =

sl
fe

e( f c ~ 1 )(t Q +

h ~1
h) and for —§-p—-S\ in (2.83) coincide up to and including the term hr for a
sufficiently smooth error function

and assuming the exact solution y(t)

has S degrees of smoothness.
Proof. First we claim that

/i s fc-lfc. = ki + 0{hS~l)

for alii = l , 2 , . . . , p ,

(2.123)

and, in particular, setting
p

p

A^ = h 2_, o-ijh k—lkj and B^ = h J> a^jkj,
3=1
3=1
we claim that we can write, for alii = 1, 2 , . . . , p and for n = 2 , 3 , . . . , S — 1,

h k—lk^ — h^
5-2 5-2

5-2 p

p

p

= *"£ E E £ £ - £ V>«
Z1=l/2=1

/n=lJl=lj2=1

n

II ^ - l ^ - l ^ * "

1

Jn=l

^ - W + O^"1),

771=2

where C y = ^ G ( t

0

+ Cjh, QQ)

AlfVB)~l.

Y}V=I

We prove (2.124), and hence (2.123), by induction on n.
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(2-124)

n = 2: Using the definitions (2.116) of the rescaled quantities above and Taylor
expanding G about QQ in the y-variable, we obtain

h^-lki

-ki = G(t0 + CJ/I, QQ + A{) - G(t0 + cj/i, QQ + B%)
5—2

I

= El nl ^ G ( i 0 + c^)Q0)((^l-(^)/l) + O(^-1)
l1=1 l-dy l

Factoring (Az)ll

- {B%)ll = {A% - B-) £ ^ = 1 A^1 " f i j " 1 , we obtain
5-2

s
h

% ^ - Bi> + ^ ( ^ - 1 )

k-lk% -ki=Y,
5-2

p
C

hi E ^ ( ^ - i ^ - f c j ^ + O^5-1),

=E

h

*1=1

Jl=l

and repeating the process for h k—lk5-2

p
C

= E

— kj ,

h

hi

' S-2

E

a

E

iji

P
c

hnh

,'2=1

\

E ahJ2^8k-1%J2-kJ2^
J2=l

+ 0 S

^ ~^
/

+ 0(/i5-1)
5-2 5-2 P

P

= / 2

C

h^l2Jlama3V2^Sk~lkJ2~kJ2)

* E E E E

/1=l/2=lj1=lj2=l

+ 0{hS~l).

(2.125)

Thus/i^-lfy-A^ ~0(/i2).
n + 1 : Assume (2.124) holds for n < 5—1. Following the same process of Taylor
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expanding, etc. as in equation (2.125) in the n = 2 case for h k—lkj — kj ,
we see that

h h—lfy — fy
5-2

n

=h

P

E

E

chiaijl

ll,...,ln=ljlv,jn=l
n
I I Clmlm-l"im-Vm(hSk-llJn
m=2

5-2
= hU

" *j„) + O ^ " 1 )

V

E

n
C

lii iJi I I C W m -l a im-lim

E

a

Z1,...,Zn=l Jlr--Jn=l
(

S

~2
Y

Vn+l

m=2

p

Cj

19

=1

h

Y
Jn+l

a,-,-

^(/i^-l*:,- ,..-*:,•

, 1) +

=1

5-2

=h

E

p

c

E

Z lv ..,/ n+1 =l J l , - J n + l

l

\

0(h ~ )
/

+ 0(/i 5 _ 1 )

n+l

S

i^n

=1

ra+1
Sk l
TT Ci ,- ,a,
,irn{h
- k,
,,-hj
^) +
K
11 ImJm-l Jm-Vm
Jn+1 3n+lJ
m=2
It follows that (2.123) holds.
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S 1
0(h
~ y).
v

\k]
Now consider 8\ , which we want equal to the last equation of (2.83).

sW +

h'k-inW-E^-Vit!)

= hsk-l Q^-^itQ) + hJ2bj

hsk-lkj -

E^-1)^)

3=1

= Q{k-1](to) -

E^-1)^)

+ h J2 bj (kj +

o^-1))

3=1

= 4 * - 1 ] - / ' 0 + \ ( * - l ) ( r ) d r + h £ bjkj + 0(hS).
Jt

0

Recall that the Taylor series for Q^

j=1

' (£Q+/I) and Q\ ' coincide up to and including

the term hr, since Q\ ' is an r*" order implicit RK approximation to Q^

Hence

~Q(k-1)(t0
hbk

+ h) = Q(k-1)(t0

+ h),

and

f^Zi(e[o

1]

+ E(t0) + h J2 b3 k3 + 0{hS)) = nf,
3=1

coincide up to and including the hr term.
Also

Q^-^tQ

+ h) = - *

( e (*-l)(* 0 + h) + E(k-V(t0
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+ h)),

>(tQ+h).

and

Since Q ( f c _ 1 ) ( t 0 + /i) - fi^ = C ( / i r + 1 ) , then

or

L ^ - % 0 +ft)- - ^ 4 * 1 = O(h^) + 0(^-^-1).
Now since

S> M + 2 > M + \ > sKl
~ nloop

loop
= V
rn,
^
3
3=0

then
loop
S

s

~ k-l > Yl

r

J ^ rh

j=k
so S — Sfc_]_ > rfc + 1.
This proves Proposition 2.3.21.

•

Proposition 2.3.22. Suppose we solve the error equation (2.78) using algorithm

(2.83). Then the numerical error vector is

firi1H,'-1+1fli'-1)fa1«)

+

- / W l e ( * - 1 ) ( r ) * + 0(/lM+1),

where nj* ] = _ 1 ( 4 *
h k—-L

]

(2.126)

+ / ^ e ( * - l ) ( r ) d r ) and

/

~Ci-_i N )
{K

with G

~

•

wi

\ (t,n) ~ O h ( l ) for q\ + q)'- < M - sk_v

•••wn-Wf

Here (

* > are

constant coefficients determined by (2.83).
Remark 2.3.23. In implementing algorithm (2.83), one needs to evaluate

f(t,rj(t))

at some intermediate stage, e.g., att = tft + Cjh. This results in additional function
evaluations of f(t,r)(t)),

which is usually the most expensive part of an algorithm.

In our implementation,

we avoid this extra cost by performing a polynomial inter-

polation. Specifically, given f = ( / ( i 0 , VO), • • • > /(*m, Vm), •••, /(*M> W ) ) '
struct an M

degree Lagrange interpolant, L

using LM{t = tQ + Cjh, f) up to

we con

(t, f) and approximate f(t, r/(t))\f±,

0(hM+l).

Remark 2.3.24. To evaluate the integral term in the right hand side of algorithm
(2.83), we construct a Lagrange interpolant L
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(t,

and use

'
L

to approximate the integral term J,^

%

(S

>{t)dt, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,p, with an error

0(hM+2).

Proof, (of Lemma 2.3.17). The proof is identical to that given in Section 5.2.3 of
[18], but we repeat it here for completeness.

1. First we prove part 1. of the lemma. By subtracting the numerical error
vector, (2.126), from the integrated error equation, (2.122), we obtain

M

e

m+l

_ lk-\\ _ 8[k-\]
m+1

°m+\

M+l-sjLi

= e!m1+hk

1

.

~\ G\-l

2^
i=rk+l

,Sw^!(,(W)(f

8&

VtmiQrn

et1]+E(k-Ditm)

1]

+E(k-l){tm)

= e K 1 + « S ] + r [ * - 1 ] - ^ + 0(^+2),
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)

»

^M+2,

(2.127)

+E{k

^^-^(^L^
n(k-l)(+

-G i-\
rk

1

-^

hSk-l

6&-1]+E(k-1)(tm)

tm

hsk-l

h* d*-1

i=l

-5<*-«(< m ,4S- 1, +^*- 1 )(«m) <
£ Tf-Cl (/((m.j/tW) " /
r

k h\i-\d
a

z=l
'S-2

dtl~l

?!

vJ = l

i-1

J!

dy-7
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(tmJk\tm)))

and since s^ = s^—1 + r^,

^ - h ' h - l

^Gi-l(tmtQ[J^1])

£~

Ms
lvi—su
hsh+l y

,tdl

1
v

7=0

(2-129)

(drk~

d[k-l}\

*

.[*-i] ,^-ip
J, m
^ m " == ^ - ^ f c + l \*n>m

l^^
i^
- 1 "'"'

(2-13°)

I

M+l-sj,

+1

=M

E ^
*~

u

l

E

q\+q ~<i+rk

c/iV-i
Q

l

Q

l

AQQ
Now we may bound ||ei
e$

J lloo using an inductive argument. By definition,

= 0, so clearly e ^ ~ 0{hsk+l).

(2.128), uW ~ 0(hsk+2).
£ti^Q(k-l)(t)\t=tm
and r^m
0(hsk^~

Assume that e|$ ~ 0{hsk+l).

From

By Proposition 2.3.19, ^ G ^ Q m " " ^ ) =
at k
~ 0(1). Therefore, r [ * " 1 ] ~ 0 ( / ^ + 1 ) from (2.129),

~ C(/)SA;+1) from (2.130) and Proposition 2.3.22. Thus e}JJ+1 ~
), and the inductive proof is complete.

2. Now we prove part 2. of the lemma, the smoothness of the rescaled error
vector, using an inductive argument based on s, the degree of smoothness of
. First, the rescaled error vector has at least 0 degrees of smoothness since
||eW||oo ~ 0{h)

< oo. Assume that # 1 has s < M + 2 — s^ degrees of

smoothness in the discrete sense. We will prove that

has s degrees

of smoothness, from which we can then conclude that

has (s + 1) degrees

of smoothness. Using (2.127), the divided difference approximation to the
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derivative of the rescaled error vector satisfies
~\k]

where

1=1

y

J=l

+ 0(/ i (^ + 1 ) ( 5 - 2 ) - 1 ) J

z_u

qlt+ql~<i+rk

Ql

Q

l

are computed from (2.128), (2.129), and (2.130).
Similarly to previous arguments, j-vX J has s degrees of smoothness in the
discrete sense. Also, j-r[ ' has (M — s^.) degrees of smoothness since
-§^G(tm,Q[m~1])

= ^ I ^ Q ^ -

1

) ^ ) ! ^ ^ has (M- S i f c ) degrees of smooth-

1 ~\k]
ness. Since -frk also has min(M —s^, s) degrees of smoothness in the discrete
sense, we can conclude that (d]_el J) has s degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense, which implies that

has (M + 1 - Sfc) degrees of smoothness

in the discrete sense, completing the inductive proof.

•
Proof, (of Theorem 2.3.13) We prove Theorem 2.3.13 by induction w.r.t. k, the
73

index of the correction step in an SDC method. By Lemma 2.3.14, Theorem 2.3.13
is valid for k = 0. Assume that Theorem 2.3.13 is valid for (k — 1) loops of the
correction step, and by Lemma 2.3.17, Theorem 2.3.13 is also valid for k correction
loops.

•
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Chapter 3
Semi-implicit IDC-ARK Methods
3.1

Semi—implicit Integration

For many computational implementations of the above problems in Chapter 1, one
must solve many systems of ODEs that involve more than one time scale both
accurately and efficiently, either from the original formulation of the problem as an
ODE system, or as a result of a method of lines approach for PDEs, or because
of employing some other special framework (e.g., as in Section 1.3). Consider a
simplified case where the right hand side of an ODE can be split into two parts, one
stiff (fast) scale, and one nonstiff (slow) scale.

y'(t) = fs(t,y)

+ fN(t,y),

te[0,T],

(3.1)

2/(0) = 2/0'

where fg(t, y) contains stiff terms and /jy (i, y) contains the nonstiff terms. Applying explicit numerical integrators to the above initial value problem (IVP) can result
in impractical time step restrictions due to the stiff term, while implicit methods
may involve costly Newton iterations. Semi-implicit, or implicit-explicit (IMEX)
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time integrators, however, can be used to solve the stiff part implicitly and the
nonstiff part explicitly, thereby gaining the benefit of the implicit method for the
stiffness but potentially saving computational effort by handling some terms explicitly. Popular IMEX integrators include additive Runge-Kutta (ARK) methods,
which combine an implicit and an explicit Runge-Kutta method, and integrators
constructed from linear multi-step methods, such as Adams or BDF methods. Currently, ARK methods above 5th order have not been constructed without the use of
a defect correction framework [45]. Semi-implicit methods constructed from linear
multi-step methods require multiple starting values, and their stabilities deteriorate
at higher order [36, 4, 48]. We construct arbitrary order semi-implicit integrators by
incorporating ARK methods into the IDC framework, and denote these new semiimplicit integrators as IDC-ARK methods. A detailed description of ARK methods
follows in Section 3.2, before introducing the construction of IDC-ARK methods.

3.2

Additive R u n g e - K u t t a Methods

One method of splitting an ODE is to partition the right hand side of an IVP into
A parts [20, 1, 45, 56]:
A

y\t) = f(t,y) = J2 /[„](*. 2/). * e [0,T]

(3.2)

v=\

y(o) = vo
and to treat each /r i with a separate numerical method. When different p-stage
Runge-Kutta integrators are applied to each /r i, the entire numerical method is
called an additive Runge-Kutta (ARK) method. If we define the numerical solution
after one timestep h as TJJ, which is an approximation to the exact solution y(tQ + h),
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then one step of a p-stage ARK method is given by
A

p

n = wo + * E E a $ / M (*o+ct1/l' ^
A

p

r1

rl

(3.3)

^i = yo + * E E ^ % ] ( ' o + Pi ^t)>
i/=i«=i

where the coefficients are presented in the Butcher table in the case of c • = c« for
all v = 1

A:

c

l

a

ll

c

2

a

21

Cp

-0
41]

a0

W
12

a

22

a

p2

•
a

2p

• J1!
Upp

°2

a

ll

a

12

' •

a

21

a

22

• •

V

a

p2

4AJ

6 [A]

°2

a

lp

a

2p

a

[A]

pp

[A]
6up

Under certain conditions on the RK coefficients, an ARK method of desired order
can be obtained without splitting error [21, 1, 56, 45].

Without loss of generality, we consider the case A = 2, where the IVP (3.2)
simplifies to the IVP (3.1) where one part, fg(t, y), is stiff, and the other, f]\j(t, y),
is nonstiff. An IMEX version of ARK is then applied to (3.1), as shown for example
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in the Butcher table,

0
c

2

0
a

21

0
a

22

0

«&

(3.4)

cp

4

o5

•• •

aS
Ltpp

<1

»f

bS

•• •

bS
Up

^

°2

N

a

p2

b°2N

••

p,p-l

••

p-1

0
Op

where to reduce computational cost, an implicit DIRK method, with zero in the first
diagonal entry, is applied to fg, and an explicit method is applied to /jy. Note that,
although one can formulate an ARK method with different stage nodes, say c • and
AT

C

C

c • , taking the same stage nodes, Cj = c • = c • , simplifies the order conditions, as
presented in [45].
In the literature, the definition of ARK for the case of A = 2 usually is presented
in the form of (3.3) [1, 45, 20, 56]. We reformulate the definition of ARK (A = 2)
below to suit our analysis. The equivalence of definitions can be seen by simple
substitution. Our alternate definition can be given as follows:
Definition 3.2.1. Let p denote the number of stages and a--,af-; b- ,&•; c?- be
l
3 1J 3 3 J
real coefficients. Then the method
i-l

V

kf = fa(t0 + cih, y0 + h(J2 a§kf + Y. aijkj))>
3=1

3=1

P

vi = yo + hJ2 b?k? + &?*?.

(3-5)

for a = N,S and i = 1,2,... ,p, is a p-stage ARK method for solving the IVP (3.1).
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Definition 3.2.2. An ARK method has order r if for a sufficiently smooth IVP

(3.1),
||y(i 0 + / i ) - 7 ? 1 | | < ^ r + 1 ,

i.e., the Taylor series for the exact solution y(tQ + h) and r\-y coincide up to and
including the term hr.

3.3

Semi-implicit IDC-ARK Methods

Now we present a brief description of the formulation of IDC methods with ARK
base schemes. Then we provide both a general formulation that constructs arbitrary
order semi-implicit IDC methods incorporating (arbitrary order) ARK integrators
and an example involving a second order ARK integrator.

3.3.1

General Formulation of IDC-ARK

Generalizing the formulation from [18] for IDC-RK methods, we obtain a general
framework for semi-implicit IDC-ARK integrators.
Consider the IVP (3.1), where the right hand side is split into stiff and nonstiff
parts, fg(t, y) and /jy (£, y), as in Section 3.2. The time interval, [0, T], is discretized
into intervals \tn,tnjf_i\,

n = 0,1,...

,N, such that

0 = tQ < t1 < t2 < • • • < tn < • • • < tN = T,

(3.6)

with timestep Hn = tn+l ~~ ^n- Each interval [in,£ n +i] is discretized again into
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M uniform subintervals with quadrature nodes denoted by

tn,m = tn + mh, rn = 0 , 1 , . . ., M,

(3.7)

TJ

where h = -*nr. We apply the IDC method on each time interval [tn,tn+l\

an<

^

drop the subscript n since the same method is applied to each interval. Although it
is possible to use nonuniform quadrature nodes in place of (3.7), we anticipate that
nonuniform nodes will not produce the desired order of accuracy results, based on the
analysis in [17]. Note that this choice of nodes does not preclude the effectiveness of
nonuniform timesteps Hn; for example, we implement adaptive IDC-ARK methods
in Chapter 4, which obviously requires adjusting the size of Hn.
A summary of the IDC-ARK algorithm is as follows. First, in the prediction
loop, we compute a provisional solution to the IVP (3.1) with an rgth order ARK
method. Then for k = 1 , . . . , K^Q

correction loops, we compute an approximation

to the error using an r^th order ARK method and update the provisional solution with this approximate error. Thus an IDC method with order of accuracy
rg + • • • + r^ + • • • + rj^

< M + 1 is obtained.

Next we provide the details that are necessary for both the implementation of
the IDC-ARK method and the proof of truncation error in Section 3.4.
• Prediction loop: Use an rQth order numerical method to obtain a provisional
solution to the IVP (3.1)

which is an rgth order approximation to the exact solution

y=

(yo,yh---,ym,---,yM)>
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where ym = y{tm) is the exact solution at tm, for m = 0 , 1 , . . . , M. We apply a
PQ-stage r-Qth order ARK scheme (3.5) as follows, for a = N, S; i = 1,2,..., PQ
and m = 0 , 1 , . . . , M - 1:

kf = fa(tm + Cj/i, !*£} + M £ arjkf + £ 4 kf))>
J=l

J=l

z=l

• Correction loop: Use the error function to improve the order of accuracy of
the numerical solution at each iteration.
For k = 1 to Kfo

(Kioop is the number of correction loops):

1. Denote the error function from the previous step as

e(k-l)(t) = y(t)-rj(k-l\t),

where y(t) is the exact solution and n^k~

(3.8)

)(t) is an Mt/l degree polyno-

mial interpolating 77LAC J-J. Note that the error function

is not

a polynomial in general.

2. Denote the residual function as

eC*-1)^ = {v^-vy® - fs^-1^)) 81

fN^-^m

and compute the integral of the residual. For example,

[tm+\(k-l){T)dT
Jt0

(3.9)
- 2/0 - 2_. 'ym,j(fs(tj>rlj

« Tm+i

1 + fNVj'Vj

J

))>

where 7 m ?- are the coefficients that result from approximating the integral by interpolatory quadrature formulas, as in [25] (or as described
in Section 2.2, j

1]

m

„• equals the quantity given in equation (2.32)), and

,f- =^-%-).

3. Compute the numerical error vector, denoted by

#] = (^],...,^],...,^),

(3.10)

which is an r^th order approximation to the error

e [*-l]

_ J*-l]

e^1]

[fc 1]
e

- )

where 4 * " 1 ! = «<*-»(«*,) is the value of the exact error function (3.8)
at tm-

To compute

by an r-^th order ARK method, we first discretize the
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integral form of the error equation,

(Q(k-i)y{t)

= fs(t,v(k-l\t)

+ IN(l^k-1)(t)
= fs(t,v(k-l)(t)

-

fsit^-^it))

e(k-1)(t))-fN(t,V(k-1\t))

+

+ Q(k-1)(t) - E(k~l)(t)) - fsfrnV*-1)®)

+ fN(tiV{k-1ht)
= Fs(t, Q^-^it)

+ e(k~l\t))

Q(k-1)(t)-E(k-1)(t))-fN(t,r](k-l\t))

+
- E^-^it))

= Gs(t, Q^-^it)) + GN(t,

+ FN(t, Q^-^it)

-

E^-^it))

Q(k-lkt)),
(3.11)

Q ( * - 1 ) ( 0 ) = O,

where

Q(k~l){t) = e^" 1 )^) + E^-V®,
Fa(t,e(k-l)(t)) = fa(t,r1(k-l)(t)

+

(3.12)
e(k-1)(t))-fa(t,r](k-1)(t)),

a = N, S,
rt

Jtn
to
The fa, a = N,S notation above (with Q and the approximation for E)
is used in the numerical computation, while the Ga, a = N,S notation
is employed in the theoretical explanations and proof in Section 3.4.

We apply a p^-stage r ^ t h order ARK method to (3.11) and denote the
r f c th order numerical approximation to Q
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^

= Q^Htm)

by < $ .

We therefore have, for a = N,S, i = 1,2,... ,p^ and m = 0,1,...
i-1

,M — 1:

Pk

a

kf = Ga (tm + c^, nj# + M E iJ *f + E a§*f))
J=l
^ F a ^ +q / i . i

J=l

1

i-1

(3.13)
^A:

r

,

+ ME <#*f + E «g*f) - E^htm + c^)),
J=l

'

J=l

PA
1=1

From equations (3.12), we compute our numerical error vector (3.10),
# ] = # ] _ 7 # - l ] ,

where the components of £71-"' ^J are i%i

= £^

'(*m)- I n fact> w e

use
[A]

V+l

[*]
-

_ /^+1e(A-l)(rwr

m+1 Jt
n

e

^

a r

.i

771+1

M

W-wo-E-rmjC^j^f V / j v ^ f

1]

)))'

J=0
where we have approximated the integral by interpolatory quadrature
formulas, as in [25].
In computing (3.14), one needs to evaluate /a:(£, ?/(£)), ot = N,S, at
some intermediate stage, e.g., at t = £Q + Cjh. This results in additional
function evaluations of /a(£,7/(£)), which is usually the most expensive
part of an algorithm. In our implementation, we avoid this extra cost by
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performing a polynomial interpolation. Specifically, given

fa = (Ia(tQ,riQ),...

we construct an M*

, fa(tm,

r]m), • • •, /a(^M> W ) ) -

degree Lagrange interpolant, L

proximate fa{t, v{t))\t=t0+c

h usinS

LM 1

(

(t, fa)

and ap-

= to+cjh, fa) up to

0(hM+1).

Again note that fa, Fa are more useful for understanding the numerical
implementation, while Ga is employed in the theory in Section 3.4.

4. Update the numerical solution

3.3.2

Example with Second Order A R K

Now we present an example where a second order ARK scheme is employed in the
IDC framework. We consider the IMEX RK2 scheme from [3], and illustrate that
our formulation is equivalent to Layton's formulation [47] for this specific IMEX
RK2 scheme. Writing the ARK scheme (we denote it by ARK2ARS) in a Butcher
table, we have:
0 0
9 0
1 0 1-g
0 1-g
where g = 1

g
g d

l-d

g 0 1-g

V2 and d — 2v/2
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g

The prediction loop solving (3.1), for a = N,S and m = 0 , 1 , . . . , M — 1, is:

k{ — jaitrnnVm, )i
k% = fa(tm

[°] _x+
_ hg(k
w i J !V{ ^ +k$)),
^
+ gh, r,™

^3 = fa(tm+hV[S

+ HdkJ? + (1 - d)k$ + (1 - g)fcf + s*f)),

^ ] +l = JS + W " <?)< + *f) + 5(A# + *£)),
The correction loop solving (3.11) is:
kf = Fa(tm,n[m]

~

E^-^itm)),

k% = F a ( * m + gh, £)$ + ^ ( f c f + 4) - E^-1}(tm
^3 = Fa(tm+h

+ gh)),

^m + Hdk? + (1 - d)k£ + (1 - g)k% + gk§)

-^1](Wi)).
^ ] + l = «!£ + fc((l - , 9 ) ( ^ + fcf) + g(k£ + k§)),
Ak]

_r)[k]

F[k-l}(.

s

TLetting
„• r]^
[*] = 5^
Ak} +, ft [fe-1] and, nn[k]
M +, E
Jfc-l]
..
y = 5^
^
, and, noting
m
Q^ + c (/ 5 (i,7/( / c - 1 )(i)) + fj^it,^-1)^)))

from [47] is an approximation of

rtm+ch e(k-l) (T)dT, we see that the formulation of IDC constructed with ARK2ARS
in [47] is equivalent to ours, namely:

*m+g = ^m+g] + ^m + hg(k? + k§) - E^-%m
<$+l = vt+l
V+l

_

V+l

+ gh),

+ fim + h(dk? + (1 - d)A^ + (1 - g)k§ + gk§) +0

£&-%.m+D

m+l-

The notation on the left is as in [47], while the notation on the right is ours. Although
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the two formulations are equivalent for this type of second order ARK method, the
incorporation of arbitrary order ARK methods in the corrections is unclear in [47]
but is obvious in equation (3.14).

3.4

Theoretical Analysis of IDC-ARK Methods

In this section the analysis for semi-implicit IDC-ARK methods is presented. Recall
some mathematical preliminaries related to the smoothness of discrete data sets were
introduced in Section 2.3.2. The local truncation error estimates of semi-implicit
IDC-ARK are provided, along with a corollary for the local truncation error of implicit IDC-RK integrators, as an alternative to the presentation in Section 2.3.2.
This paper closely follows the formulation presented in [18], as well as Section 2.3.2.
It is recommended that the interested reader who wishes to understand the analysis
in this work first reads Section 2.3.2, which presents some mathematical preliminaries regarding the smoothness of discrete and continuous data sets,and the basic
framework for analyzing the local truncation error.
The following theorem states that, with the assumption that the IVP is smooth
enough, using an rth order ARK method in the correction loops results in an r-order
increase in accuracy of the IDC method, but the overall IDC order of accuracy will
not be higher than M + 1, the number of nodes in the subinterval [tn, tn+l\-

E.g.,

if an rth order ARK method is used in each IDC loop, then the IDC method has
order

min(r * (1 prediction + K^

corrections), M -\- 1).

Theorem 3.4.1. Let y(t), the solution to the IVP (3.1), have at least a (and fg
and fjy have at least a — 1) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense, where
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a > M + 2. Consider one time interval of an IDC method with t G [0, H] and M + 1
uniformly distributed quadrature points (3.7). Suppose an r^th order ARK method
(3.5) is used in the prediction step and ( r j , ^ , . . - ,r~f(
are used in K^0

)th order ARK

methods

correction steps. For simplicity, assume that c/. = c • = c? and

the number of stages for the implicit and explicit parts of each ARK method is the
same. Let si. = y^-_nr^.
If sis
< M + 1, then the local truncation error is of
^
J—v J
^loop
S

order 0(h

K,loo

P

+1

).

The proof of Theorem 3.4.1 follows by induction from Lemmas 3.4.3 and 3.4.4,
below, for the prediction and correction steps, respectively, which discuss the local truncation error and smoothness of the rescaled error when general high order
ARK schemes are applied in the prediction and correction loops of IDC methods.
Lemma 3.4.3 is the first case, and Lemma 3.4.4 is the induction step. Note that
the smoothness results of the rescaled error vectors in both lemmas are essential
for the proof of the correction loop in Lemma 3.4.4. The smoothness proofs of
Lemmas 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 (analogous to those in [18] and in Section 2.3.2) are quite
technical. Since they are presented earlier for the implicit IDC-RK methods, here
we simply state and sketch a proof for the smoothness of the rescaled error vector
following a forward-backward Euler (FEBE) prediction step in Lemma 3.4.2. The
smoothness proof for the more general case is similar in spirit. Once the smoothness of the rescaled error vector is proved, the magnitude of the error vector follows
directly from Definition 3.2.2.
Lemma 3.4.2. (FEBE prediction step): Consider an IDC method constructed using
M + 1 uniformly distributed nodes, and a FEBE integrator for the prediction step.
Lety(t),

the solution to the IVP (3.1), have at least a > M+2 degrees of smoothness,

and let ify* = (rjl, ,..., n\n , • • •, Vi[})> ^e ^ e numerical solution computed after the
prediction step.

Then the rescaled error vector,

has M degrees of

smoothness in the discrete sense.

Proof. We drop the superscript [0] as there is no ambiguity. Since

Vm+l = Vm + hfN{tm,rjm)

+ hfs(tm+i,vm+l),

(3.15)

and

ym+l=ym+

/^v(r,!/(r))dr+ /
Jtm

Jtm

a 2

~

hi+1

/ 5 (r, y(r))dr,
SJAJ

= Vm + hfN(tm, ym) + ] T ( i + l ) ! ~ ^ ~ ^ m '
i=l
°~2

+ Wm+l>Wl)+ E

i+i

Vm

dif

{l + 1)]

^

J(tm+hym+l)

+ 0(ha). (3.16)

Subtracting equation (3.15) from equation (3.16) gives

e

m+l = em + HfN(tm,

ym) - fjsj{tm, r]m))

+ Wfsttm+hym+l) ~ fs^m+hVm+l))

i=l

i=l

where em_|_j = yrnJr\

— Vm+l

IS

^ne

error a

t tjn+1- Let

urn = (fN(tm,ym) - fN{tm,r]m)) + (fs^m+l^m+l)

and

i=l
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~ fs^m+h %i+l)).

To prove the smoothness of the rescaled error vector, e = e/h, we will use an
inductive approach with respect to s, the degree of smoothness. First, note that a
discrete differentiation of the rescaled error vector gives,

(drfm

= "m+\~ 'em = ^

+^

+ 0{h°-\

(3.17)

We are now ready to prove that e has M degrees of smoothness by induction. Since
Plloo ~ 0(h), thus, e has at least zero degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.
Assume that e has s < M — 1 degrees of smoothness. We will show that c^e has
s degrees of smoothness, from which we can conclude that e has (s + 1) degrees of
smoothness.

First,
a 2

Um

~1
i dlfN,
^ ?i •
e
= E i! m-^-(*m,2/m) + E
+ 0((emr-1)

d'fc
^m+l^f^m+hym+l)

0((em+ir-1)

+

t
= E i^^J-(
m,ym)+ £ ^•Ul^tWbl'm+l)
y
y

i=\

+ Odh^mf-1)

i=l

0{{hem+lf-1)

+

where we have performed a Taylor expansion of f^(t,rfm)
fs&Vm+l)

about y = ym+\.

Denote /

{

about y = ym

an

d of

to represent either —M- or — - £ .
y

—y

Since / ^ has (a — i — 1) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense, f { =
[f j(iQj 2/o)' • • • ' / il^M'^M)1

nas

(°" — ^ — 1) degrees of smoothness in the discrete

sense. Consequently, hl~ f ^ has (a — 2) degrees of smoothness, which implies that
^f& has min(er — 2,s) degrees of smoothness. Also ^U- has at least s degrees of
smoothness from the smoothness property of the IVP (3.1). Hence d^e has s degrees
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of smoothness =£> e has (s + 1) degrees of smoothness. Since this argument holds
for a > M + 2, we can conclude that e has M degrees of smoothness.

•

Now we present the lemmas required for the proof of Theorem 3.4.1.
Lemma 3.4.3. (Prediction step): Let y(t), the solution to the IVP (3.1), have at
least a (and fg and fj\j have at least a — 1) degrees of smoothness in the continuous sense, where a > M + 2. Consider one time interval of an IDC method
with t G [®,H] and uniformly distributed quadrature points (3.7).

Let rj\- 1 =

(vk >v\ >• • • > Vm>- • • > VM) be the numerical solution on the quadrature points (3.7),
obtained using an r^th order ARK method (as described in Theorem 3.4-1) at the
prediction step. Then:
1. The error vector eLuJ = y — 77M satisfies \\e
2. The rescaled error vector el-J = TrjTe J has min(cr — TQ, M) degrees of smoothness in the discrete sense.
Lemma 3.4.4. (Correction step): Let y{t), the solution to the IVP (3.1), have at
least a (and fg and fjy have at least a — 1) degrees of smoothness in the continuous
sense, where a > M + 2 . Consider one time interval of an IDC method with t G [0, H]
and uniformly distributed quadrature points (3.7). Suppose eL
and the rescaled error vector

J ~ 0(h k—1

)

has M + 1 — s^_2 degrees of

smoothness in the discrete sense. Then, after the kth correction step, provided an
rf-th order ARK method (as described in Theorem 3.4-1) is used and k <
1. The error vectored

satisfies ||eW||oo ~

2. The rescaled error vector'el J = TsT^
in the discrete sense.
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Kioov,

0(hsk+1).

' has M + l — Sfc degrees of smoothness

Note that most results and the proofs (e.g. smoothness) are similar to the
analysis in Section 2.3.2 (implicit IDC-RK) and in [18] (explicit IDC-RK). The main
difference between the proof of the truncation error for IDC-RK (explicit or implicit)
and IDC-ARK methods lies in a portion of the proof of Lemma 3.4.4, stated below
as Proposition 3.4.5, following some notational details. The proposition asserts that
the rescaled error vectors (rescaled by h k—1)5 obtained from formally applying
ARK methods to a rescaled error equation, are equivalent to the error resulting
from the numerical formulation that we implement. Thus, since an r^th order ARK
method applied to the rescaled error equations achieves r^th order, the unsealed
numerical implementation is 0(h k—1 fc)) provided the exact solution y(t) and
the functions /jy, fg are sufficiently smooth.

For purposes of clarity, before stating the proposition, we first introduce some
notational details related to the rescaling, and recall the error equation (3.11). The
analysis for the correction steps in this section will rely on this form of the error
equation.

Assume that after the (k — l)th correction, the method is 0(h k—1). We rescale
the error
Jk-1)
(3.8), and Q^k"1)

and Ga from the error equation (3.11), by

h k—l. Then the rescaled equations (3.18) and (3.19) are 0(1) (see Section 2.3.2,
or [18]).
Define the rescaled quantities as
^k-1\t)
Q{k~1)(t)
G{k-l\t,&k-1){t))

= -^e(k-1)(t),

(3.18a)

= -s^-rQ{k-1)(t),
h K~l
= -^Ga{t,hSk-lQ{k-l){t))j

(3.18b)
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a = N,S.

(3.18c)

Then the rescaled error equation is given by

(Q(fc-1))/(t) = GJJ- 1) (t J Q( fc - 1 )(t)) + 4 A : " 1 ) ( i ^ ( f c ~ 1 ) ( t ))'

<3-19)

Q(k-1)(t)=0.

A p-stage, r''1 order ARK method (3.5) applied to (3.19) gives, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,p
and a = N,S:

kf = G^(to

+ cih,Q{*~1] + h(£

a

rj~kf + E °§*f »»

3=1

3=1

V

fiM = 4 " " 1 ] + h £ (*"*" + 6?*?),

(3-20)

where the Greek letter fi denotes the rescaled solution in the numerical space, and
Qt

J = Q\

'(to).

In the actual implementation, we discretize (3.11) as in

equations (3.14) with Fj\j,Fg.

We use (3.14) with Gpj,Gg

instead of Fjy,Fg

for

the analysis.
The following proposition is where the essential difference between the proof of
the truncation error for IDC-RK [18] and IDC-ARK methods lies.
Proposition 3.4.5. The Taylor series for the rescaled exact error,
(£Q + h), and for the rescaled numerical error,

su_-i $\_ ^ ^n (3-14),

coincide up to and including the term hr for a sufficiently smooth error function
(t), and the exact solution y(t) has a and /yy, fg have a — 1 degrees of
smoothness.
Proof. It suffices to prove the following claim:

hsk-lkf

= kf + 0(ha~l),

Vi = l , 2 , . . . , p ,
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a = N,S,

(3.21)

where k^ and kP1 are as in equations (3.14) and (3.20). Set

j=i

J=I

= h J2 (^hSk~lkf

+ af/k-HSl

(3.22)

J=l

Bi = h (E -Ftf + E aftf) = h E (a^f + «g*f),
j=l

j=i

(3.23)

j=i

where a = N,S, and the equalities in (3.22) and (3.23) hold since aj- = 0 for j > i.
'•J

To prove (3.21), we prove that hSk-l%f

= <D(hn) for n = 1,2,..., a - 1, for

_ ^

i = 1, 2,. . . ,p, and a = N,S using induction with respect to n; i.e., we show that

i

/-^ Z - ^ K / j , n v
l,n j,n

i

Jn

h,ny

Jn'

Jn

+ 0(ha~1),

Jn"
(3.24)

where the notation is as follows.
cr-2er-2

a-2

V

V

V

£=££•£.

£= £ £ £

l,n

3,™

l\

I2

2n~l

n

l

n

j \ h
2n~l

1 1

Jn
n

1 1

where for the (3 coefficients, C represents some Cj• or C\,-, a represents some a-or cij-, and aN

and aS denote that the C, a coefficients that appear in the sums
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depend on a and N or a and S, respectively. For example, if n = 2, then

%,2 - Chi^n%h
a
n

S

_ not nN rN

JV2+
nS

c

ipam%h

, ra

nJ2>

S rS

nS

which is clarified in the expansions below.
We prove (3.24), and hence (3.21), using induction with respect to n, the power
of h in equation (3.24).

n = 1: Using the rescaled quantities (3.18) and Taylor expanding
(k—1)
about Q\
in y, we obtain for a = N,S:
s
h

k-lkf-kf

Ga{t,y)

(3.25)

= h'k-ldg-^tO + <Hh,Q^hto) + h J2 («Pf + «§*?))
J=l

P

- Ga(t0 + czh,Q(k~l\t0) + hj2 (afjkf + afjkf))
3=1

= Ga(tQ + cth, hSk-l(Q(k-l){to)
-GaitQ

+ qKQ^-^it^

n

+ h

{aN^kN + a g ^ ) ) }

+ B^

= Ga(t0 + c,th, Q(k~V(to)

= 1E,

p

£

+ At) - Ga(t0 + c{h, Q ^ _ 1 ) + B%)

i ^ ~ ..
. 0(*;-i),
^ 7 - G a ( t o + ci/i>Q^-^(to))((>li)11 - W

+ C(/i(J-1).

1

;
(3.26)
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Factoring (A,)1!

- (B^l

= (A% - B%) ^

= l

$

" S - " 1 , we obtain

hsk-l~kf-kf

(7-2

^E%
'1=1

E (<(^-1^-*jJ)+-g1(^-1^-*f1))
-n=i

+ e>(/i (J - 1 )

Zi=ljl=l
+ C(/i(J-1)

1,1 J',1
+ 0(/i(J-1),

Note here that ^

Vz = l , 2 , . . . , p .

= C f ^ ,

(3.27)

and ^

=

C ^ .

n + 1: Assume (3.24) holds for n < <r - 1 (for both a = N and 5). Following
the same process of Taylor expanding as in equations (3.26) and (3.27) in the
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n = 1 case , we see that for a = N,S:
s
h

k-lk?-ku
£—<*-<\ h,ny
l,n j,n

3n

H

lj,ny

3n'

3nJ J

3n

+ o(ha-1)
(3

= 7) *"££«?;> £

iP?
V

t a^,

W l J w Mn+V
l

n+Vn

£

'n+r^n+r1

l,n j,n

{h*h-lW

3n+\

3n3n+V

3n+l

-k?

)

Jn+V

3n+l"

y

"

S
+ HPr
yf
K (h
l3,n
^

T _ i (C?
. af,
W l J " JnJn+lv

+ Cfln+Vn
1i

CT_1
(/i**-1*?
))
y
Jn+l , - A?
3n+l",)) + 0(/i
"

'n+l~1^n+l-1

+

a

l 7n+V1
3n3

tfk-lWkN)
Jl
Jr

0(ha~1)

= *n+1 E E
l,n+lj,n+l
{

^l3,nCln+Vna3n3n+l+Pl3,nCln+Vna3n3n+l){h
a
+3aScS
+ (3 NcN
aS
VH
H
lj,n ln+Vn 3njn+i
l3,n ln+\3n

^k-l~kLi-kLi))+c{ha~l)
l,n+l3,n+l
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*J1 - *JV
„S
x
3n3n+l'

where
a
g N
H

=gaNcN
+0aScS
QN
lj,n+1
nj,n ln+\jn Jnjn+\
^lj,n ln+Un
a
a
=B NcN
+ffScS
g S
aS
^lj,n+l
nj,n ln+Un Jnjn+1
Ij,™ ln+Vn

aN

Jnjn+V
aS

3njn+l'

It follows that (3.21) holds. The rest of the proof of Proposition 3.4.5 is similar to
the implicit IDC-RK analysis in Section 2.3.2.

•

Now we state the implicit IDC-RK results again as a corollary to the semi-implicit
theorem.
Corollary 3.4.6. Let y(t) be the solution to the IVP

y'(t) = f(t,y),

te[0,T\,

2/(0) = j/o >

and y(t) has at least a (a > M + 2) and f has at least a — \ degrees of smoothness in
the continuous sense. Consider one time interval of an IDC method with t G [0, H]
and uniformly distributed quadrature points (3.7). Suppose an r^th order implicit
RK method is used in the prediction step and (r-\,ro,...
RK methods are used in Kioov

,ris
)th order implicit
^loop
correction steps. Let s^ = X ^ = 0 r 7 ' ^ sKi
—
s

M + 1, then the local truncation error is of order 0(h

Kj l,00

P

+1

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.4.1, if we set fpj = 0.

3.5

).
•

Stability

The stability of an explicit (or an implicit) scheme can be measured by the conventionally accepted definition of a stability region [37], as presented in Section 2.2.3,
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Definition 2.2.2.
For a semi-implicit numerical method, stability is less easily defined.

In the

literature, various measures for stability have been proposed for semi-implicit [60, 9]
or additive Runge-Kutta methods [62, 56, 11]. In fact, all of these definitions can be
applied to any semi-implicit scheme. We focus on two of these definitions. Minion
suggests splitting the Dahlquist-type equation in such a way that the stiff part is
represented as the real part of the eigenvalue and the nonstiff part is represented by
the imaginary part of the eigenvalue, which is useful for seeing whether the numerical
method works for a convection-diffusion problem, but may not be reasonable when
considering a problem with stiff oscillations. Liu and Zou define an j4(a)-stable
semi-implicit method (similar to [62], except in [62], they also present a boundary
locus-type method), which could cover a wider class of problems [56].

3.5.1

Stability for Convection-Diffusion Type Problem

First consider the definition from [60].
Definition 3.5.1. The amplification factor for a semi-implicit

numerical method,

Am(X), with A = a + i(3, is interpreted as the numerical solution to

y'(t) = ayit) + if3y(t),

j/(0) = 1,

(3.28)

where the explicit component of the numerical method is applied to the imaginary
part i(3y{i), and the implicit component of the numerical method is applied to the
real part ay{t), after a time step of size 1 for a e l and ft £ R, i.e., Am,(X) = y(l).
Definition 3.5.2. The stability region, S, for a semi-implicit

numerical method,

is the subset of the complex plane C, consisting of all A such that Am(\)
ODE 3.28, i.e., S = {A : Am{\) < 1}.
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< 1 for

In Figure 3.1a, the stability regions for 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th order IDCFEBE (IDC constructed using forward and backward Euler) with 2, 5, 8, and 11
correction loops, respectively, are computed numerically and plotted. Figure 3.1b
shows 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th order IDC-ARK3KC (IDC constructed with 3rd order
ARK3KC) with 0, 1, 2, and 3 correction loops, respectively. The shaded regions
represent the stable regions. Note that for the same order method, IDC-ARK3KC
shows a marked improvement in stability over IDC-FEBE. This correlates with the
results in [18], where it was shown that IDC-RK methods were found to possess
better stability properties than SDC constructed with forward Euler integrators
[18].

Such a stability measure provides insight on the stability property of a

scaled IDC-FEBE

scaled IDC-ARK3KC
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Re(X)

(a) IDC-FEBE

(b) IDC-ARK3KC

Figure 3.1: Stability regions for 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th order IDC constructed using
(a) forward and backward Euler with 2, 5, 8, and 11 correction loops (and 3, 6, 9, 12
uniform quadrature nodes), respectively, and (b) 3rd order ARK3KC with 0, 1, 2,
and 3 correction loops (and 3, 6, 9, and 12 uniform quadrature nodes), respectively.
The crosses denote the 3rd order stability regions, diamonds for 6th order, circles
for 9th order, and triangles for 12th order. The stability regions are scaled by the
number of implicit function evaluations {(#stages)(M + 1)M, where FEBE has 1
stage, ARK3KC has 4 stages).

semi-implicit method (such as an IDC-ARK method), especially when it is applied
to a convection-diffusion problem (e.g., the problem in Section 3.6.2), where the
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convection term is treated explicitly and diffusion term implicitly.

3.5.2

Stability for Other Types of Problems

We remark that the stability property of the semi-implicit scheme greatly depends
on the splitting of equation (3.1), therefore, the stability analysis must be adapted
for specific problems. Hence we also present a definition from [56] that may apply
to a broader class of problems, although our results are inconclusive.
Rather than the Dahlquist equation (2.45), we consider a test problem of the
form

yf(t) = xsy + XNV>
2/(0) = 1.

(3.29)

Xg and Ayy depict the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of fg and /jy, respectively,
where Re(Xg)

< 0, Re(Xjy)

< 0, and \Re(\g)\

S> |i2e(Ajy)|. The

semi-implicit

amplification factor, denoted Am(Xg, Ajy), is determined by applying the semiimplicit numerical method (e.g., (3.4)) to the test problem (3.29) for one time step,
obtaining

Vl

= Am(Xs, XN)

(3.30)

Definition 3.5.3. [56] An A(a)-stability region for a semi-implicit numerical method
is

slSnfN

= {XNeC

s.t.

\Am(Xs,XN)\<l
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VXseslS},

(3.31)

where
s[s

= {XseC

s.t. \arg(-Xs)\

< a, Xg ^ 0} U {0}.

(3.32)

An L-stable semi-implicit method is an A-stable (i.e., ^ ( ^ - s t a b l e ) which also
satisfies
lim \Am(\s,\N)\

= 0.

(3.33)

Stability regions were numerically and analytically determined for some ARK
methods to confirm the (^-stable type) stability regions presented in [56]. Definition
3.5.3 with a = ir/2 was used to calculate the regions. ARK2A1, ARK3A3, and
ARK4A2 were chosen due to the obvious difference in size and/or shape among the
methods and between their explicit stability regions (i.e., the stability region arising
when the explicit part of the ARK method is calculated alone as an RK method)
and their semi-implicit stability regions. The general algorithm for computing the
semi-implicit stability regions, using (3.29) and (3.30), follows.

1. Grid the left half complex plane for Xg.

2. For each fixed Xg, find the stability region (according to the usual definition,
Definition 2.2.2) in terms of XJ\J.

3. Take the intersection of the stability regions from step 2 to obtain the ARK
stability region.

Remark 3.5.4. In step 1, it is necessary to refine the grid for Xg close to the
imaginary axis. These values of Xg appear to be the troublesome ones that shrink
the ARK stability region to smaller than the explicit stability region. It may be
unnecessary to include Xg with large negative real parts.

These observations are

supported by [55, 62] and by the structure of a typical amplification factor's equation.
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E.g., in

4 m ( A 5 ) Ajy) =

f—

—2

,

(3.34)

1 — IXg + An

the equation for the amplification factor of ARK2A1,
values of Xg make Am(\g,\]y)

we see that large negative real

approximately constant in modulus, while values of

Xg closer to the imaginary axis may increase the modulus on their own or through
interaction with \jy.

Furthermore, [62] presents a particular case where it is rigor-

ously shown that the maximum of the amplification factor occurs on the imaginary
axis.
At first glance, ARK methods appear to reduce the stability region; however, when
one considers that this restriction only applies to the nonstiff eigenvalue, while the
stiff eigenvalue may be anywhere in the left-half complex plane, a smaller stability
region may not be unsatisfactory [56]. Nevertheless, we are still limited by the lack
of /-stability (imaginary axis stability, [36]) for the nonstiff component.
The stability regions for IDC-ARK schemes were ascertained numerically as for
ARK schemes.

A fourth order IDC-ARK method using ARK2A1 has a semi6.

semi-impl A-stability: IDC4 W/ARK2A1
.
.
—

5
4
32
10L

'

*

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

(a) IDC-ARK2A1

Figure 3.2: Stability region for fourth order IDC with ARK2A1 in prediction and
correction loops. Ayy is plotted, consistent with Definition 3.5.3, and a = ir/2.
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implicit stability region (Figure 3.2a) that is much larger than the semi-implicit
stability regions for both fourth order ARK methods shown in [56]. Unfortunately,
the 8th order IDC-ARK (with ARK2A1) method's stability region is not ^-stable at
all (in the semi-implicit sense of Definition 3.5.3); however, the numerical solution
for (3.35) and (3.36) computed via the same 8th order IDC-ARK method seems to
be stable, perhaps even for e = 0.01.

To investigate the loss of (semi-implicit) ^-stability, we first fixed Xg, and plotted
some explicit stability regions only. We achieved very reasonable stability regions
that increased with the order of the IDC method, as expected from the results in
[18]. Then we fixed Ayy, and plotted some implicit stability regions only. We also
plotted some stability regions for implicit IDC-RK methods constructed with a second order DIRK method from [2] (Figures 3.3a and 3.3b). Here we discovered the
problem. Clearly the stability regions decrease in size as the number of correction
loops increases and frequently the higher order methods lose /1-stability. In particular, we notice that in Figure 3.3b, the 10th order method loses ^-stability; even
j4(a)-stability is lost. Hence, although the explicit region increases, as seen in [18],
the implicit region loses v4(a)-stability as number of IDC corrections increases, and
the semi-implicit method struggles between improving and worsening its stability.
Thus far the results of measuring semi-implicit stability via Definition 3.5.3 do not
look clear, although the main difficulty appears to arise in the implicit part of the
method, where increasing the order of an implicit method decreases its stability region. This decrease is well-known for BDF methods, but generally is unpredictable
for implicit RK methods. Also, [56]'s method given in Definition 3.5.3 appears to be
overly restrictive since some numerical solutions still appeared to be stable despite
the numerical method's loss of semi-implicit stability. Therefore, we chose not to
pursue this means of measuring semi-implicit stability further.
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Figure 3.3: Stability regions for IDC with 2nd order DIRK (from [2]) in prediction
and correction loops. The labels are the number of correction loops, and are placed
outside of the stability regions. From 0 , 1 , . . . ,4 correction loops, the IDC methods
have corresponding order of accuracy 2 , 4 , . . . , 10. Stability regions are standard,
according to Definition 2.2.2.

3.6

Numerical Results

In this section we describe some numerical experiments with various IVPs and an
advection diffusion equation. Numerical experiments support Theorem 3.4.1, which
states that the semi-implicit IDC-ARK methods have similar order of accuracy rules
as for IDC with explicit RK methods [18]. Additionally, in most cases, higher order
IDC-ARK presents an efficiency advantage over existing IMEX ARK schemes. Several different ARK methods of various orders were tested within the IDC prediction
and correction loops: second order ARK2A1 [56] and ARK2ARS [3], third order
ARK3KC [45] and ARK3BHR1 (Appendix 1. in [8]), and fourth order ARK4A2
[56] and ARK4KC [45]. For efficiency, these IDC-ARK methods were compared with
their constituent ARK methods. This section first lists three ODE test problems,
followed by the combined results for order of accuracy, comments on order reduction,
and efficiency results. Then an advection-diffusion equation is described, followed
by its order of accuracy results and comments on an improved CFL condition.
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We further comment that the focus of our study is not the choice of fjy, fg, and
thus we make naive choices of fjy and fg in each example below, acknowledging
that better choices are likely to exist (in particular, there is much study on the
choice of fjy, fg for PDEs, such as in [43, 44, 34]). Note also, that, in most of the
literature, the examples of semi-implicit methods used to solve problems with stiff
regions only test convergence and efficiency up to the time just before the stiff layer,
at which point they claim that adaptive steps should be taken [45, 8, 3]. In this
work, we have tested through times that extend beyond the stiff layer, and hence
our results may appear to be worse than they should. Testing our methods in the
standard way is likely to produce much better results than shown here.

3.6.1

ODE Test Problems

Test Problems
The following test problems, an initial layer problem and Van der Pol's oscillator,
were used in numerical determination of order of accuracy and efficiency. Each IVP
was first computed in a completely nonstiff situation (e = 1). Then varying levels
of stiffness, which caused each IVP to have a stiff and nonstiff component, were
considered.

1. Initial layer problem
Pareschi and Russo's example [45], with nonequilibrium, or perturbed, initial
conditions y\(0) = ir/2 and 2/2(0) = 1/2 is tested:

J/iW =-2/2(*).
y'2(t) = yi(t)

*e[0,4],

+ i(sin( y i (*)) - y2(t)),
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(3.35a)
(3.35b)

where we choose

(
IN

=

\

\

Vl

, fs =

J

\ j(siny1

-y2)

)

2. Van der Pol's equation
A standard nonlinear oscillatory test problem, Van der Pol's equation [60], is
examined:

y[(t)=y2(t),

te[0,4],

y2(t) = -(-yi(t)

+

(3.36a)

(l-yi(t)2)y2(t)),

(3.36b)

with initial conditions y\(0) = 2 and y2(0) = 2/3, and we choose
(
IN

\
V2

(

fs

yi(-yi

+

(l-yj)y2)

Order of Accuracy
In the following convergence study, error is plotted versus the stepsize H, where the
error at the final time is calculated by comparing successive solutions. For the IVPs,
the error is the absolute error at the final time.
In agreement with Theorem 3.4.1, the order of accuracy of the IDC method
increases by the order of the ARK method used for each prediction and correction
loop, as seen for the initial layer problem in Figure 3.4a and for Van der Pol's
oscillator in Figures 3.4b and 3.5a. Here we choose e = 1, pertaining to the nonstiff
scenario. The circles in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b correspond to the error of the 3rd order
ARK3KC method (equivalent to one prediction loop of IDC). It has slope w 3, as
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expected, since a third order ARK method is used and there are M + 1 = 3 nodes in
each subinterval [tn, ^n+ll- After one correction loop computed using a third order
ARK method (and M + 1 = 6), the crosses show sixth order convergence — an
increase in the order by three. Similarly, a second correction increases the order to
9, as seen with the triangles. Thus three loops (1 prediction + 2 corrections) of a 3rd
order ARK method produces a 9th order IDC method, when there are M + 1 = 9
nodes in each subinterval \tn,tn+l\-

Similarly, in Figure 3.5a, we see a fourth order

increase with each loop of the IDC method when the fourth order ARK4KC method
is used (giving an eighth order method after two loops). We also solved these test
problems with various orders of ARK methods (2, 3, 4) and IDC-ARK (4, 6, 8,
9) constructed using second order ARK2A1 [56] and ARK2ARS [3], third order
ARK3KC [45] and ARK3BHR1 (Appendix 1. in [8]), and fourth order ARK4A2
[56] and ARK4KC [45] (not all shown). In each implementation, we anticipate that
# loops * ARK order = expected IDC order. In general, the expected order of
accuracy is seen for nonstiff problems.

Order Reduction
For stiff problems, a phenomenon known as order reduction is observed. The effects of increasing the stiffness of the problems (i.e. decreasing e) on the order of
convergence can be seen in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b. The plots show the error for
computing the initial layer problem, IVP 3.35 and Van der Pol's oscillator, (3.36)
in a stiff case (e = lfj- 3 ) using third order ARK3KC in 0, 1, and 2 correction loops
of IDC. Order reduction that is e-dependent is apparent for both the initial layer
problem, IVP (3.35), and the oscillator, IVP (3.36). Once the stepsize is below e,
however, it appears that the expected IDC order is achieved. For the initial layer
IVP (3.35), the order reduction clearly still allows for convergence of the method
within the order reduction regime (Figure 3.6a). Van der Pol's oscillator exhibits
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instability for larger timesteps; however, once the stepsize is small enough, order
reduction is apparent, and then as the stepsize is further decreased, it appears that
the expected IDC order is achieved (Figures 3.6b and 3.5b). The better behavior
of solutions to the IVP (3.35) is not surprising, since many of the ARK methods
were designed to solve problems similar to (3.35) (see, e.g. [56, 45, 21]), but the
oscillator problem (3.36) has recurring stiff peaks, which are difficult to handle even
with most popular integrators.

Efficiency
To measure efficiency, we plot the number of implicit function evaluations versus
the error. As in the convergence plots, the error is found by comparing successive
solutions (absolute error at the final time). The number of implicit function evaluations is counted numerically by tracking the number of times the "stiff" function
and the Jacobian are called, including the Newton iterations. In general, the higher
order IDC-ARK methods are more efficient than popular ARK methods. We see
two general "rules of thumb." First, if the order of the method is higher, then fewer
function evaluations are required to reach a low error tolerance. This trend can be
observed for ARK methods (equivalent to a prediction loop) (Figure 3.7a) and when
more correction loops are taken (Figure 3.8a).
Second, the efficiency of an IDC-ARK method generally depends upon its constituent ARK method; i.e., if ARK method a is more efficient than ARK method
b, then IDC constructed using ARK a is more efficient than IDC constructed using
ARK b. For example, an IDC method using the 3rd order ARK3KC frequently is
more efficient than the other methods we tested (see, e.g., Figure 3.7b), but IDC
using ARK2A1 performs relatively inefficiently (as expected since ARK2A1 alone
requires the highest number of function evaluations among the ARK methods we
tested in Figure 3.7a). We note that the behavior for the nonstiff (e = 1, Figure 3.8a)
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and mildly stiff (e = 1 0 _ d , Figure 3.8b) cases is similar.

3.6.2

Advection-Diffusion Example

We now consider an advection-diffusion equation

ut = -ux

+ uxx,

te [0,0.1],

x G [0,1],

u(x, 0) = 2 + sin(47rx),

(3.37a)
(3.37b)

with periodic boundary conditions. We solve the advection-diffusion BVP (3.37) via
method of lines with fast Fourier transform (FFT) for the spatial derivatives and
time-stepping with semi-implicit IDC-ARK, where the advection term is treated
explicitly (fj\j = —ux) and the diffusion term is treated implicitly {fg =

uxx).

This choice of methods ensures that the error is dominated by the time-stepping.
We expect that treating the diffusion term implicitly will remove the requirement
that the CFL condition must satisfy At < cAx , and that the CFL condition will be
controlled only by the advection term so that At < cAx. To verify this hypothesis,
we plot the error for IVP 3.37 at T = 0.1 versus H = At = 0.5Ax, timestepping
with IDC constructed with 3rd order ARK3KC, in Figure 3.9a. The error is the
L-y (spatial) norm of the absolute errors at the final time and was computed by
comparing the numerical solution to a reference solution computed with small Ax
and At.

Shown are IDC methods with zero and one correction loops (3rd and

6th order convergence, respectively).

Since the expected convergence orders are

seen when At is proportional to Ax, we conclude that it is reasonable to say that
treating the diffusion term implicitly improves the CFL condition to At < cAx.
This improvement is exactly what we expect for a semi-implicit method.
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Figure 3.9: CFL study showing absolute error at T = 0.1 vs H = At = 0.5Ax. FFT
is used for the spatial discretization, and time-stepping is done with 3rd and 6th
order IDC constructed with 3rd order ARK3KC with 0 and 1 correction loops of IDC,
respectively, where the advection term is treated explicitly and the diffusion term is
treated implicitly. This choice of methods ensures that the error is dominated by the
time-stepping. Since the expected order of accuracy in time is seen, as the dotted
reference lines (with slopes of 3, 6) indicate, it appears that the CFL condition is

At < cAx.
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3.7

Concluding Remarks

We have provided a general framework for the simple construction of arbitrary order
IMEX methods. These semi-implicit IDC-ARK methods use ARK integrators as
base schemes inside the IDC framework and can thus be constructed to higher order
easily, with no need to consider the complicated order conditions that are typically
required for the construction of ARK methods. High order IDC-ARK methods can
be used to solve multiscale differential equations that involve disparate time scales
more efficiently than popular ARK schemes when a low error tolerance is desired.
We have performed an analysis of the local truncation error of IDC-ARK methods,
shown improved stability over IDC-FEBE methods, and conducted numerical results
showing order of convergence, efficiency, and the potential for an improved CFL
condition. We plan to examine the use of asymptotic preserving ARK schemes (as
in [64], and Section 6.1) in the prediction and correction loops of IDC as a potential
way to mitigate the issue of order reduction that arises with increased stiffness. We
also have begun an investigation of embedded IDC methods, including IDC-ARK,
and their implementation in an adaptive setting (see Chapter 4 for preliminary
results). We anticipate that adaptivity will provide additional efficiency gains over
IDC-ARK, and in fact, adaptive timestepping is the natural way to handle many
multiscale problems.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive IDC Methods
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we consider initial value problems of the form

2// = /s(*>2/) + /jv(f>y)>
2/(0) = 2/o,

te[0,T\,

(4.1)

where y € R n , and the function containing stiff terms, fg(t,y)
and the function containing non-stiff terms, fj\j(t,y)

: R x R n —> R n ,

: R x R n —> R n , are Lipschitz

continuous in the second arguments. When fg = 0, i.e., equation (4.1) contains
only non-stiff terms, explicit integrators such as popular explicit Runge-Kutta (RK)
methods or Adams-Bashforth methods can be applied. When fjy = 0, i.e., equation (4.1) contains only stiff terms, implicit RK methods or Adams-Moulton methods can be applied [2]. When equation (4.1) contains both stiff and non-stiff terms,
implicit-explicit (IMEX) methods [4] or additive Runge-Kutta (ARK) methods can
be applied [21].
Although in previous chapters we only consider fixed step sizes, to guarantee
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accuracy in the solution of equation (4.1), estimation of the error and adaptive
step size control is often desirable. For example, in Van der Pol's oscillator (3.36),
there are stretches of time where the solution changes only mildly, punctuated by
oscillatory stiff peaks in the derivative. The stiff oscillations cause methods implemented with a fixed step size to exhibit order reduction, as explained in section
3.6.1. Adaptive time-stepping may be needed for other types of problems as well.
For problems containing only non-stiff terms, a widely accepted approach is to use a
matched pair of explicit RK methods [37], also known in the literature as embedded
RK methods. The premise is to select a pair of RK methods (i) whose Taylor series
approximations agree with the corresponding Taylor terms of the solution up to
orders p and p + 1, and (ii) whose stage weights, a^j, and stage nodes, Cj, overlap
as much as possible for efficiency. The matched pairs are often expressed compactly
in a Butcher Tableau,

c

A
6T
6T

where A is an s x s lower triangular matrix, b, b and c are s-vectors. An example of a pair of matched explicit RK method is the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg Method
(RKF45), which generates a fourth and fifth order method using six stages. This approach of matched pairs can be extended to implicit RK and ARK methods. In [33],
matched diagonally implicit RK pairs are discussed, and [45] discusses embedded
ARK methods and error control.
In recent papers [18, 17, 15], the present authors have illustrated that integral
deferred correction (IDC) methods are competitive with popular RK and ARK
methods. In brief, IDC methods are a class of deferred (or defect) correction methods
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that generate a sequence of approximations that successively reduce a residual. First
introduced by Dutt, Greengard and Rokhlin in [25], high order IDC methods can
be constructed systematically without solving tedious order conditions. This work
exploits the framework of an IDC method, using computed approximations of the
numerical error for step size control. In Section 4.2, IDC methods are reviewed, and
numerical comparisons between IDC and existing embedded methods are given in
Section 4.3. Conclusions are given in Section 4.5.

4.2

Integral Deferred Correction

IDC methods are essentially predictor-corrector schemes. In this section, we first
discuss how the error for an approximate solution is computed. Then, the IDC
framework and algorithm is given. Finally, an adaptive time step control is discussed.

4.2.1

Error Equation

Given an approximate solution, r](t), to the exact solution, y(t), of (4.1), the error
of the approximate solution is

e(t) = y(t) - V(t).

(4.2)

Defining the residual, e(t), as

e(t) = r/{t) - fs(t,r,(t))
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- fN^Mt)),

(4-3)

then the derivative of the error given in equation (4.2) satisfies

e\t) =

y'(t)-r,'[t)

= fS (t, y(t)) - fS (t, r,{t)) + fN (t, y(t)) - fN (t, V(t)) - e(t).

The integral form of the error equation can then be obtained,
if

<t) + [ e(r)

--fs&vM

JO

+ fN(t>rl(t)

+

eM-fsttMt))
+

e(t))-fN(t,r](t))

An iteration scheme is implemented to generate successively more accurate approximations,

rt

,(*-%)+ /

£(*-l)(r)dr

V

=fS(t^k)(t))-fs(t,rj(k-1)(t))

JU

+ fN{t^k)(t))-fN(t,V(k-1)(t)),
where

(4.4)

It was shown in [18], under mild assump-

tions, that if a pth order single step method is used to approximate equation (4.4),
and

4.2.2

has q orders of accuracy, then r)\ ' has (q + p) orders of accuracy.

Implementation of an IDC Method

The time domain [0, T] is first discretized into TV intervals,

tn = nAt,

n = Q,...,N
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where

T
At = —.

Then, each interval, In = [tn,tn-\-i\,

tn,m = tn + mSt,

is further discretized into M sub-intervals,

m = 0,. .. , M

where

At
5t = — .

As described in [25], discretizing each interval uniformly into M subintervals allows
for an (M + 1)

order IDC method. The IDC algorithm, described in Algorithm 7,

is iterated completely in each time interval [tn, in_i_i] to define the starting value of
the next interval, [*n+l>*n+2]- Equation (4.4) is rewritten as

Q^-^'it)

= fs

(QV*-1)

(t) + y(0) + f\fN{r^k-1))

+ fs(r,

V^^dr)

-/5(^(/C_1))

+ IN (Q{k~1](t) + 2/(0) + f\fN{r^k-1))

+ ss{r^k-l)))dr\

-fN&1{k~l\

(4-5)

where Q^k~l\t)

= e( f c _ 1 )(i) + / * e ( ^ _ 1 ) ( r ) d r , and the integral

J (/]v(r>77^

) + fs(T'rl))dT

is approximated at the gridpoints tn,m

by

an integration matrix (2.31), to accomodate numerical implementation.

4.2.3

Adaptive Time Step Control

In Algorithm 5, we wish to adjust the size of the time step based upon the size of
the error between the numerical and the exact solutions. This adjustment should be
done such that the time step is decreased if the error is too large and increased if the
error is significantly smaller than necessary, since we wish to take as few time steps
as possible. The procedure is as follows. First calculate the solution after one time
step. Then calculate an approximation to the error. The stepsize At and the error
err are input for Algorithm 5, which determines whether the error is acceptable and
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i Prediction
2 Solve (4.1) via ARK/RK.
3 Corrections
4

5
6
7

for k =

l,...,Kloop

• Solve (4.5) for Q ^ - 1 ! , the approximation to
via ARK/RK.
• Update numerical solution:

at gridpoints tn.m,,

/ ] = „[*"!] +<?[*-!]- J e[*-l](r)dr
= g ^ " 1 ! + y(0) + | ( / 5 ( r , r^" 1 ]) + / ^ ( T , ^ " 1 ] ) ) ^ .
end
Algorithm 1: IDC method
whether the stepsize should be increased, decreased, or maintained. In this work,
we do not consider the consequences of the choice of a, (3, and 7, but they could be
investigated more thoroughly using, e.g., ideas from [33].

1
2
3
4
5

Input: At: time step; err: error of new update; TOL: tolerance; 0 < a < 1:
parameter for refining time step; 0 < 7 < 1: parameter for coarsening
time step; (3 > 1: parameter for coarsening time step (in Figures 4.2a,
4.2b, 4.3a, and 4.1 below, we use a = 0.5, 7 = 0.1, (3 = 2)
Output: At: new time step; accept: flag whether to accept new update;
if err > TOL then
/ * r e j e c t step * /
J At = aAt,
accept = 0;
else if err < 7 * TOL then
/ * coarsen step */
I Ai = (3 At,
accept = 1;
else At = At, accept = 1 ;
/ * accept and leave unchanged * /
Algorithm 2: Determination of step size

For embedded RK (or embedded ARK) methods, two solutions of order p and
p + 1, resp. are calculated. Then, for example, the error can be approximated by
comparing the difference between those two solutions. Each correction iteration of an
IDC method includes an error estimator (the correction #-!])

, making it a natural

choice for adaptive implementation. For IDC methods, the error approximation is
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already built into the IDC method, since each correction loop solves (4.4) for the
error. If we consider that IDC-RK (IDC-ARK) methods are RK (ARK) methods,
then we notice that embedded IDC-RK (IDC-ARK) methods are a natural analogue
to embedded RK (ARK) methods. In particular, if the final correction of an IDC
method is order q, and the solution just before the final correction is order p, then
the embedded IDC method gives two solutions of order p and p+q, resp. An obvious
choice for the final correction is q = 1, to avoid extra computational expense when
approximating the error. Note for IDC methods, At is adapted, while 5t = At/M
remains uniform for each choice of At.

4.3

Numerical Comparisons

In this section, a numerical study is performed on such as Van der Pol's oscillator problem, a stiff ODE, comparing the performance of IDC-ARK methods and
other popular embedded methods. In the figures and table in this section (with
the exception of Figures 4.1a and 4.1b), we use the notation in [59] to compare
various characteristics of the numerical methods and to facilitate future tests with
additional IVPs in [59]. The notation is as follows:
• solver The numerical method with which the ODE was solved.
• atol Absolute error tolerance provided by the user.
• scd Minimum number of significant correct digits the numerical solution has
at the end of the integration interval, i.e.

scd = —logio\\( relative error at the end of the integration interval )||oo
(4.6)
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• steps Total number of steps the solver takes, including steps that are rejected
because of error test failures and/or convergence test failures.
• accept Total number of accepted steps.
• # imp f Number of evaluations of the implicitly evaluated function, fg (modified from [59] to count only implicit function evaluations). Implicit function
evaluations are counted by keeping track of how many times the Matlab script
that evaluates the implicit part (fg) is called. We use only implicit function evaluations based on the assumption (as in [60]) that implicit calls will
dominate due to Newton iterations, although this assumption is not always
valid.
• #Jac Number of evaluations of the Jacobian of fg.

Note: The Jacobian is

used in Newton iterations as part of the implicit method and is calculated
analytically at every Newton iteration in every step, which is likely not the
best way to handle the Jacobian. A smarter choice of Jacobian calculation
should give far fewer evaluations. The tolerance for the Newton iterations is
10

fixed at = 10

, and the maximum number of iterations is 10.

We also include the following additional characteristics with notation:
• # refine Number of times the timestep is refined, over the entire calculation.
• # coarsen Number of times the timestep is coarsened, over the entire calculation.
• minstep The smallest timestep taken over the integration interval.
• maxstep The largest timestep taken over the integration interval.
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4.3.1

Van der Pol Oscillator

We consider the application of adaptive semi-implicit methods to Van der Pol's oscillator, as described by equation (3.36), with varying levels of stiffness (stiffness
is increased by decreasing e). As a preliminary test, we considered a recursive implementation of some adaptive IDC-ARK and ARK methods where the stepsize is
only reduced when the error is too large and then reset to the original At for the
next step. Algorithm 5 is far more practical, but we present the results from the
recursive implementation as an example of the improvement that can be possible by
using IDC methods. In comparison with embedded ARK methods, comparable or
improved efficiency seems likely with appropriate choice of base scheme integrators.
For example, I constructed adaptive IDC-ARK methods and found that fewer time
gridpoints are required when using a 7(6) order embedded IDC-ARK method (Figure 4.1b) rather than a 4(3) order ARK method (from [45]) to solve Van der Pol's
oscillator problem (Figure 4.1a) to the same error tolerance. The 7(6) IDC-ARK
method solves the prediction and the first correction loops via a 3rd order ARK
method from [45] and the final correction approximates the error via semi-implicit
first order forward and backward Euler.
Now we examine the results from adapting the time step via Algorithm 5. In
the figures, tol represents the quantity explained below as atol, and is the tolerance
for the error when choosing whether or not to refine the timestep. The number
of implicit function evaluations is described by # imp f below and is the number
of times the Matlab script calls the stiff function fg (which is evaluated via the
implicit part of the numerical method). From Figures 4.2a, 4.2b, and 4.3a, we see
that, for any choice of tolerance, ARK4(3) is more efficient than the same order IDC
method constructed via a semi-implicit forward and backward Euler combination,
IDC4(3)FEBE. This conclusion holds for the nonstiff (e = 1CT 1 ), mildly stiff (e =
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(a) ARK4(3)KC

1
2
3
t, including IDC subnodes
(b) IDC7(6)-ARK3KC/FBE

Figure 4.1: Preliminary results comparing (4.1a) an adaptive ARK method (embedded order 4(3) from [45]) and (4.1b) an adaptive IDC method constructed with a
3rd order ARK method from [45] (both recursively implemented). Both plots show
solution to Van der Pol's oscillator (e = 1) for the same recursion error tolerance,
10 - 5
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VdP, IC=[2,0], Tf=2, NN=1,e = 0.1

(a) e = 0.1

VdP, IC=[2,0], Tf=2, NN=1,e = 0.001
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(b) e = 0.001

Figure 4.2: Efficiency study comparing semi-implicit ARK and IDC-ARK methods
used to solve Van der Pol's oscillator. Plots show # imp f vs atol, as described in
the text.
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VdP, IC=[2,0], Tf=2, NN=1,e = 1e-06
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Figure 4.3: Efficiency study comparing semi-implicit ARK and IDC-ARK methods
used to solve Van der Pol's oscillator. Plots show # imp f vs atol, as described in
the text.
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Table 4.1: Test characteristics from [59] for Van der Pol's oscillator solved with
various semi-implicit methods when e = 10
. Note here that all characteristics
are for steps of size At, including for the IDC methods, since we accept or reject
each At step, not each 8t step.

10

), and stiff (e = 1 0 - t ) ) cases of Van der Pol's oscillator. However, increasing the

order of the IDC method (since a higher order ARK method is not easily constructed
without IDC [45]) compares favorably to ARK4(3) in some cases. For larger error
tolerances, ARK4(3) requires fewer function evaluations, but, in the nonstiff case,
IDC7(6) methods constructed with FEBE or possibly with ARK2 require fewer
implicit function evaluations when a small tolerance is desired (Figure 4.2a). In the
mildly stiff case, IDC7(6) constructed with ARK2 or FEBE requires fewer function
evaluations than ARK4(3) when a small tolerance is desired (Figure 4.2b). When
e = 1 0 ~ 6 (stiff case), only IDC7(6)FEBE requires fewer function evaluations than
ARK4(3) to compute the solution to a small tolerance (Figure 4.3a). This result
may be due to backward Euler's large stability region, hence improving the stability
properties of IDC7(6). Note that IDC-FEBE methods are essentially identical to
SISDC methods in [60], except we keep the IDC nodes uniform, whereas SISDC
methods typically use some type of Gaussian nodes.

In the Table 4.1, we use the notation from [59], as described above, to compare
semi-implicit ARK, IDC-FEBE, and IDC-ARK methods for solving Van der Pol's
oscillator when e = 1 0 ~ 6 with "exact" solution y± = 0.1706167732170483 * 10,
2/2 = —0.892809701024795. Note that all characteristics are for steps of size At,
including for the IDC methods, since we accept or reject each At step, not each 5t
step, and since the substeps of an IDC method can be considered stages of an RK
method. Comparison of the characteristics in the table show that the 7(6) IDCARK and IDC-FEBE methods require far fewer steps than the 4(3) ARK method.
Also, for smaller error tolerances, 7(6) IDC methods require fewer implicit function
and Jacobian evaluations.

Overall, the IDC methods of the same order as the

ARK method show worse behavior. For large error tolerances, the ARK method is
better, but for small error tolerances, the higher order IDC methods appear to be
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comparable to the ARK method, even advantageous in some cases.

4.4

Possible Efficiency Simplifications

One idea for making the adaptive IDC more efficient is to make a more efficient
estimation of the error, el^J. The following idea has not been developed further nor
tested numerically. It is simply presented to suggest that a modified adaptive IDC
method has potential to give better results than indicated in this work. Consider one
step At, where M substeps of size 6t are taken. From [41], we know that the high
order accurate approximate solution, rj Loop ^
K
v

loop

= v[0]

+ 6[0] +

can

C6[0] + C 2^[0] +

j-^

w r jtten

as a series expansion

c^ooP<j[0]>

(4.7)

K,
where rj '•00P and <5L J are vectors of values over the interval [tv Q, tn J^J = tn_^_i\,
<5L J is the approximation to eL ' at the first correction loop, and C is the matrix
that incorporates the various methods and integrations required to update the error
correction from
need to calculate

If we can estimate some size of C, then we will not
for each correction before determining whether to adapt the

stepsize. A possible algorithm, for each step At, follows.
1. Find the prediction ,[0].
2. Find the first correction
3. Find C.
4. Estimate the size of C. Use the size of C to estimate the size of C2, C 3 , . . . ,
C

'°°P (as few or as many as needed).

5. Determine whether the size of C (or C , ...)
that is within the desired tolerance.
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should give an acceptable error

6. If the size is acceptable, perform the appropriate number of correction loops.
If the size is not acceptable, refine or enlarge the stepsize as needed, and then
begin again with finding the prediction, step 1.

4.5

Conclusions

An adaptive implementation of IDC-RK and IDC-ARK methods is straightforward,
as well as necessary, since many problems are intractable without adaptive timestepping. Semi-implicit IDC-ARK and IDC-FEBE methods can sometimes present
an efficiency advantage over ARK methods in an adaptive time-stepping setting,
while at other times, embedded ARK methods are more efficient. We expect clearer
advantages when comparing adaptively implemented implicit IDC-RK methods with
implicit RK methods, and in solving other IVPs such as initial layer IVPs.
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Chapter 5
Split IDC Methods
5.1

Introduction and Motivation

In this chapter, we are motivated by the general need for studying plasma physics
through modeling and numerical simulations, since many natural and industrial
processes (such as solar weather, integrated circuits manufacturing, military and
space research, and alternative energy sources) involve plasmas. Our contribution
to this area of research is the development of novel split Vlasov solvers that are
constructed to high order in time via IDC methods. In Section 5.1.1, we summarize
a review of developments in plasma models and simulations, and in Section 5.1.2,
we focus more specifically on the Vlasov-Poisson system, some popular methods of
numerical solution, and introduce our work.

5.1.1

General Motivation: Modeling and Simulating Plasmas

The information outlined in this section is a summary of the excellent review, [74],
which contains many more details and clarifications of the history of plasma physics,
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modeling, and simulations. First we consider some components of a self-consistent
plasma model to set the stage for the various developments in modeling and numerics. Such a model usually contains some or all of the following components: some
method of calculating velocity, mass density, and pressure, if the plasma is modeled
as a fluid; some means of closing the Navier-Stokes equations; some means of calculating density, temperature, and velocity of a species in a plasma; a method of
obtaining the electron distributions when they are not Maxwellian due to nonequilibrium conditions. The multitude of factors that might be considered in a plasma
model is not limited to these components and is such that fully treating all contributing factors is not reasonable analytically nor computationally, so existing models are
of necessity reduced models. Some of these reduced descriptions are touched on next.
In plasmas, electron transport has frequently been modeled by a Boltzmann-type
equation, which is numerically solved ot find the electron distribution function. One
popular means of solution is to first simplify the problem by representing the distribution function by the first two terms of its expansion (e.g., an expansion in
spherical harmonics), commonly called Lorentz' two-term expansion. Later, higher
order approximations that included more terms of the expansion were introduced
to overcome some limitations of two-term expansions. Also, the means of calculating some transport coefficients using the Boltzmann equation and its solutions
were developed, which is important both for comparison with and adding insight to
experimental results.
Considering the ratios of the densities of the various particles that compose a
plasma is also meaningful, and when plasmas are in or near local thermal equilibrium, then the mass action law can be used to calculate these ratios, frequently
through minimization of a variational problem. Other factors such as excited states
and departures from the ideal gas must also be heeded, however.
Modeling methods such as Boltzmann equations and local thermal equilibrium
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methods are known as continuum (or fluid) representations since they are continuous
with respect to space and describe averaged quantities. However, continuum models are not always appropriate; e.g., when deviations from equilibrium are large.
Boltzmann equations are frequently called kinetic equations, though kinetic may
have a different meaning and is sometimes used to refer to particle methods also.
Particle methods are one alternative to continuum methods that in many instances
may capture the physics more realistically. Often particle methods (such as Monte
Carlo methods, which track a collection of particles in space and time, where the
particles represent the species population) and, more recently, molecular dynamics
are used to study the particle behaviors, but they are computationally demanding.
It is increasingly popular to combine various methods in studying plasmas, so that,
for example, one part of the problem is handled with a continuum method, while
another part is handled with a particle method.
Although there are many methods currently available, improvements are still
vital to effectively model and simulate plasmas. In the next section, we describe
more specifically Vlasov equations, which can be considered collisionless Boltzmann
equations, and introduce how we contribute to the ongoing research by presenting
our novel Vlasov solver.

5.1.2

Specific Motivation: Improved Vlasov Solvers

As an initial study, the work in this chapter focuses on the collisionless kinetic model
for a cold plasma, with mobile electrons and an immobile ion background, though
eventually such a work is meant to be expanded to other models and equations. The
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model is given by the Vlasov-Poisson equations,

ft + v-Vxf

+ E(t,x)-Vvf

E{t,x) = -Vx<t>,

= 0,

-AX(j) = -l +

(5.1)
p(t,x),

where f(t, x, v) describes the probability of finding a particle with velocity v at position x at time t, E is the electric field, (p is the self-consistent electrostatic potential, and p(t, x) = J f(t, x, v)dv is the electron charge density and the 1 represents
the uniformly distributed infinitely massive ions in the background. All physical
constants in (5.1) have been normalized to one. Other models include the VlasovMaxwell equations, which capture the main behavior of the particle interactions and
the self-consistent field, whenever the Debye sphere contains a large enough number
of particles, and collisional effects can be neglected. If collisional effects should be
considered, there are numerous options, including the BGK-Poisson, BGK-Maxwell,
or Fokker-Planck equations [67, 22, 10].
Various approaches for the numerical solution of Vlasov equations include, but
are not limited to, Eulerian, Lagrangian, and semi-Lagrangian methods. Eulerian
methods solve (5.1) over a fixed ecu-grid, and [26] compares some of these methods.
The fixed numerical grid allows for easy implementation, but a CFL condition is
usually present. Also, as the problem dimension increases, Eulerian methods have
the disadvantage of a significant increase in computational cost; however, they may
employ high order accurate numerical methods to overcome this cost by using a
coarser grid. In places where the distribution is small, they can frequently achieve
high precision [67, 26].
Lagrangian methods involve tracking portions of the plasma as they evolve in
phase space by introducing a flow map of the electron distribution, reformulating
(5.1) into a system of ODEs (Newton's equations of motion) in terms of the flow
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map, discretizing Newton's equations, and using the resulting flow map solution to
procure the electron distribution, / . Classical Lagrangian methods include Particlein-Cell (PIC) methods, such as those methods reviewed in [75]. PIC methods have
the advantage of accurately maintaining the physics of the problem, including the
nonlinear effects, but require significant computational time and memory and may
have difficulties resolving the tail of the particle distribution due to numerical noise.
Semi-Lagrangian methods combine some of the aspects of both Eulerian and
Lagrangian methods. Essentially, semi-Lagrangian methods find the distribution
function by following the characteristics backward to their base values, which are
interpolated from a fixed grid. Their application to Vlasov equations was presented
in [13], and later applied beyond the electrostatic system to guiding center approximations and a reduced relativistic Vlasov equation in [71].
Vlasov solvers using second order accurate Strang splitting [73] in time and either Fourier or spline interpolation were constructed in [13]. Several others have
combined the splitting from [13] with various interpolation methods to obtain Euler or semi-Lagrangian methods. For example, semi-Lagrangian and flux balance
methods using pointwise weighted essentially nonoscillatory (PWENO) interpolation was applied together with Strang splitting in [12]. In some cases they are able
to avoid spurious oscillations without repressing physical oscillations. In these methods, the flux balance method is conservative, while the semi-Lagrangian method is
not. Conservative methods, which conserve certain physical properties, applied to
Vlasov equations are also presented in [23, 67]. Methods in [23] include a parabolic
spline method and utilization of a cubic spline, with unknowns reconstructed on
a nonuniform mesh in a conservative way. By including slope-limiters, they were
able to maintain positivity. Their spline-based methods appeared to capture fine
filamentation more precisely than Lagrangian-based interpolation methods. Conservative semi-Lagrangian WENO Vlasov solvers with dimensional Strang splitting are
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given in [67]. The CFL time step restriction was removed, and the higher order spatial methods effectively captured the physics which the Vlasov equations describe.
When resolved equally, the ninth order spatial method was four times cheaper than
the third order method [67].
[12] mentions that, although semi-Lagrangian methods are not limited by a CFL
condition, they are not easily coupled with a collisional term that is stiff compared
to the transport terms.

This limitation is because the accuracy in time is not

greater than second order in nonstiff regions when, as is the typical choice, Strang
splitting is applied. Thus we are motivated to examine high order splitting for
Vlasov equations. Several constructions of high order splitting methods have been
developed [77, 38, 69, 46, 49, 50, 39]. These are equivalent to composition methods,
as can be seen in [77, 38]. [50] use Richardson extrapolation and defect correction (in
the differential form) to construct high order splitting methods. They also compare
some of these methods, and in particular, they comment that Yoshida's high order
splitting methods require a number of coefficients that increases exponentially with
the order of the splitting method, although they advantageously may be constructed
to arbitrary (even) orders. Unlike [77], [39] finds higher order splitting methods
that do not require a backward step for orders greater than two by using complex
rather than only real coefficients in the methods; however, the number of coefficients
required scales similarly to [77]. A fourth order splitting method for a linear Vlasov
equation (E = E(x, t), but E does not depend on the distribution, effectively giving
a drifting rotating problem, see (5.151) in Section 5.9.3 below) was presented in [69].
The method uses cubic spline interpolation in both x and v, and the fourth order
time splitting method is a composition of grid shifts. A CFL condition is given. Note
however, that the application of this fourth order method to a nonlinear problem is
not clear.
Motivated by Schaeffer's paper, and by the success of the Vlasov solver in [67],
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we expand the results from [67] to examine the same spatial discretization coupled
with higher than 2nd order time splitting. In particular, we focus on using Integral Deferred Correction (IDC) methods to increase the order of low order splitting
methods, and we examine the effectiveness of our novel construction in solving equations similar in form to both linear and nonlinear Vlasov equations, generalizable to
solving other PDEs with split operators. Although we do not yet consider collisional
terms, they are the logical next step in our work.
IDC methods are motivated by defect correction methods [72, 27] and, more
recently, Spectral Deferred Correction (SDC) methods [25]. By construction, they
are accurate and efficient time integrators because they easily extend simple lower
order methods to higher order schemes by correcting provisional solutions. Other related methods for problems containing stiff terms include semi-implicit SDC, multiimplicit SDC, and Krylov deferred correction [60, 47, 9, 41]. SDC methods, IDC
methods, and their variants can be applied in areas such as chemical rate equations, hyperbolic conservation laws with or without relaxation, Vlasov equations
in the plasma physics setting, and other similar (frequently multi-scale) problems
[60, 47, 9, 41, 15]. Additionally, recent developments allow parallelization of IDC
algorithms, opening up new possibilities for increased computational speed [16].
The current investigation of splitting methods that use IDC integrators for PDEs
begins with a review of some basic concepts needed for understanding the numerical
solution of PDEs and an introduction to WENO methods, which we use in our
numerical tests, in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Then we review the fundamentals of semiLagrangian methods in Section 5.4 and of low order splitting methods in Section 5.5.
Section 5.6 presents an overview of IDC methods and explains the construction of a
high order splitting method by utilizing low order splitting methods. In particular,
the type of nonlinearity in the Vlasov system requires a new formulation of the error
equation and the residual in the IDC correction loop. Next we present an analysis
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comparing our high order split IDC methods with Yoshida's high order split methods
described in [77]. A proof of mass conservation is given in Section 5.8. Numerical
results are in Section 5.9. We apply the split IDC methods to constant advection,
rotation, drifting rotation, and Vlasov-Poisson problems, where we study classic
plasma problems, such as the warm two stream instability and Landau damping.
We wish to determine the benefits and limitations of a solver that is not only higher
order in space but also higher order in time in a semi-Lagrangian setting.

5.2

M e t h o d of Lines

Sometimes time-dependent PDEs can be solved numerically by discretizing the spatial derivatives first to obtain a semi-discretized system of ODEs, then numerically
integrating the system of ODEs. This procedure is called the method of lines. It
typically can be used when the time variable is distinct from the space variable(s),
and the solution does not have a sharp front that is a function of both space and
time [2].

For example, a semi-discretization of the linear advection equation

dtu + cdxu = 0,

i £ [0,1],

t > 0,

in space via a simple upwind scheme gives Nx ODEs

dtUj + c
where Uj = U(XJ), Xj = jAx,

J

AJ

= 0, j = l,...Nx,

and Ax = (1 — 0)/Nx.

(5.2)

Then each ODE in (5.2) can

be solved by the integrator of choice, e.g. backward Euler. Here we apply method of
lines to hyperbolic PDEs, such as constant advection equations, a rotating problem,
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and a Vlasov-Poisson system and use IDC methods for the time integration.

5.3

WENO

Many times, conventional spatial discretizations applied to problems that have piecewise smooth solutions containing discontinuities result in spurious oscillations in the
numerical solution. The purpose of Essentially Non-oscillatory (ENO) and Weighted
Essentially Non-oscillatory (WENO) methods is to make a higher order spatial approximation of problems that have piecewise smooth solutions containing discontinuities. In particular, ENO and WENO are designed for hyperbolic conservation
laws, the background of which is outlined in Section 1.4. The following information
is compiled from [66, 51, 70]. ENO and WENO are in fact procedures within a
higher order spatial approximation procedure, so we outline the necessary elements
for the entire procedure.
Two general categories of spatial discretizations are Finite Difference (FD) and
Finite Volume (FV) methods. FD methods use pointwise values of the solutions
and approximate the solutions from the differential form of an equation, e.g., from
an equation such as (1.12), whereas FV methods use cell averages of the solutions
and approximate the solutions from the integral form of an equation, e.g., from an
equation such as (1.14).
By way of illustration, consider FV methods applied to the integral form of a
hyperbolic conservation law, integrated over the cell /j = [a^_i

/ utdx + / f{u)xdx
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=0

/2^xi+l/2^'

(5.3)

becomes

8t / udx + / ( i i ( x j + 1 / 2 ) ) - Iiu(xi-i/2))

(5-4)

= °>

and rearranging and dividing by Ax, we obtain

8t

~Ki

T udX

=

~ A^ ( / ( u ^ + l / 2 ) ) ~ / W ^ - l / 2 ) ) ) •

(5-5)

The cell average is defined in the usual way as

iij(i) = -— / udx.
X
-*h

(5.6)

Since, for FV methods, only the cell averages are known, but the flux /(' u ( ; r i4.i/o))
is at point values, then an approximation of f(u(x^,-i

m)) is used instead, given

by the numerical flux h_\\ in- Thus, for MOL, discretizing in x first, we obtain an
ODE of the form

dm(t)

= - ±

(fl+1/2(t)

- fi_1/2{tj)

Finally, we obtain the updated cell average, u™

.

(5.7)

, at time tn^~ , by discretizing in

t, e.g., with forward Euler:
un+1

- un

l

I

At

_

l
-K~x

fei/2

^5-8)

- #-1/2) •

The mystery remaining is how to obtain /v+i in, the numerical flux at the cell
boundaries. We would like to use f(u(x,•_,-> i^)), but we do not know the value of
u at the cell boundary x- , 1 /n. We only know u^ to the left (denoted by
cell boundary or u^i

—

) of the

to the right (denoted by "•"). Hence the calculation of the
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numerical flux must depend upon the left ( ) and right (~l~) values of approximations
to u-, i in, or on the left and right cell averages:

/i+i/2 = / ( u i + i / 2 ' u m / 2 )

(5 9)

-

= f(ui,ui+i),

(5.10)

where /7_i_i/o should increase with respect to u^ and decrease with respect to

u^\-

A simple example of a numerical flux for a first order scheme is illustrated below.
Since equation (1.12) can be written as

H + f\u)ux

= 0,

(5.11)

then, considering that / (u) is related to the slope of the characteristic, it is natural
to choose the numerical flux as

f(ui,ui+i)

=I

f(uA
K %
f(ui+1)

5.3.1

if f(u) > 0
if

(5.12)

f\u)<0

Reconstruction

For higher than first order schemes one needs a process called reconstruction. The reconstruction problem is: given the cell averages •Uj, reconstruct the solution u(x^,-^ in)
at the cell boundary x-,-, in with higher order. For the first order stencil, we use
only the immediately neighboring cell, either 1^ or Ii+\.

More neighboring cells are

used to achieve a higher order stencil. In general, let

Sr - {Ii-r,

• • •, Ii, • • •, -fj_ r+ fc_]_}
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(5.13)

denote astencil, where k cells are used for the stencil, and r G {k—l, . . . , 1 , 0 , —1}. In
the hyperbolic setting, which we delineate here, one must always use an odd number
k of neighboring cells because the characteristics have a direction. One chooses more
neighbors from the direction from which the characteristic comes. In a hyperbolic
setting, choosing an even number of neighboring cells results in an unstable method
(e.g., centered stencil). Under the right conditions, the order of accuracy of the
reconstruction equals the number of neighboring cells used in the stencil.

This

process is very similar to interpolation, e.g., for a 3rd order reconstruction where
k = 3, we find the polynomial p(x) = <2Q + a-^x + a^x

—

/

such that p satisfies

p(x)dx = ui_1,

(5.14)

— J p(x)dx = ui,

(5.15)

x J

h

—
^x

/

p{x)dx = ui+l.

(5.16)

JI

i+l

Then, since OQ, a-\_, and a^ are known, we can estimate u-,-, in from the left as

Vl/2=^+l/2>

(5-17)

whenp is constructed from a left stencil, S\ = {^_i, I{, ^ + i } - Similarly, u~J~
P(xi4-l/2^

wnen

/0

P i s constructed from a right stencil, SQ = {1^, /^_)_]_, ^ + 2 } -

Two methods of reconstructing solutions u~

,

u

. at the cell boundaries

for a higher order approximation scheme are ENO and WENO methods.

5.3.2

ENO

When the solution u contains discontinuities, using all k cells in a stencil Sr gives
oscillatory behavior near the discontinuities. Consider the case when k = 3. Away
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=

from a discontinuity, we use three cells for the stencil, e.g., Si = {I{—i, l\, ^+l}>
and achieve a third order approximation. Near a discontinuity, e.g., at #j_|_]/2>
where the characteristics move from left to right, instead of using three cells as
in S\, consider two smaller overlapping stencils s\ = { / j _ i , / j } , SQ =

{Ij,I^i}.

Note that stencil §i will not cause oscillations in a reconstructed solution because
it contains cells only on one side of the discontinuity, whereas stencil SQ contains
the discontinuity and thus will result in oscillatory behavior. Hence in the case
\u,^—l — u^\ < < \^i — ^i+ll) ENO will choose stencil s^

as

the "better" stencil.

Note that choosing these stencils near the discontinuity will result in a lower order
approximation, but only near the discontinuity. Away from the discontinuity, the
approximation remains fully third order.
In general for FV methods, ENO uses a linear combination of the cell averages u^
to reconstruct the solutions ^ + 1 / 2 a * the

cen

boundaries. ENO with FD methods

is similar, except the numerical flux (rather than the solution) is reconstructed at
the cell boundaries. The details are explained below for WENO methods. For an
ENO reconstruction method that uses k cells, the method is order k away from the
discontinuities, and lower order at the discontinuities.

5.3.3

WENO

WENO is similar to ENO, except WENO uses weighted combinations of the stencils to achieve higher order approximations. A WENO method where each stencil
contains k cells has order 2k — 1 away from discontinuities and order k near discontinuities. We present the procedures for WENO methods in detail for the FD
case involving one-dimensional scalar flux splitting, followed by an extension to 1-D
systems.
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1-D Scalar Case
First, we present the following outline, given by Procedure 2.5 and 2.2 of [70], of
the spatial approximation of equation (1.12).
1. Since the numerical flux in equation (5.9) should increase in its first variable
and decrease in its second variable, the first step is to form a smooth flux
splitting

f(u) = f+{u) + f-(u),

(5.18)

where

df

du

(u)>0,

~-(u)<0.
du

(5.19)

For example, the Lax-Friedrichs flux given by

where a = u

f+(u)

= ±(f(u) + au),

(5.20)

f-{u)

= ±(f(u)-au),

(5.21)

\f (u)\.

2. Identify the cell average of some function v(x) at x^ with one part of the split
flux, i.e., set

vl = f+(ui).

Then reconstruct the cell boundary values from the left, v~

(5.22)

,„, for all i, e.g.,

via a WENO method as in the subsequent procedure.
3. Set the positive numerical flux equal to the reconstructed value from the pre147

vious step:

£1/2 =u r+i/2-

^

4. Now set

^ = /~K),

(5-24)

and reconstruct the cell boundary values from the right, v

-. ,_, for all i, e.g.,

via a WENO method as in the subsequent procedure.
5. Set the negative numerical flux equal to the reconstructed value from the
previous step:

= vt+l/2-

W

< 5 - 25 )

6. Form the numerical flux from the positive and negative fluxes at the cell boundaries:

(5-26)

/ i +-1/2
i 11- =•'i+1/2
/ i i / "*"
o +• / it+i l / /o.
2'
i.e.,

A+l/2 = « i + i/2

+ u

ffl/2-

(5 2?

' )

7. Form the ODE
duAt)

1 /;
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;

,

to be solved by the desired numerical integrator.

Now we present the 1-D WENO reconstruction procedure from [70]. Given the
cell averages v^ of some function v(x) for each cell 1^, the goal is to obtain upwindbased (2k — l)th order approximations, v _•, / 9 and v~

,

to v(x) at the cell

boundaries.

1. First find the k reconstructed values
k l

(r)

~

J=0
where the coefficients crj come from reconstructing the polynomial whose cell
averages coincide with the cell averages of v (see, e.g., Section 5.3.1 for more details on the case k = 3), and the stencil Sr = {!{—r, ^ _ r _ | _ i , • - •,

Ii_ri)t_i}

containing k cells is used, for r = 0 , 1 , . . . , k — 1.

Also obtain the k reconstructed values
(r)
V-l/2

k l
=

~

£

~crjVi-r+j

(5-30)

3=0
fc-1

S Cr,3ruz-(r+l)+j>
3=0
where cr?- = cr_i

j , over the stencil Sr, for r = — 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . , k — 1.
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(5'31)

2. Find the constants dr and dr such that
fc-1

^ 5 - 32 )

«i+l/2 = E ^ 1 / 2
r=0
= ^

+

l /

2

) + ^(Ax2A;-1)!

(5.33)

fc—1
"i-1/2 = E ^ i - 1 / 2
r=0

(5-34)

= v(xl_1/2) + 0(Ax2k-1).

(5.35)

Note that c?r = d^_^_r.
3. Find the smoothness indicators

for upwinding in the left to right direction. For upwinding in the opposite
direction, modify the procedure symmetrically with respect to x-.-i /o to find
the smoothness indicators (3r4. Form the weights uir and uir:

Eto« s

(^ + /5r)^

for r = 0 , 1 , . .. , k - 1 and 0 < e < < 1.
(r)
5. Use the weights, ur and ay, and the fcth order reconstructions, «. ' ,„ and
v

(r)
+
__i /o' *° f ° r r n the (2/c — l)th order reconstructions, v. -. ,„ and t r
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,„, at

the cell boundaries:
k-\
(r)

i+1/2 = E ^ - + 1 / 2 '

^5-39)

r=0
k—\

«U/2 = E M-l/2-

< 5 - 40 >

r=0

Now, for example, we provide the various coefficients, smoothness indicators,
and weights for the case k = 3, i.e., for a WENO method that is fifth order away
from discontinuities and third order near discontinuities. The coefficients of the
reconstructed polynomials (5.29) are

c

00 = V 3 '

c

01 = 5 / 6 '

c10 = - l / 6 ,
c2 0 = l / 3 ,

C20 = - l / 6 ,

02 = - V 6 >

( 5 - 41 )

cn=5/6,

c12 = l/3,

(5.42)

c20 = -7/6,

c20 = l l / 6 ,

(5.43)

co2 = l / 3 ,

(5.44)

CQO = H / 6 ,
cio = 1/3,

c

c0i = - 7 / 6 ,
c

n

= 5/6,

C2i = 5/6,

c12 = - l / 6 ,

(5.45)

c22 = l/3.

(5.46)

The constants d r , ^r are given by

d 0 = 3/10,
J 0 = 1/10,

d1 = 3/5,
3 5

^o = / >
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d2 = 1/10,
3

^0 = / l ° -

(5.47)
( 5 - 48 )

The smoothness indicators are
-I Q

1

(5.49)

00 =
1 Q

1

2
Pl = — (vi_i - 2v{ + vl+i)

+ ^ - 1 ~ ^+l)2,

11)

p2 =

— (^-2

(5.50)

I

- 2^_i

2

k = — (^+3 " 2"i+2 + ^ + l ) + 4 ( ^ + 3 - i+2 + ^ + l )
h = 12(^+2 - n+i + ^ ) + 4(^+2 - ^) >
h = — (^+1 - 2v + v^i) + ~(3v - 4v + ^ _ i ) .
2

2

(5.51)

+ - ( U J _ 2 - 4 U J _ ! + 3^) 2 ,

+ n)

Ad

2

1 n

3

2

^

2

(5.52)
(5.53)

-1

2

2

t

i+1

{

(5.54)

1-D S y s t e m s

Now, instead of the scalar conservation law (1.12), consider the hyperbolic system
of m equations,

dtu + f'(u)dxu

= 0,

(5.55)

where the m x m Jacobian / (u) has m real eigenvalues,

Ai(u)<...Am(u),

(5.56)

and a complete set of independent eigenvectors (columns),

ri(u),...,rm(u),

also referred to as right eigenvectors.

(5.57)

The right eigenvectors can be written as

columns of a matrix, R(u) = (r^(-u)... rm(u))152

Then R~ {u)f'(u)R(u)

= A(u),

where
/

Ai(«)
(5.58)

A(«) =

A m («) y

V
can be written as R

(u) = (li(u)...

lm(u)), where the lj(u) are column

vectors referred to as left eigenvectors, i.e., l{(u)f (u) = \j(u)lj{u).

The simplest

way to solve the system (5.55) is to apply the scalar WENO method to each of
its m components. However, applying a WENO method to these conservative variables may not correctly account for the upwind direction. More reliably, one may
solve (5.55) by first transforming the system from the conservative to characteristic
variables, then applying a WENO method componenet-wise to the characteristic
variables, and finally transforming back to the conservative variables. The procedure for solving (5.55) in the characteristic-wise manner using FD and flux splitting
follows (from [70]).

1. For each fixed x^ , -^1^ compute an approximation to R{u:< 1/2), R~
and A-(u4+i/2)

usm

§> e-S-> a simple mean: ^ 1 ^ / 2 ~ h{ui+\

2. Write Vj = R~ UA and gj = R~ f(uj)

(^+1/9)'

+""?)•

for j in a neighborhood of i.

3. Apply the WENO procedure (component-wise) to Vj and gj, rather than to
UJ and fj, for each Zth component Vj j , gj 1, I = 1 , . . . ,m, where for a LaxFriedrich's flux, we use
max
a =1 < j < N \XI(UJ)\

(5.59)

for the Ith. component of the characteristic variables, and obtain g .-, / 9 (rather
than

'H1/2>-
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4. Then transform back from characteristic to physical space:

t+l/2-

+

5. Finally, form the flux / i + 1 / 2 = ^t+112
duAt)
dtr"~A^

(/

(5.60)

Rg

^+1/2 ~

h+112

a n d S lve:

°

i+l/2_/i-l/2)-

As an example, we calculate R, A, and R

(5.61)

for the shallow water equations

given in [64].

'

^

+ a3

dt

0

w

h + \h2 J

v™/

\

0

h

lih

A-v))

\

\

i(°r-™))
(5.62)

'

^

\

d w

t

dth
dtw

)

+
0

+

V

/

dx w

'

dxh + hdxh
1

1+h 0

\
)

(

(5.63)

Irk

\ei°2--™) J
\

dxh
l,k

(5.64)

H^-*))

dxw

The eigenvalues are A^ = y/1 + h, A2 = — y/1 + h, i.e.

A =

y/TTh
0

0
-VYTh
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(5.65)

1

Choosing the right eigenvectors r^(u) =

r2{u)

Vl + h

, we

y -y/TTh

obtain
1

R =

1

(5.66)

Vl + h -Vl + h
and

Vl+h

1 1

Rft"

-

(5.67)

~2

Vl+h

5.4

Semi-Lagrangian Methods

In this section, we describe semi-Lagrangian methods. Suppose we want to solve
the ID normalized Vlasov-Poisson system

dtf + vdxf + Edvf = 0,

(5.68)

dxx4> = 1 - P,

(5.69)

E = -dX((>,

(5.70)

f(0,x,v)

= /0(x,u),

(5.71)

where / denotes the exact solution, and p = J fdv.
The solution / is constant along the particle trajectories. Assume the solution
at time tn is known. Then the solution at time tn+i is given by

f(tn+1,x,

v) = f(tn, X(tn, tn+i,x,
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v), V(tn, tn+i,x,

v)),

where (X(tn, *n+l> x> v)-< V(tn, *n+l> x > v ))

are tne

characteristic curves satisfying

For the semi-Lagrangian method, one approximates / at each space-velocity point
i — 1 : Nx, j = 1 : Nv by updating / at each time step from its value at

(XJ,UA

the base of the characteristic (X(tn, tn_^i,x^,Vj),

V(tn,tn^_i,x^,Vj)).

The value

at the base is computed using high order interpolation, such as cubic splines or
WENO reconstruction, from the known values on the grid. [26]
For example, we can solve u^ + aux = 0 exactly, obtaining u(x, t) = UQ(X — at),
using a semi-Lagrangian method, as given in Algorithm 3.

I
2
3
4
5
6

Let u = vector of desired solution to be evaluated at x = Xnew,
UQ = vector of initial values already known at x = xnew.
Input
(xnew,UQ,a,At).
Set xQid = xnew - aAt;
Account for boundary conditions, e.g., on a 2L periodic domain:
x

old=

mod x

( old

+ L>2Ly>

7 Interpolate UQ to x Q y values (from UQ at xnew) to obtain it; e.g., via Matlab
command:
8
u = interpl(xnew,UQ,x0id,
linear);
Algorithm 3: Example of solving a simple ID advection equation via a semiLagrangian method.

For the Vlasov equation, it is advantageous to use a semi-Lagrangian method in
conjunction with an operator splitting method because a convenient splitting choice
allows for an exact solution of a ID linear advection equation at each split step, as
Section 5.5, following, elucidates.
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5.5

Splitting Methods

fNow let us examine the idea of operator splitting to solve a PDE of the form

dtf + Adxf

where A = A(v,t),

+ Bdvf

B = B{x,t).

= 0,

f(x,v,t0)

= f0(x,v),

(5.72)

Note that the Vlasov system (5.1) satisfies these

conditions with A = v, B = E.

The PDE (5.72) may not be simple to solve,

and in particular, for the Vlasov system (5.1) is two-dimensional and nonlinear.
With a clever choice of operator splitting, one may instead solve several simpler
subproblems exactly in order to approximate the solution to (5.72). For the Vlasov
equation, these subproblems are one-dimensional and linear.
For example, we may approximate the solution by noting that (5.72) is equivalent
to the sum of the following two ID subproblems,

dtf + Adxf

= 0,

dtf + Bdvf

= 0,

and, assuming reasonable discretizations of the derivatives in x and v, solving the
split equations:

• Take a full timestep (£Q —> £Q + At) to solve:

dtf + Adxf

= 0,

Rx,v,t0)

= f0(x,v),

(5.73)

Since the exact solution is known, one may simply find the solution as

f[x, v, t0 + A*) = f0(x - AAt, v).
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(5.74)

• Take another full timestep (tQ —> £Q + At) to solve:

dtf + BdvJ = 0,

f(x,v,t0)

= f{x,v,t0

+ At).

(5.75)

Similarly to above, one may find the solution as

f(x, v, tQ + At) = f(x, v - BAt, t0 + At).

(5.76)

Then / is a first order solution to (5.72), if the operators Adx and Bdy do not
commute, and if (5.73) and (5.75) are solved with a numerical method that is at
least first order in time. I.e., the error in the solution is due to both the splitting and
the choice of numerical method (s) used at each step of the splitting If Ad% and Bdy
do commute, then there is no splitting error. [73, 24]. However, for this splitting,
note that each subproblem is a ID linear advection equation, which can be solved
exactly via a semi-Lagrangian method, so the only error is the splitting error.
The popular example of a 2nd order splitting method is Strang splitting (other
names include Marchuk splitting, fractional step method) [13, 73, 58]. We describe
below one timestep of size At, from tQ to tQ + At.

• Take a half timestep (tQ —> tQ + At/2) to solve:

dtf* + Adxf* = 0,

f(x,

v, t0) = / 0 ( x , v).

(5.77)

Since the exact solution is known, one may simply find the solution as

f*{x, v, tQ + At/2) = f0{x158

AAt/2, v).

(5.78)

• Then take a full timestep (to —> tg + At) to solve:

<%/** + Bdvf*

= 0,

/ * * ( * , « , t 0 ) = /*(*,u, * 0 + At/2).

(5.79)

Similarly to above, one may find the solution as

/ * * ( i , v, t 0 + At) = / * ( s , w - BAt, t 0 + At/2).

(5.80)

• Finally, take another half timestep (tg + At/2 —> tg + At) to solve:

d

tfsplit

+

Aa

xfsplit

= °>

/sp/zt( x > u ' *0 + At/2)

= /**( x >«. *0 +

Ai

)-

(5.81)
Similarly to above, one may find the solution as

fsplit(x,

fsplit *s a

secon

d

or

v, t 0 + At) = f*(x-

AAt/2, v, t 0 + At).

(5.82)

der solution to (5.72), if the operators Adx and Bdv do not

commute, and if (5.73) and (5.75) are solved with a numerical method that is at
least second order in time. However, for this splitting, just as for the first order
splitting, note that each subproblem is a ID linear advection equation, which can
be solved exactly via a semi-Lagrangian method, so the only error is the splitting
error. As mentioned above, commuting operators will not give a splitting error
[73, 13].
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5.6

IDC with Splitting Methods

In this section, we expand the results from [67] to examine the same spatial discretization coupled with higher than 2nd order time splitting, using IDC methods
to increase the order of low order splitting methods, and in following sections, we
examine the effectiveness of our novel construction in solving equations of the form
(5.72). Some aspects of our work are similar to constructions in [46, 49, 50]. Note
we introduce a special change for the IDC method's error equation for the Vlasov
system, but for constant advection, rotation, and drifting rotation problems, the
error equation is the same as in previous versions of IDC.

5.6.1

Overview of IDC methods

The basic construction of IDC methods is the same as for SDC methods [25, 18, 15].
Suppose we wish to solve the ID version of (5.1) (given below by (5.88)) to the
final time T. The time interval, [0,T], is discretized into intervals [£n,£ n +ll'

n

=

0 , 1 , . . . , N, such that

0 = tQ < ti < t2 <•••<

tn <•••

<tN

= T,

(5.83)

with timestep

Atn = tn+l
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- tn.

(5.84)

Each interval [tn, in_|_i] is discretized again into M uniform subintervals with quadrature nodes denoted by

tnfi = tn,

(5.85)

tn,m = tn,0

+ mSt

>

rn = 0,l,...,M,

(5.86)

where 8t = - T # - We apply the IDC method identically on each time interval
[tn,tn+l\>

so we

drop the subscript n so that the notation in (5.86) becomes

tm = tQ + m5t,

For one time interval [tn,tn_^i\,

m = 0,l,...,M.

(5.87)

the IDC method calculates a provisional solution

and improves that solution through successive correction loops, which reduce the
size of the error and improve the order of accuracy of the method. Using a known
solution at the initial time, £Q, the IDC algorithm can be summarized as

1. Prediction (j = Oth loop)
Solve the IVP over the grid (5.87) via a simple numerical integration method,
e.g. 1st or 2nd order splitting in time, to obtain a provisional solution,

2. j t h Correction (for j = 1 , . . . , J loops)

(a) Solve an error equation (see Section 5.6.3, below) to approximate the error,

, between the exact solution and the numerical solution from

the previous, (j — l)th, loop via a simple numerical integration method,
e.g. 1st or 2nd order splitting in time.

(b) Update the numerical solution
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Then the solution after the J t h correction loop becomes the initial condition for the
next interval, [tn+\, *n+2l'

m

(5-83). Using a first order split prediction and J first

order split corrections gives a split IDC method that is min( J + 1, M + l)th order
accurate in time. Using a second order split prediction and J second order split
corrections gives a split IDC method that is min(2( J + 1), M + l)th order accurate
in time. The details of the prediction and correction loops for equations of the
same form as the Vlasov-Poisson system are explained in Sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3,
following.

5.6.2

Prediction Loop

The split IDC prediction loop solves an IVP via a straightforward application of
some splitting method as presented in Section 5.5. We clarify a few details as
follows. Suppose we want to solve the ID Vlasov-Poisson system

dtf + vdxf + Efduf

= 0,

(5.88)

dxx(j> = l-pf,
Ef

f(0,x,v)

^

(5.90)

= fQ(x,v),

(5.91)

=

_Q

(5.89)
X

where / denotes the exact solution, Ef is the electric field calculated exactly from
/ , and pf = J fdv.
We will solve the system for x G [0, L], periodic in x with period L, v G 1Z, and
t G [to, ij\/f], where M is fixed and the interval is equally subdivided as

t0 <ti

< ••• <tM_i

<tM,
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5t = t

m + l

-t

m

.

(5.92)

Note that periodicity in x is equivalent to

-

/

pfdx = 1

(5.93)

10
LJo
[22].

For a prediction loop of IDC, we could solve (5.88) using the first order splitting
method in the same form as (5.73),(5.75) (replacing At with 5t):

dtv + vdxfj = 0,
-dxE?i = j [L pVdx-pV,
L Jo
dfq + E^dvrj = 0,

(5.94)
(5.95)
(5.96)

where rj denotes the preliminary split solution, which is 0(5t) = O(At) in time, and
p7? =

f jjdv. Similarly, one could use the second order splitting given by (5.77),

(5.79), and (5.81), calculating the electric field after (5.77) and using it in (5.79).

5.6.3

Splitting for Correction

In the correction loop, we wish to solve for a correction error e defined as

e = f-r}.
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(5.97)

The residual r and the electric field correction Ee are defined as

r = dfq + vdxV + Efdvr)

(5.98)

= (dfq + vdxrj + E^dyrj) + Eedvr)

(5.99)

= r^ + re,

(5.100)

Ee = Ef~ErJ,

(5.101)

where r7? depends only on the provisional solution r\ (and hence is known), and r e
depends on the unknown error e. Since

-dxE*

= 1-

Pf,

-dxEV = \

(5.102)

fpVdx-p*,

L JO

(5.103)
(5.104)

f = V + e,
we require

-dxEe = j

L JO

[Lpedx-pe,

(5.105)
(5.106)

where pe = J edv and thus

/ pndx + [ pedx=
70
JO

/ pfdx = L.
JO

(5.107)

Note that a conservative method of calculating r\ ought to result in

/

p^dx=

pfdx,
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i.e.,

/

pedx = 0,

(5.108)

but we should not assume this, since a solution to a system such as (5.88) requires
that the integral of the right hand side of (5.89) in x from 0 to L is zero.
Now differentiating e with respect to t, we obtain

d e

t

= dtf ~ dtV

(5.109)

= -vdxf

(5.110)

- E->dvf - (r - vdxv - E* dvv)

= —vdxe — E-* dye — r,

(5.111)

and rewrite as the error equation

dte + vdxe + {EV + Ee)dve

= -r7' - re.

(5.112)

Note that re is a new term in the error equation and is not found in previous versions
of SDC or IDC. It is required for the Vlasov system's error equation, but for constant
advection, rotation, and drifting rotation problems, this extra term is zero, giving
the same error equation as expected from prior IDC methods.
In Algorithm 4, we present a pseudo-algorithm to solve the error equation (5.112)
using first order splitting in time. To solve the error equation (5.112) from ig to t-\_,
we first assume that there is no error at t = £g, so e|^ = ^„ = 0 and Ee\^—f^ = 0.
At line 12 of the algorithm, we approximate the integral of the residual r7?, rather
than the residual itself, using an integration matrix resulting from the integral of
a Lagrange interpolant, as described in [25, 18]. To simplify the algorithm, we
use 5tEe\t—t

dv-q\i

to approximate the integral of r e .

However, for a higher

than first order correction loop, a more accurate integration of re (e.g., the same
integration matrix used to approximate the integral of r7?) is needed. The first step
from tQ to ti does not use (E^ + Ee)dye

or vdxe because of the quantities that

we initialize to zero. Since the error e is quite small, we safeguard the process of
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i Initialize:
2e\t=to

3

„new
EV
\t=t0 =

= 0,

(note£e|i=io=0,^

T) Pit)

Er'\t=t0,

= E7! + Ee).

4 for m = 0 d o
(*0 t o ll)
solve 3^e = — rrl for e\t=u
Evaluate E11

TIGW

\t=t^

using (77 +

e)\t=ty

8 for m = 1 t o fM-i,) do
( t m to ^ m + i )
solve cfye + .E7?
\t=tm^ve = 0.
then solve c^e + vdxe = 0.
then solve die = —r7! — re for e|+—+

, ., ,

77P7/J

using ^ |
14

Evaluate E71

15 Update 77 as 7i

=(E»7
TICW

|/_/

ne,u;

- EV)\t=tm

in r^.

, r using (77 + e ) | / _ /

,r .

= 77 + e.

Algorithm 4: One correction loop of IDC for VP using first order time splitting.

finding Ee by solving for the normalized E71
Ee = E71

Tl€-W

= E71 + Ee and then obtaining

— E71 (see lines 7 and 14 in the algorithm). Using the first order

split prediction from Section 5.6.2 and J of the first order split corrections given in
Algorithm 4, the split IDC method is (J + l)th order accurate in time.
The first order splitting in Algorithm 4 solving (5.112) could be generalized as
solving the error equation found from (5.72)

e = f-rj,

(5.113)

r = dtr] + Adxri + BdU7],

(5.114)

dte + Adxe + Bdve = -r,

A first order splitting could be given by:
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e(t0) = 0.

(5.115)

Take a full timestep (£g —• £g + St) to solve:

dte = -r = -dt(ri-f0

+J

(AdxV + Bdy^dr),

IC = e(t 0 ),

(5.116)

Take a full timestep (ig —> £Q + St) to solve:

^ e + 5 a y e = 0,

IC = e,

(5.117)

• Take a full timestep (ig —> £Q +• £i) to solve:

dtespll+Adxespll=0,

IC = I.

(5.118)

Alternatively, a second order splitting of the error equation (5.115) could be given
as [29]:

• Take a half timestep (£Q —>• £g + dt/ty to solve:

a i e i + Adxex

= 0,

IC = e(< 0 ),

(5.119)

• Take a full (£g —»• ig + <ft) timestep to solve:

— Take a half timestep (£g —>• £Q -I- <5i/2) to solve:

dte2 + Bdve2

= 0,
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IC = ei(t0

+St/2),

(5.120)

- Take a full (£Q —> ig + <ft) timestep to solve:

%

3

= -r,

IC = e 2 (to + ^ / 2 ) ,

(5-121)

- Take a half (£Q + 5t/2 —> £Q + <ft) timestep to solve:

fye4 + B<9ve4 = 0,

IC = e 3 ( i 0 + 6t),

(5.122)

• Take a half (£Q + 5t/2 —> £Q + <5i) timestep to solve:

% ^ 2 + ^ e s p Z 2 = °>

5.7

IC = e 4 (to + ^ ) .

(5-123)

Efficiency Analysis

The following sketch compares the number of split equations that must be solved
by high order splitting methods constructed via IDC methods and those methods
constructed via Yoshida's methods in [77]. Note that splitting methods in [39] scale
similarly to methods in [77]. Although the metric we choose below is an imperfect
metric for comparison, it suggests that there is merit in considering high order split
IDC methods. In the comparison we assume the timestep At of Yoshida is the same
as 5t = At/M

(M = number of substeps in each IDC timestep) of an IDC method;

i.e., for Yoshida, we let r = At, and for IDC methods, we let r = St.
Consider a pth order method solving

dtu = (A + B)u,

(5.124)

with exact solution exp(r(yl + B)), after one timestep. In keeping with Yoshida's
notation, a splitting method's solution S(T) can be written as a composition of
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exponentials
k
S(T) = Yl exp(qrA) exp(djrfi)
i=l
= exp{T(A + B)+0(rP+1)).

(5.125)
(5.126)

We introduce the idea of counting the number of split solves as a measure of the efficiency of the method, with the assumption that each split solve is roughly equivalent
in cost (understanding that each split solve could be significantly different and thus
nullifying our comparison). For example, a first order splitting could have cy = 1
and <ii = 1, to give

S^T)

= eTAerB,

(5.127)

which would require two split solves. Similarly, a second order splitting (equivalent
to Strang splitting) could be written with c-y = 1/2, dy = 1, c 2 = 1/2, and d^ = 0,
to give

5 2 ( r ) = e12TAerBelrA,

(5.128)

which would require three split solves. For each of Yoshida's splitting methods that
are higher than 2nd order, one must solve a set of equations (not shown here) to find
the coefficients Cj, d^. To find the exact coefficients, one must solve the coefficient
equations analytically. In this situation, if the order of the method is p (and p is
even), then the number of nonzero coefficients is 2fc — 1, where k —
3P/2-1

+

x.

These coefficients will be referred to as the analytic coefficients. To find a simpler
higher order splitting method, one may solve an approximate set of coefficient equations, giving fewer coefficients, but they are approximate and not exact coefficients.
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These coefficients will be referred to as the nonanalytic coefficients. In practice, the
nonanalytic coefficients are used since they make the computation much more cost
effective (see Table 5.1). The number of nonanalytic coefficients is also given by
2k — 1, but k is different: k = 21 + 2, where I =
2P/2-1 _ i
and the (even) order
is p > 4. Some of these calculations can also be clarified by examining [77, 49, 50].
The number of nonzero coefficients (analytic or nonanalytic) can be thought of as
the number of split solves required for one timestep of that method.
order

Yoshida analytic

Yoshida nonanalytic

IDC-S2

IDC-SI

2

3

-

3

3

4

7

-

'3

9

6

19

15

12±

15

8

55

31

17±

21

Table 5.1: Number of split solves required for one step r of each splitting method.
Yoshida's methods are from [77], and r = At. IDC-S2 refers to split IDC methods
constructed with second order splitting, and IDC-Sl refers to split IDC methods
constructed with first order splitting, r = 8t for IDC methods.

Unlike Yoshida's methods, it is not entirely correct to write split IDC methods
as compositions of exponentials. However, we can still count the number of split
solves in one timestep in a similar manner. Recall we are considering the solution of
(5.124), so there will be no partial derivatives in the following analysis. One substep
r = 8t of the split IDC prediction loop is simply a basic splitting method, which
can be written as (5.127) or (5.128), for example. Thus the cost for one substep of
the prediction loop is 2 solves for a first order splitting or 3 solves for a 2nd order
prediction. One substep of the correction loop, solved according to the first order
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splitting given by (5.116)-(5.118), can be written as

C1(r) = eTAeTBR{T),

(5.129)

where R(T) is the solution to (5.116). Thus the cost of this correction substep is 3
solves. However, if we look carefully at Algorithm 4, line 6, we see that the very first
substep of an IDC interval, from t = £Q to £]_, only requires the solution of (5.116),
but (5.117) and (5.118) are unnecessary. Thus the first substep of the correction
loop only requires 1 solve, while the last M — 1 substeps require the full 3 solves
seen in (5.129).
Similarly, a second order splitting given by (5.119)-(5.123) can be expressed as

C2(T)

= e2TAelTBR(T)e12TBe2TA,

(5.130)

where R{r) is the solution to (5.121). Thus the cost of this correction substep is 5
solves. Again, since the initial error at each correction is zero, we may adjust the
second order splitting to be more efficient (similarly to Algorithm 4, line 6). Thus
we do not need to solve (5.119) or (5.120) over the first substep, but only
i

C2(T)

i

= R{r)elrBelrA.

(5.131)

Therefore the first substep of the correction loop only requires 3 solves, while the
last M — 1 substeps require the full 5 solves seen in (5.130).
To coalesce the number of solves required for an IDC prediction and the number
required for a correction into the total number of solves required for one substep
5t, we must first consider one step of size At.

For a pth order IDC method, we

subdivide At into M = p — 1 substeps (see (5.83), (5.86) in Section 5.6.1). We
solve for the prediction solution over each of those M substeps. Then we solve for
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the error correction J times over each of those M substeps. Letting P denote the
number of solves required for a prediction substep, SQ the number of solves required
for the first substep of a correction, and s the number of solves required for the
subsequent substeps of a correction, the resulting number of solves over At is

MP + J(s0 + (M-l)s).

(5.132)

Then we divide by M to obtain the number of solves required for one substep r = St,

solves = P + J{s0 + (M - l)s)/M.

(5.133)

For example, if we consider a fourth order split IDC method constructed with first
order splittings, then one must solve one prediction and 3 correction loops, requiring
9 solves per substep:

solves = 2 + 3(1 + 2 * 3)/3 = 9.

(5.134)

For a fourth order split IDC method constructed with second order splittings, one
must solve one prediction and one correction loop, requiring 7 4 solves per substep:

solves = 3 + 1(3 + 2 * 5)/3 = 7 - .

(5.135)

See the Table 5.1 for other higher order results comparing Yoshida's split methods
and split IDC methods. For 2nd, 4th, and 6th order methods, Yoshida and IDC
methods appear roughly equivalent, whereas for 8th order (and higher, though not
shown), IDC methods appear to have an advantage in requiring fewer split solves.
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5.8

Conservation of Mass

In this section, we prove that the split IDC methods constructed in this work preserve total mass in the case of periodic boundary conditions; i.e., for fjy~

the

numerical solution to the Vlasov-Poisson system at t = £n_|_i, x = x^ = XQ + iAx,
v = VJ = VQ + jAv, we desire the discrete version of

/

/ f(x,v,tn_\_i)dxdv=

/

/ f(x,v,tn)dxdv

(5.136)

to hold:
NV-1NX-1

Nv-lNx-l
+1

E

E $ A*At,= Yl

E fljAxAv-

j=0

i=0

z=0

j=0

(5-137)

For simplicity, below we drop AxAu and the limits on the sums.
Theorem 5.8.1. A split IDC method that is constructed via first order splitting
methods in the prediction and correction loops together with conservative

semi-

Lagrangian WENO methods, and whose spatial and velocity derivatives in the residual are approximated via WENO reconstruction,

conserves total mass if periodic

boundary conditions are imposed.
Proof. By Proposition 5.8.3 and repeated application (according to the number of
correction loops) of Proposition 5.8.5, both given below.

•

Proposition 5.8.2.

/f+1

= /f -

fo(#+i/2fc0)

- /f-1/2^0))

(5-138)

conserves total mass if periodic boundary conditions are imposed and fn

1

the numerical flux given by a 2k + 1 order conservative semi-Lagrangian

WENO
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,„ is

reconstruction. For example, when interpolation and reconstruction is from the left,
the flux is defined as

= ^tk-V---f?+k-l)-C2k+V^---^k^

fll,2
for Cki,-,

(5-139)

a matrix of coefficients and £ G [0,1/2]. Further details are in [67].

Proof. The sums are over i = 0 , l , . . . , i V — 1 (i = N is excluded due to periodicity).

£ / f + 1 = E(/f - Wf+1/2(£o) - /r_i/2^o)))
i

i
= £ • / ? - £ ( ) £ ( ^ 1 / 2 ^ 0 ) - /f_i/2^0))
i
i

-E/f-^o(-/"i /2 (?o) + /J_i/2(eo))

= £4
where the last equality holds from periodicity, which can be seen by writing out the
fluxes as defined in the proposition.

•

Proposition 5.8.2 represents the solution of only one of the split equations in
(5.94). However, conservation also carries through for consecutive splittings.
Proposition 5.8.3. The first order split prediction of a split IDC method solved
via conservative semi-Lagrangian WENO conserves total mass if periodic boundary
conditions are imposed.
Proof. Let /*• denote the solution updating fj1. in the x direction, given by

/*• = / * - £ o ( / m / 2 j ( £ o ) - T - i / 2 ^ 0 ) ) 174

(5-140)

We know by Proposition 5.8.2 that

i
for all j . Then let fn-

i

denote the solution updating /*• in the v direction, given

by

/ ( f 1 - fij - WtJ+1/2^0)

(5-142)

- /^_i/2«0))-

Again, by Proposition 5.8.2, we have

£>S+1 = E/5-

( 5 - 143 )

for all i. Therefore

E E /"+1 - E E /R+1 - E E /«

("44)

E E/5 = E E«-

(««)
•

L e m m a 5.8.4. / / the derivatives are found via WENO reconstruction,

Y^Y^vjdxrHj + EV+edvVij=0.
i

then

(5.146)

3

Proof. From [67], we see that the WENO flux coefficients can be written as a vector,
which for example, when using a 2k + 1th order reconstruction from the left, we
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denote as wk, , i. Then the numerical flux Fn , /ri can be written
Zk+l
1—1/2
L

> tf+*-l) • W2k+V

^ - 1 / 2 = W-k-V

(5-147)

and a derivative can be approximated as
1
^ / f - - ^ ( ^

1

/ o - ^

1

/ 9 ) -

(5-148)

Now consider the sum in the lemma, with the derivatives approximated as in (5.148).

J2 E ^ ' ^ j + EV+edvrji:j
i

3

3

«

+ 53 ^ + e J2 " A ^ + 1 / 2 - ^j-1/2)
«

3

= - L A^^F-l/2j + ^x-1/2,^
i

- E

-fcr(- F "-i/2+t^Ny-i^

i
= 0,
where the last inequality holds by periodicity, which can be seen by writing out the
fluxes as defined above.

•

Proposition 5.8.5. The first order split correction of a split IDC method solved
via conservative semi-Lagrangian WENO methods (and whose spatial and velocity
derivatives in the residual are approximated via WENO reconstruction)

conserves

total mass if the prediction conserves total mass and periodic boundary conditions
are imposed.
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Proof. Since (5.117) and (5.118) are solved in the same way as the prediction, we
only need to prove that the numerical solution for (5.116) conserves mass. Denoting
en~*~ as the error at the updated time £n+]_, we have, as the solution to (5.116),
n+1 _
ij

n
J

•"•-*-! r>
I n+1
^ -+ 1 + $3- ~ i,, W l V3d*^)

{

+ E^dvvijir)

dr.

Then

E£«&" - EE=S - EEC 1 +EE-S
i

j

i

j

i

j

i

j

rt

n+l

E E / ,
i

v^d
xVij(r)
"j»wnj\-J

+> E7~i) edvr)~wiij
iJT)

dr

j

= E E '5 - /' ^

E E v&VijV + EV+'dwjiT) dr

= EEC
*

3

where the second equality holds by the hypothesis, and the last equality holds by
Lemma 5.8.4.

•

Although the results in this section are for split IDC methods constructed via
first order splittings, we anticipate that conservation of mass for split IDC methods
constructed via second order splittings can be similarly shown.

5.9

Numerical Results

We apply the split IDC methods to constant advection, rotating problems, and
Vlasov-Poisson problems, where we study classic plasma problems, such as the warm
two stream instability and Landau damping.
Although some of the following notation used may be obvious, we provide it
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here for complete clarity: At is the timestep as given by (5.84), Nx, Nv are the
number of space and velocity (or second space, where relevant) steps. Tt is the
final time to which the solution was calculated. When explaining which part of the
operator is used in the splitting, we use the notation of A, B as in Section 5.5. For
spatial differentiations and interpolations, we use WENO reconstruction [19] and
conservative semi-Lagrangian WENO [67]. For error plots, the error is given as the
sum of the l]_ and Zoo norms (li+loo)-

Comparison to exact, reference, or successive

solutions is clarified for each test problem.

5.9.1

Constant Advection

Here we apply split IDC methods to a constant advection equation,

ut + ux + uv = 0,

(x,v) e [-1,1] x [-1,1],

t>0,

(5.149)

u(0, x, v) = sin (47r(x + v)),
u(t, l,v) = u(t, —1, v),

u(t, x, 1) = u(t, x, —1),

using simple numerical integrators in each split step rather than exact (semi-Lagrangian)
solves. We verify that the split IDC framework attains the expected increase in order of accuracy with each correction loop. Here we use A = B — 1. For the spatial
derivatives, we use fifth or ninth order WENO reconstruction.
In Figure 5.1a, we show error plots from solving (5.149) via split IDC that
incorporates first order splitting where each split step is solved with a forward Euler
(FE) integration. In Figure 5.1b, we show error plots from solving (5.149) via split
IDC that incorporates second order splitting where each split step is solved with a
second order Runge-Kutta integration. Clearly the order of accuracy increases and
the error decreases with each successive correction loop as expected.
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Figure 5.1: Convergence study for (5.149) using (5.1a) IDC constructed with 1st
order split methods, each split equation is solved via forward Euler, combined with
5th order WENO. The order of accuracy is clear, as reference lines (with slopes of
1, 2, 3, 4) indicate. (5.1b) IDC constructed with 2nd order split methods, each split
equation is solved via 2nd order Runge-Kutta, combined with 9th order WENO.
The order of accuracy is clear, as reference lines (with slopes of 2, 4, 6) indicate.
In both figures, the error is in the norm l-± + /QO, compared to a reference solution
computed on a finer time mesh.
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Although we also used semi-Lagrangian split IDC methods with the conservative WENO construction, the plots are not shown here because the error obtained
was effectively machine precision. There is no splitting error for (5.149) since the
operators commute, so those results are not unexpected. However, since there is
no splitting error, the test of constant advection is not sufficient to verify split IDC
methods' increase in order of accuracy as the number of correction loops increases.
Thus we consider the rotating problem next.

5.9.2

Rotation

Using split IDC methods with conservative semi-Lagrangian 5th order WENO, we
solved the problem of rotating a nonsymmetric Gaussian initial condition

ut - vux + xuv = 0,

(x,v) G [-1,1] x [-1,1],

t>0,

(5.150)

u(0, x, v) = exp (-20(x 2 + 5v2)),
u(t, 1, v) = u(t, —1, v),

u(t, x, 1) = u(t, x, —1).

Here we used A = —v, B = x for our splittings.
Time convergence results can be seen in Figure 5.2a for solving (5.150) via split
IDC that incorporates a first order splitting in prediction and correction loops. We
see that the temporal order of accuracy increases by O(At) with each additional
correction. Although the figure shows results when Nx = Nv = 40, which may raise
questions since the Gaussian is sharp enough that more spatial resolution is needed
to capture its peak, we found identical results for Nx = Nv = 400. Figure 5.2b shows
convergence for split IDC that incorporates second order splitting in prediction and
correction loops with Nx = Nv = 400. A prediction loop only (or simply a standard
implementation of Strang splitting) gives second order. For a prediction and one
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correction loop, an increase in accuracy by 0(At

) is expected, and indeed clean

fourth order is acheived. For a prediction and two correction loops, sixth order is
expected, but it is hard to verify due to acheiving Matlab precision quickly. However,
the magnitude of its error is less than the fourth order error.
Since the split operators used here for (5.150) do not commute, the splitting
error will contribute to the error that the IDC methods must correct, and in light
of our results, we conclude that IDC methods are able to correct splitting errors
to achieve higher order split methods. Unfortunately, however, the IDC corrections
appear to introduce a CFL that is not present in the prediction loop. The reason
remains to be discovered. Now we move on to more interesting examples.

5.9.3

Drifting Rotation

In this section, we consider a problem that is similar to the rotating problem, except
there is a drift in time. We refer to the problem as a drifting rotating problem, but
it can also be considered a linear Vlasov equation [69]:

dtf + v-Vxf

+ E(t,x).Vvf

where E(t, x) : [0, oo) x 1Z

—> 1Z

= 0,

f(0,x,v)

= fQ(x,v),

is given and smooth. As in [69], we consider x

and v G TZ with

E(t,x) =

-x-sin(2t),

T : U -> 11 denned by .F(O) = 0 and

F\s) -

(5.151)

^sin7(7rs)

if 0 < s < 1

0

otherwise
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Figure 5.2: Convergence study for (5.150). (5.2a) IDC constructed with 1st order
split methods, each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian setting with conservative 5th order WENO. The order of accuracy is clear, as reference lines (with
slopes of 2, 3, 4) indicate. (5.2b) IDC constructed with 2nd order split methods,
each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian setting with conservative 5th order WENO. The order of accuracy is clear for 2nd and 4th order, but unclear for
6th order, as reference lines (with slopes of 2, 4, 6) indicate. In both figures, the
error is in the norm l\ + /QO> comparing successive solutions.
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so that if

F(0, x, v) = T\x

COS 1 + v sin 1 - 2 sin 1 + sin2)

• JF ( - x s i n l + ?;cos 1 — 2 cos 1 + 2 cos 2),

then the exact solution [68] is

f(t, x, v) = T\{x

• T\{x

- sin(2i)) cos(i - 1) - (v - 2 cos(2i)) sin(t - 1) + sin 2)

- sin(2i)) sin(t - 1) - (v - 2 cos(2i)) cos(i - 1) + 2 cos 2),

which for t = 1 gives

f(l,x,v)=F'(x)F'(v).

Here we use A = v, B = E for our splittings.
Our convergence results can be seen in Figures 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.4a, and 5.4b, where
the error is found by comparing the numerical and exact solutions in Figures 5.3a
and 5.3b and successive solutions in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b. We see that split IDC
that incorporates a first order splitting in prediction and correction loops has the
expected convergence, where the order of accuracy increases by O(At) with each
additional correction loop.
As with the solution of the rotating problem, we observed a CFL limitation for
split IDC methods. Thus a future step for us is to determine error bounds that
clarified the CFL condition for split IDC methods. However, other higher order
split methods also exhibit a CFL limitation.

For example, Schaeffer tested the

second order splitting method from [13] and his own fourth order splitting method
[69] combined with a third order interpolation scheme on (5.151). He tested the
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4
methods numerically with Ax = Av and At = c(Ax)5 for a fixed constant c for
4
his method and At = c(Ax)3~ for a (possibly different) fixed constant c for [13]'s
method. The values of At were chosen based on a CFL condition found through a
rigorous error bound, and so that the error bounds in each case should be optimized
[69]. Although Schaeffer's fourth order method showed an improvement over Cheng
and Knorr's method, we note that Schaeffer's method was only implemented for a
linear problem. He displays no results for the nonlinear Vlasov system, and it is not
clear how his method extends to the nonlinear problem. In the following section,
we show that we may apply our split IDC methods to the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson
system.

5.9.4

Vlasov—Poisson

Now we consider the implications of using split IDC methods with conservative semiLagrangian WENO to solve the Vlasov-Poisson system (5.88) with initial conditions
of a two stream instability and Landau damping. In addition to temporal convergence results, we also include plots of solutions and physical quantities that should
be conserved theoretically.

Since the spatial resolution and methods are largely

what influence the accurate numerical representation of the physical quantities, we
do not expect that high temporal order via split IDC methods will improve them;
however, we hope to assert that the physical properties are not unduly degraded by
the split IDC methods' error correction process.
For both the two stream instability and Landau damping, we impose periodic
boundary conditions in the x-direction and Neumann boundary conditions in the
^-direction. Periodicity in space allows the use of a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
to solve the ID Poisson equation. The density p(x, t) is computed by the rectangular rule, p(x,t) = J f(x,v,t)dv

« S 7 - = i f{xivj^)^v
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an

d then is normalized as

described in Section 5.6.3. For the splittings, we use A = v, B = E. Convergence
studies are performed using Nx = Nv = 400. Classical theoretical results for the
Vlasov-Poisson system include conservation of the following quantities (i.e., the time
derivative is zero):

• The LP norm, for 1 < p < oo,

f

I

\f(x,v,t)\Pdxdv,

(5.152)

f(x,v,t)]n(f(x,v,t))dxdv,

(5.153)

J V J sv

• Entropy,

- I f

• Total energy,

9/

f(x,v,t)v2dxdv+-

/

J

E(x,t)2dx.

(5.154)

In our numerical experiments, we checked the time evolution of the discrete versions
of these theoretically preserved quantities. Entropy, energy, and the L

and L

norms are approximated by the rectangular rule.

Two Stream Instability
For the two stream instability, we use (5.88) with the initial condition [26]
2
/(0, x, v) = YT^1

+

o

^ t 1 + a((cos(2kx)

•exp(-v2/2),

+ cos(3fcr))/1.2 + cos(Jfcx)))
(5.155)
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with a = 0.1, k = 0.5, x 6 [0,2-7r/A;], V G [—Tr/k,7r/k],
direction, and Neumann BCs in the v direction.

periodic BCs in the x

Figures 5.5a and 5.5b show time

convergence for split IDC methods with three and four, respectively, nodes in each
subinterval, and in both figures, the error is shown for the prediction loop alone,
followed by the prediction plus an increasing number of correction loops. As with
the constant advection, rotation, and drifting rotation examples, we see a decreased
error and very clear improved order of accuracy with each additional IDC correction
loop.
A first order split solution and a fourth order split IDC solution are shown in
Figures 5.6a and 5.6b, respectively. In both plots, Nx = Nv = 400, At = 1/300,
and the final time is Tt = 25.
The physical quantities are shown in Figures 5.7a, 5.7b, 5.7c, 5.7d, and 5.7e. In
all plots, Nx = 64, Nv = 128, At = 1/40, and M +1 = 4. The energy, entropy, and
L norms are virtually indistinguishable among the numerical methods, so split IDC
methods conserve these quantities equally as well as the first order splitting method.
Although the L\ norm (Figure 5.7a) has one peak for both the first order splitting
(lower peak) and all the split IDC methods shown (higher peak), note that the peak
is very small (< 0 ( 1 O - 5 ) , though the figure shows only < O(10~ 4 )). We note
that it should not be surprising that split IDC methods do not preserve positivity
because the structure of IDC methods closely resembles (and when RK methods
are used in the IDC construction, actually is identical to, see [17]) the structure of
RK methods, which are known to be non-positivity preserving for orders greater
than one without special assumptions on the type of problem solved or the size
of the timestep used [7, 61]. The integral J J f(x, v,t)dxdv

is clearly conserved

(Figure 5.7b), so these split IDC methods maintain conservation of mass, consistent
with the proof in Section 5.8.
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Figure 5.5: Convergence study for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.155). IDC constructed
with 1st order split methods, each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian
setting with conservative 5th order WENO. (5.5a) Here three IDC nodes are used,
with 0, 1, and 2 correction loops. The order of accuracy is clear, as reference lines
(with slopes of 1, 2, 3) indicate. (5.5b) Here four IDC nodes are used, with 0, 1, 2,
and 3 correction loops. The order of accuracy is clear, as reference lines (with slopes
of 1, 2, 3, 4) indicate. In both figures, the error is in the norm l^ + /QO, comparing
successive solutions.
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(a) 1st order

(b) 4th order

Figure 5.6: Solution for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.155). IDC constructed with 1st
order split methods, each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian setting with
conservative 5th order WENO, Nx = Nv = 400, A* = 1/300.

Landau Damping
Landau damping is given by (5.88) with the initial condition [26]

f(0,x,v)

= (l + acos{kx))exp(-0.5v2)/V2^,

(5.156)

with k = 1, x € [0, 2n], v G [—2-7T, 2ir], periodic BCs in the x direction, and Neumann
BCs in the v direction, a = 0.5 for strong Landau damping, and a = 0.01 for weak
Landau damping.
Figures 5.8a and 5.8b show time convergence for split IDC methods applied to
weak and strong Landau damping problems, respectively, and in both figures, the
error is shown for the prediction loop alone, followed by the prediction plus an
increasing number of correction loops. As with the previous examples, we see a
decreased error and very clear improved order of accuracy with each additional IDC
correction loop.
For weak damping, a first order split solution and a fourth order split IDC
solution are shown in Figures 5.9a and 5.9b, respectively. In both plots, Nx
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Figure 5.7: Physical quantities for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.155). IDC constructed
with 1st order split methods, each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian
setting with conservative 5th order WENO, Nx = 64, Nv = 128, At = 1/40,
and M + 1 = 4. The labels 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th in the legends denote first
order splitting (prediction only), 2nd order split IDC (prediction, 1 correction), 3rd
order split IDC (prediction, 2 corrections), and 4th order split IDC (prediction, 3
corrections) methods, resp.
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Figure 5.8: Convergence study for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.156). In Figure 5.8a,
a = 0.01, and in Figure 5.8b, a = 0.5. IDC constructed with 1st order split methods,
each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian setting with conservative 5th order
WENO. Here four IDC nodes are used, with 0, 1, 2, and 3 correction loops. The
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error is in the norm /]_ + IQQ, comparing successive solutions.
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(a) 1st order

(b) 4th order

Figure 5.9: Solution for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.156), a = 0.01. IDC constructed
with 1st order split methods, each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian
setting with conservative 5th order WENO, Nx = Nv = 400. (5.9a) At = 1/300.
(5.9b) At = 1/300.

Nv = 400 and At = 1/300, and the final time is Tj = 16.
The physical quantities for weak damping are shown in Figures 5.10a, 5.10c,
5.10d, and 5.10e. We can see that the quantities are essentially conserved for all
methods shown, and IDC methods may have a slight improvement over the first
order splitting alone. Second order split IDC methods were not included in most
graphs since there appear to be stability issues due to the choice of time step. The
expected damping of the electric field is seen qualitatively in Figure 5.11.
For strong Landau damping, a first order split solution and a fourth order split
IDC solution are shown in Figures 5.12a (At = 1/80) and 5.12b (At = 1/80),
respectively. In both plots, Nx = Nv = 400, and the final time is Tt = 16.
The physical quantities for strong damping are shown in Figures 5.13a, 5.13c,
5.13d, and 5.13e. We can see that the quantities are essentially conserved for all
methods shown, and IDC methods produce nearly identical results to first order
splitting alone. Second order split IDC methods were not included in most graphs
since there appear to be stability issues due to the choice of time step. The expected
damping of the electric field is seen here qualitatively in Figures 5.14.
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Figure 5.10: Physical quantities for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.156), a = 0.01. IDC
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Figure 5.11: Electric field for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.156) and a = 0.01. IDC
constructed with 1st order split methods, each split equation is solved in a semiLagrangian setting with conservative 5th order WENO, Nx = 64, Nv = 128, M +
1 = 4. For 1st order: At = 1/80, 2nd order: At = 1/80, 3rd order: At = 1/80 4th
order: At = 1/80.
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Figure 5.12: Solution for (5.88) with ICs as in (5.156), a = 0.5. IDC constructed
with 1st order split methods, each split equation is solved in a semi-Lagrangian
setting with conservative 5th order WENO, Nx = Nv = 400 M + 1 = 4 (5 12a)
At = 1/80. (5.12b) At = 1/300.
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M + 1 = 4. T h e labels 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th in the legends denote first order
splitting (prediction only, At — 1/40), 2nd order split IDC (prediction, 1 correction,
At = 1/40), 3rd order split IDC (prediction, 2 corrections, A t = 1/80), and 4th
order split IDC (prediction, 3 corrections, At = 1/80) methods, resp.
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1st order: At = 1/80, 2nd order: At = 1/80, 3rd order: At =
At = 1/80.

5.10

IDC constructed
semi-Lagrangian
M + 1 = 4. For
1/80, 4th order:

Conclusions

Here we have investigated high order splitting methods using IDC methods constructed with low order splitting methods. We have found that these split IDC
methods have potential for improved efficiency over other general order splitting
methods, requiring a number of solves that increases linearly rather than exponentially with the order of the method. We also proved conservation of mass, and
applied some split IDC methods to constant advection, rotating, and Vlasov-Poisson
equations to verify the order of accuracy of split IDC methods. We found that split
IDC methods maintain conservation properties at least as well as low order splitting
methods. Ongoing work is to determine why a CFL restriction is introduced in the
IDC correction step, whether that restriction may be mitigated, and to investigate
high order splitting for other PDEs. The principles for split IDC methods could
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be extended easily from the Vlasov-Poisson operators to other operators suitable
for splitting methods, such as the Vlasov-Maxwell, BGK-Poisson, or BGK-Maxwell
equations. Future work should also consider how well the high order split IDC methods handle Vlasov equations with certain collision operators (such as BGK), and
how boundary conditions may be handled in such a way that high order accuracy
is still maintained.
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Chapter 6
Future Work
6.1

Asymptotic Preserving Methods

As mentioned in Chapter 3, semi-implicit IDC methods seem ideal to investigate
higher order asymptotic preserving (AP) methods by utilizing popular low order AP
ARK methods. An AP method is a numerical scheme designed for specific models
containing a small scale e (such as shallow water equations with strong diffusive
terms), such that numerical solutions behave similarly to analytic solutions in the
asymptotic limit, and the timestep is independent of e [43, 44, 64, 63]. Both the
numerical method and the form of the model are interdependent and must be chosen
carefully to achieve AP results. However, AP schemes are not yet higher than third
order in time, and it is the existing first and second order schemes that work best
thus far [64, 34]. Using IDC methods, we expect to be able to extend these methods
to higher order in time. We anticipate that incorporating AP schemes into the IDC
framework will make it possible to maintain stability and mitigate order reduction
that occurs in many semi-implicit methods as e shrinks. Additionally, since AP ARK
methods may also be described as splitting methods which solve the stiff part of the
system first [64, 63], we expect some relationship between the split IDC methods
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of Chapter 5 and IDC methods that are constructed via AP ARK methods. In the
subsequent sections, we outline details of our current plans for investigating whether
IDC methods may possess AP properties.

6.2
6.2.1

IDC with AP-ARK Theory
Moving Towards an A P IDC Proof

The algorithm for IDC methods constructed with AP ARK integrators is identical
to the algorithm given in Chapter 3 for IDC-ARK methods, being careful to note
that the c- ^ c1? for AP ARK integrators. A main concern is whether the resulting
IDC-ARK method will preserve the AP property of its constituent ARK method.
Applying the ideas in [64, 63], we present a sketch that indicates that, under certain
assumptions, and provided we may answer some questions, it is likely that we may
obtain IDC-ARK methods that are AP methods. From [64, 63], we wish solve

dtU = -dxF(U)+1-R(U),

(6.1)
(6.2)

where U G KD,

F : KD

x KD,

and R : 7lD x KD.

If R is a relaxation operator,

then R(U) = 0 in the limit as e —> 0, and there exists a constant d x D matrix W
with rank(VF) = d < D and

WR{U) = 0 We

UD.

(6.3)

Then also there are d conserved quantities u such that u = WU and R(U) = 0 can
be solved uniquely for U as a function of it, that is, U = E(u) and R{£{u)) = 0.
Then we may obtain a system of d conservation laws by applying W and (6.3) to
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(6.1)

dt(WU) + dx(WF(U))

= 0,

(6.4)

which is holds for every solution U of (6.1). Since e —> 0 gives R(U) = 0, then the
equilibrium system

dt(u) + dxg(u)

where G(u) = WF(S(u)),

= 0,

(6.5)

is a good approximation to (6.1).

• Prediction

Consider the following prediction step to solve (6.1) via an AP ARK method for the
predicted solution 77 ^ at the next timestep

C/W = U0

/•

s

i = 1 , . . . , vS,
T?!

\

(6.6)

= U0 + At

When e -> 0,
,S

V a 5 5 .af -/?(t/0')) = 0, i = 1, 2,..., vS.
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From a lemma in [63], if A^ (the matrix from the Butcher table coefficients for a •'•)
1-3'

is nonsing ular, then R{U^))

= 0. If the implicit part of the ARK method has stiff
^
decay, i.e., if a g . = b^, then 77^ = U^u ', and R(TJI) = 0 also. By a theorem in
[63], then the AP ARK scheme in (6.6) becomes the RK scheme characterized by
the explicit part of the ARK scheme applied to the equilibrium limit system (6.5).
The proof for the prediction step only requires that all R(U^))

= 0, but the proof

for the correction step likely requires that R(TJI) = 0 also. However, if R(r]i) = 0
also, then the AP ARK scheme is also asymptotically accurate for the prediction
step; i.e., the order of accuracy of not only the d conserved quantities but also of
the D — d nonconserved quantities should be preserved.
• Correction
Now we consider the error equation in order to analyze a correction loop. The error
equation is given by

dte = dtU - dtr)
= -dxF(U)

+ -eR(U) + dxF{rj) - -£R(r,) - r,

where r is the residual,

r = dtrj +

dxF(ri)-^-R(r,),

f r(r)dr = r,(t) -UQ+
JtQ

f dxF(r,) JtQ

-R^dr.

Then the error equation becomes

dt(e+

fr) = -dxF(V
+

+ {e+ j r) dxF(ri)--R(r]),
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f A +-^R (r, + (e + f r) -

f Aj

or, letting Q = e + J r,

dtQ = -dxF L + Q- JA+^RL

+ Q-

J r\+ dxF{rj) - ±R(V),

or
^Q = -dxF

[Q + U0-

I (
+ -R[Q
6

+ U0-

V

f

dxF(V) - -R{ri)di

ll

1
^
dxF(v) - -R(r,)dT

Jt

+ dxF(V) - ±R(rj)

e

0

J

r-0

Q0 = e0+ f r = 0.

(6.7)

** u

Now we solve equation (6.7) via an AP ARK method whose implicit part has stiff
decay, so Q^u^) is also the approximate solution to (6.7) at the next timestep.

QW = Q0 + AtJ2 «ij ( ~9xF ( QW + U0- f^+Cj
+dxF(r,(t0 + cfAt))

+

At

£

c l

E %-

/

R

-R(r,(t0 + c^At))

(

l

dxF(v) - ±R(v)dT

j
...

b)

fto+c^At

u

Q + o~J
],

i=
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J

l,...,uS.

d F

i

* (v) - -R(v)dr

Then multiply by e to obtain

V

f\

eQ

W

N

AT I/

= eQ0 + A t ^

*ij

/
~^XF

V
a

R

I f
3)

-R(r,(t0

o~J

+ c^At))

J

I

dxF(V)

-

-R^dr

J
+u

J2 ij[ [^

. + _+, CJ JV
ft()
? At

QV> + U0 - /

+edxF(r,(t0 + cfAt))
+ At

I \

rt(]+C^ At
J
dxF

^)-R^)dT

V

(6.8)

and consider the limit as t approaches zero. The left hand side of (6.8) goes to zero.
The first term on the right hand side also goes to zero. We wish to prove that the
entire explicit sum and the second part of the implicit sum go to zero, which would
leave us with

Q(j)

since ^4

+

UQ

_ J

0+C

J

dxF^)

_ RirfidT 1 = 0 ,

j = l,...,uS,

(6.9)

is nonsingular. If (6.9) holds, then, by a similar process as in the rest of

the proof of the theorem in [63], the correction step possesses the AP property. It
seems likely that the explicit sum goes to zero, but it is important to take care with
the fact that the quantity inside F in the first part of the explicit sum contains a
1/e term. It also seems likely that the second part of the implicit sum goes to zero,
but the fact that the values in the second part of the implicit sum are interpolated
values may affect that conclusion. However, we know that R(r](to)) goes to zero,
and if the AP ARK scheme has stiff decay, then we know that R(TJI) go to zero
as well. By the same reasoning as for the prediction, the correction step is also
asymptotically accurate if the AP ARK method's implicit part has stiff decay.
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6.3

A P IDC Methods for Pi Equations

Here we outline a plan for understanding how to implemen AP IC methods applied
to the Pi equations in [34].

6.3.1

The Pi Problem and t h e Splitting

We begin iwth a presentation of the Pi system and its splitting that is used in AP
methods. The original Pi system that we desire to solve is

dtp + adxm = 0,

(6.10)

dtm + -7)dxp = — K m ,
p(x,tQ) = PQ(X),
m(x,tQ) = m 0 ( i ) ,

where a, b are constants, a = cr(x), and t € [^o^O + ^ ] The first order splitting of (6.10) is given by

V1)=0,
^(1)

+

(6.11)

A(i-e2)5,p(1) = - ^ ( 1 ) ,
p^\x,t0)
mS >(x,tQ)
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=

p0(x),
=mo(x),

which solves in the stiff direction first, followed by

dtp&

+ adxm(2") = 0,

dtmW

(6.12)

+ bdxpW

= 0,

p(2\x,t0)

= p(1\x,tQ

m^\x,tQ)

= m(1\x,t0

+ At),
+ At),

the nonstiff direction.

Then rewriting the original system and the splitting with matrices and vectors,
we obtain the original system,
(

\
P

di

0
b

I

-adx

^

a

8

\ \

m

and the splitting,

0

,(1)
dt

2
&(l-e
n —)fl
Ox

m (1)

( p(2)
d.
m

0

(2)

—rj

0

-ad^

-63a;

0
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/

P (i)

V m (1)

\

and we choose the following matrix and vector designations:
p( D \

u

m(!)

)
F =

0

u

(2)

,(2)
PK

(6.13)

m( 2 )

J

0

=

0

-aSx

G =

- 6 ( 1 -e2)dx

-a

-bdx

0

Then we obtain the original system,

dtu = I - j F + G

(6.14)

"(Mo) = '"0(:r)'
and the splitting,

afJ1) = l F J 1 ) ,

(6.15)

lA J ( M o ) = u o ( a ; ) !

^ J 2 ) = Gtz( 2 ),

(6.16)

( 2 )(x,i 0 ) = i i ( 1 ) ( M o + ^ ) ,

in vector form. This notation is for ease of the calculations in the following sections.

6.3.2

Asymptotic Limit

In the limit as e —> 0, the system (6.10) becomes

dtp + adx [ -dxp
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) =0.

(6.17)

For an asymptotic preserving method, the numerical solution of (6.10) should match
the numerical solution of (6.17) in the e —> 0 limit, for At > e .

6.3.3

Splitting Error

Now we analyze the splitting error by Taylor expanding the exact solution u of
(6.14),
At2
u(x, t0 + At) = (/ + Atdt + —dtt

+ ...

)u0(x),

where / is the identity matrix. We replace the t derivatives with their equivalent
expressions from (6.14),

dtt=^F
= \ F

+ G^^F
2

+ -^(FG

+G
+ GF)

+

G2,

and obtain

u(x,t0

+ At)=

(i + Att-^F
+

+ G)

^t2 (^F
/ I2 r f , + ^{FG
1
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(6.18)
+ GF)

+

G2^+..\UQ{X).

Similarly, we expand the solutions to (6.15) and (6.16) to obtain

u

(1) (x,t0 + At) =

/ +

^

^

+

/ + At-^F + ^ ^ F
u(2\x,t0

+ At)

I + AIG+ ^-G2

. . . ) „ ( i ) (Mo)>

+

2

+ ...]

+ ...)

(6.19)

u0(x),

u(2\x,

tQ)

I + AtG + ^-G2 + ... J J 1 )(x,t 0 +At)
/ + At (\F + G\ + ^- (\F2

+ \GF + G2\ + ... J u0(x).

Since F and G do not commute, then the exact (6.18) and split (6.19) solutions
o
differ in the At term, giving a first order splitting.
Alternatively, the solution to the split equations is given by

J 2 ) ( x , t 0 + At) = exp ({t0 + &t)~^F)

ex

P ((<0 + A t ) G ) uo(x)>

which indicates that, if F is negative semi-definite, then it seems more likely that
the method will approximate (6.17) as e —> 0. Also, for the split solution not to
blow up as e —> 0, we require

Fu = 0{t2),

6.3.4

u = u + e2u,

Split S c h e m e w i t h one I D C

ueN(F).

Correction

Now we present the form that the error equation and the split error equation should
take in one correction loop of an IDC method. Let u (as defined in (6.13)) be the
exact solution to (6.14), T) be the split solution after solving (6.15) and (6.16) exactly,
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i.e. r) = v\ >, and define the error, e, and residual, r, as

e = u — rj,

Differentiating e with respect to t, we obtain the error equation,

dte = dtu - dtV

(6.20)

1
2F + G)u
-^F +

{{^F + G)^ + r)

G)e-r,

e(x,tQ) = 0 .

Then we approximate the solution to the error equation (6.20) by the three-part
first order splitting

(6.21)

%

e( 1 )(x, *o) = e o( x );

8teW = Ge(2),

(6.22)

e(2)OM0) = e(1)(a;,to + Ai);

dteW = -r = -dt(r,-u0-Ji
i(3\x,t0)

= eW(x,t0

+ At).
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[^F + G^drY

(6.23)

Now for comparison with the common form of (6.10), we change from the vector
notation back to the component-wise notation. The error equation (6.20) becomes

dtep + adxem = -dt
<%em + -^dxep
ep(x,tQ)
em(x,t0)

I rjp - PQ + /

adxVm dr J ,

= — 2 e m -<h[vm-mQ+

(b-\

^

)dxVp + -^Vm dr J

= ep0(x),
=

emQ(x),

and the split form (6.21), (6.22), (6.23) of the error equation becomes

dte^

e

p

= 0,

(xito) =

(6.24)

e

pfi(x),

e

m O M Q ) = e m,0( x );

dtep2)

+ adxJ$

= 0,

(6.25)

dtJ$

+ bdxep2)

= 0,

(6.26)

ep2\x,t0)

= e(p1\x,t0

+ At),

4?0Mo) = e£\x,t0 + At);
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(6.27)

(6.28)

dtep

= -fyivp-

<%em = -dt

PQ+
rjm

m

0+

(fH

)dxrIP

0
e

JtQ
ef\x,t0)

(6.29)

adxVm dr J ,
+

~2^m
e

dr

>
/

(6.30)

= ef\x,t0

+ At),

(6.31)

m (x,to) = em\x,t0

+ At).

(6.32)

e

6.3.5

Analytic Solutions of Splitting P a r t s

Here we give the analytic solutions to the split equations (6.11), (6.12), and the
split error equations (6.24), (6.25), and (6.29). To simplify the presentation, let
t = tQ + At. The solution to (6.11) is exactly

(6.33)

?>->(()= pW(*0)>
rt

b
= —~d x P (1) Tl
a

where the second equality for
constant in £ gives dx

b

~2 e x p ( ~ 2 r )

rnS '(t) = - exp f — 2 * ) /

exp

dxP

dr

/<T
2

(* - *0>

holds if there is enough smoothness such that
also constant in £.

Now we solve (6.12). Left multiplying (6.12) by
1
25

VL =

_ 1
25
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1
2Va6
1
2v/^6

one obtains

dtV+ + y/abdx<S>+ = 0,

dfl!~ -\fabdx^~
+

p(2)

m(2)

2a

lyfaH)

(6.34)

=0,
T_

p(2)
2a

m(2)

2y/ah

Then the solution for (6.34) is given by

$!+(x,t)

= ^+{x

V~(x,t)

=

-

y/abt,tQ),

•$~(x-\-\fabt,tQ).

Then some simple calculations give the solution to (6.12) as

2

p(

)(x, t) = ]- ( p ( 2 ) ( x - V a b t , t0) + p(2)( x . + v/^6 i ; t ( ) ))

(6.35)

+ - ^ L (m( 2 ) (a; - V ^ t, tQ) - m(2) ( x + Vab t, t 0 ) ) ,
m(2) (x, t) = ^=

(p(2) ( x _ v^6 i, iQ) _ p (2) (x + y/abt, i 0 ) )

+-

( m ( 2 ) ( x - >/a6t,*Q) + " i ( 2 ) ( x + Vabt,ig))

The solutions for the split error equations (6.24) and (6.25) are analogous to the
solutions (6.33) and (6.35) of (6.11) and (6.12), respectively, and the solution for
the part of the error splitting (6.29) is given by

ey(x,t)=ey(x,tQ)-lr]p(x,t)-pQ(x)+

- I Vm(x, i) - mo(x) + /

adxVm(x, r ) dr J ,

(b-\
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^

(6.36)

)dxVp(x, r) + -^rjmix, r) dr j

6.3.6

Anticipated Numerical Tests

Here we discuss the plans for numerical tests to determine the effectiveness of IDC in
the AP setting, in particular, to determine whether the IDC framework is capable of
maintaining the AP property. To start with, we plan to use periodic boundary conditions and smooth initial conditions. We will solve each splitting analytically, which
is essentially a semi-Lagrangian method. It may be necessary to use WENO reconstruction for some places where dx appears, but in other places, setting Ax = At
may mean WENO reconstruction is unnecessary.

Note that within the WENO

method, the Lax-Friedrichs flux may cause problems for these P\ equations. Perhaps instead a cubic spline may be used, especially if the nonoscillatory features
of WENO are not required. We intend to test various values of e, for At > e .
Note, however, that the CFL limitation found numerically for the split IDC methods in Chapter 5.6 will need to be understood much better before these tests can
be performed reasonably.
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